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AUTHOR’S NOTE 

Welcome to Primeva!  Depending on your complexion, you may or not enjoy your stay!

What you’re viewing is my very first full length novel.  In addition, it is my first multimedia 
treatment of a novel, which contains many images and videos related to the narrative you’re 
about to peruse.  It is all my attempt to portray a world in cultural, economic, political, 
military, legal and diplomatic perspectives as seen through popular media, official bulletins, 
classified reports and even advertisements.  In addition, there is a Readers Guide, which 
contains even more supplemental material—everything from a history book, government 
guides, personal IDs, text books, magazine articles and more.

The entire tale is told in three volumes: Before The Storm (dealing with events leading up to 
and including the PRF revolt), The Storm (covering the campaigns that ended in the defeat of 
the Royal Army of the Dominion)   and After The Storm (those events occuring following the 
conquest of the Dominion of Primeva and the transformation into the People's Republic of 
Primeva during the period officially known as the Great Correction)). In addition, there is a 
Readers Guide, which contains even more supplemental material—everything from a history 
book, government guides, personal IDs, text books, magazine articles and more.

A word of grateful thanks to Satan_Klaus, who kindly copy edited the work, as well as 
contributing many suggestions—though any errors are all mine.  Thanks also to the fans and 
supporters who shared my curiosity in this beautiful, if dangerous, far off island nation.

The world in question is Primeva and it was inspired by Velvet Glove, the creator of the 
original world. I found it so compelling, I asked the author for permission to migrate there for 
a while and add to their vision, to which they agreed. In doing so, I was inspired to design a 
simple game called Spoils of War, which in turn inspired a commitment to design a sequel—
SoW2.  The original novelisation was initially begun in aid of supporting the game. This first 
release, in advance of the  game release, will perhaps help others like me, fascinated with the 
prospect of residing in this nation of the mind.

Let me answer an inevitable question—is this work racist and is the intent derogatory?  No on 
both charges, I plead.  This imaginative exercise to me has never been interested in racial 
caricature, or designed to denigrate any individual or people.  The characters are alternately 
brave, wise, merciful or cowardly, dull or cruel in turn.  Individual characters are as complex 
or single minded as humans are wont to be in real life, regardless of skin pigmentation.  Nor 
is my interest in the ideological.  What most intrigued me was the opportunity to gameplay a 
nation witnessing the onset of a return to slavery and societal wide exchange of power—with 
the meek becoming masters and the mighty reduced to enslavement.  All the consequences of 
such a reversal of fortune is what captured my attention.  I might have accomplished this in a 
pre-modern era or a fantasy or sci-fi one. Instead, I chose a recognizably modern one in 
Primeva.  

With that non met culpa, I hope you enjoy your journey. Mind the local customs and obey the 
regulations—you should be fine. I’ve reserved a table at the Royal Nordlund and look 
forward to toasting your arrival with a citranova.!

Welcome to Primeva!    
Selecta, 
on a beach somewhere, August 2019 
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CHAPTER 34:  THE LEER OF INVITATION 

 

“Let go of me!” Karin barked at Fetch, who reluctantly dropped her upper arm. 

They were in the lobby of Skippy’s again, where Karin had become a regular at her 

Sponsor’s instruction.  Fetch had delivered her yet again and she knew he enjoyed play-

ing the chaperone. 

A plain if curvy enough Minion shopgirl approached. 

“May I help you?” she asked, pointedly addressing Karin, not her male escort. 

“My Sponsor, Mr. Chinoso, made an appointment for me with Madame Falola?” 

The Minion girl’s demeanour shifted quickly from polite to deferential.  “One moment 

please!” she requested before zipping behind to the rear of the counter.   

As large as the front of the shop was, it was still crowded with various Minion women, 

all pretty and all excitedly pawing through rack after rack of a universe of female fashion 

choices.  Many held up skimpy items against their pale skin, their other hand holding 

aloft a mobile phone.  Karin assumed these were the new M Fons she’d seen advertised 

on PBC, a one-way device that allowed Sponsors to manage their Minion wards remote-

ly.  The Chief Magistrate hadn’t given her one yet, probably because she was virtually 

always in his line of sight. 

A well-dressed Arab Prime, a younger man, entered with an older Minion woman trail-

ing behind him.  Though not in a uniform, he held the bearing of a soldier, no, an officer, 

Karin thought.  The woman, in her early thirties perhaps, wore an abbreviated maid’s 

uniform.  Greeted by an obsequious Minion shopgirl, they disappeared into a Fitting 

Room.  As the woman followed, she met Karin’s eyes briefly and mutual recognition 

registered.  Colonel Blanid had once headed up the Counter Insurgency Group.  Now, 

she was a pleasure maid, handed out as a prize of war to a junior officer. 

“Please follow me,” the perky Minion requested.  They followed her past the rows of 

shopping Minions, past the many Fitting Room doors and well into the rear of the shop.  

Then, into a lift and up three floors, past an executive office suite and into a large private 

reception area, where they were delivered into the presence of Dayo Falola.   

She reclined in a chaise lounge, comfortable in a cream silk gown, attended by her assis-

tant Lemon, who was kneeling and massaging her Mistress’s feet.  Christina Kruse had 

once been a celebrity in her own right, a Dominion fashion diva who had ruled over her 

own fashion empire.  Now she kneaded brown toes, her face unmade and her blonde hair 

tied into a messy ponytail.  She was topless, her small breasts bobbing as she worked, 

and wore nothing but white cotton panties.  Her expression was one of absolute exhaus-

tion. 

“Ah, the Chief Magistrate’s girl!  Come in!  Daisy, re-stock the Fitting Rooms with 



champagne and Citranova, and confirm the VIP appointments for this afternoon.  Ad-

vise me if any of the visits require my presence.” 

The perky girl curtsied. 

“And you—” she pointed at Fetch.  “You are dismissed.  Go wait in your vehicle—I’ll 

have her returned when we are through. This is women’s business, boy,” she advised. 

Karin smirked as her escort bowed in frustration and followed the perky shopgirl out. 

“As if I was going to allow the likes of him a free show!” Dayo noted in amusement, 

catching Karin’s bemusement.  “You don’t like him, do you?” 

“No, Ma’am.” 

“Let’s see what your Sponsor is interested in today.” 

Karin handed her a sealed envelope, which the store proprietor tore open, removing a 

folded note which she read, a smile acknowledging the contents.   

“As always, your Sponsor demonstrates his 

innate good taste with his requirements,” 

Dayo noted, slipping the note face down 

onto her lap.  “What do you think he sent 

you here for today?” 

Karin shrugged.  “I have no idea Ma’am.  It 

isn’t my place to question my Sponsor’s 

requests.” 

Dayo’s white, even grin was her only re-

sponse.  “Before we attend to your Spon-

sor’s requests, do you have any requests of your own?” 

“Is it permitted?” Karin asked, surprise equal in measure to respect. 

Dayo stretched her toes.  “The other foot, Lemon.  Well, yes.  You have an allowance 

now I understand.  As long as you can afford something, I’m not averse to taking your 

money, as well as your Sponsor’s.” 

Karin had been surprised to learn she’d be earning a salary while in service to the Chief 

Magistrate.  It wasn’t much— only a dollar and an half an hour—and most of that 

placed in an account she wasn’t allowed to draw from.  It was, she was told, to become a 

dowry at some point, to be used as a nest egg when she left Sponsorship at the age of 

thirty five.  “Something to let you start a little family with,” her Sponsor noted.  She was 

allowed a ten dollar allowance per month, though, that she might use on whatever she 

liked. 

“Might I buy some… make-up?” Karin asked eagerly. 

Dayo shook her head.  “I’m afraid not.  You know the expression ‘lipstick on a pig’?  



That’s the way Primes look at Minion girls and cosmetics.  Prime women use cosmet-

ics to accentuate their natural beauty—Minion girls have used it disguise their natural 

homeliness, but not any more.  It’s simply no longer permitted.” 

Karin’s heart dropped.  “Perhaps lipstick, Ma’am?” 

“For what reason, child?  Do you wish to draw attention to your lips in the hope your 

Sponsor will actually kiss you?” 

Karin hadn’t enunciated that hope so explicitly but it was true.  She nodded. 

“He won’t kiss you.  No Prime would ever kiss a Minion.  For one, kissing a Minion is 

a filthy, unhygienic experience.  Everyone knows where your greedy mouths winds up 

so very often.  The very thought of contact with those lips is simply too disgusting for 

most Primes.  And if it wasn’t, do you believe any Prime man who has kissed a Minion 

girl should ever find his lips allowed to kiss those of a Prime woman?  Ridiculous!  

Minions kissing is one thing, but put that out of your mind.  You’ll stick to lip gloss.” 

“Yes, Ma’am” Karin accepted the decision glumly.  “Perhaps…” 

“Go on.” 

“Do you offer bikini waxing?” 

Dayo nodded. “Of course!  I assume your Sponsor keeps you bare?” 

“Yes, Ma’am.  But I’m not responsible for that.” 

“Who shaves you then?” 

“The houseboy—Fetch.  I hate it!” Karin exclaimed. 

“How exciting for him—and how infuriating for you!  I could have Lemon attend to 

that—with your Sponsor’s permission, of course.  Lemon is most familiar with female 

intimacies these days, aren’t you girl?” 

Lemon looked up from the brown feet sheepishly.  “As you like, Ma’am.” 

Dayo patted her head.  “I will ask for you.  How are you doing otherwise, Karin?” 

Karin was taken by surprise.  No one had inquired about her own feelings or opinions 

in a very long time. 

“The Chief Magistrate asked me to have a little chat with you— the kind of chat only 

women can have with each other.  You may be just a Minion but you are still a wom-

an.  So, Karin, how are you finding your new life?  Sit,” she ordered gently, pointing at 

a footstool. 

Karin sat down, looking up at the Prime woman. 

“Now… answer me.” 

Karin considered her words carefully.  “I am getting used to it.  I eat well.  I’m allowed 



to watch television.  I’m disciplined but only when I deserve it,” she shared neutrally. 

Dayo’s eyes arched.  “Only when you deserve it?” she repeated sceptically. 

Karin frowned a little.  “Perhaps when my Sponsor thinks I deserve it,” she amended 

her response. 

“You sound like a very spoiled Minx.” 

Karin nodded.  “I think I am, Ma’am,” she replied carefully. 

“No anger or resentment then?  Surely you must secretly hate losing your personal 

freedom!  Being reduced to the lowest status in society—after having enjoyed the high-

est position not so long ago?”  Dayo’s question seemed to assume she did. 

Karin blinked, reluctant to touch the question.  Was it a trap?  Was the Prime woman 

drawing her out in order to generate a reason to discipline her?  Dealing with Primes 

this way was so draining.   She far preferred to just obey them, rather than try to outwit 

them.  Finally, after a rapid calculation, she decided just how to frame her response. 

“Of course, I do!  I’d be lying if I said I didn’t wish things were the way they used to 

be!  I miss my freedom.  I miss being allowed to make choices about my life for my-

self.  But I no longer think there’s any chance that things will ever go back to the way 

things were.  Primes are in charge now.  Minions will never, ever again regain our free-

dom.  The more time passes, the more it seems strange that Minions were ever free.” 

It was the truth.  It was the way she now felt.  She’d seen the innate weakness of her 

people—the selfishness,  the cowardice, the incompetence—all revealed by the brutal 

reality of the Prime conquest.  It was the weakness of the Dominion men she despised 

the most.  If only there had been more men like her father around to defend the modes-

ty and dignity of Dominion women!  As much as she hated the bitter taste of defeat and 

humiliation, she knew it was meant to be.  The more she came to understand the vitali-

ty and genius of the Prime people, the more Karin knew how inferior her own kind 

were.  Her own people had learned so quickly to embrace their degradation.  The evi-

dence was so overwhelming—day after day, she experienced it with her own eyes.  In 

her Sponsor’s own office, she was a daily silent witness to the plans to further humble 

Minions in hundreds of ways.  On 

the street, the domestics and meni-

als were all pale skinned drudges.  

The Minion concubines or escorts 

were all freshly scrubbed pink 

cheeked beauties, whose pride in-

creased in proportion to the power 

and prestige of their Sponsors or 

employers.  On the television 

screen, she was exposed to Prime 

programming the vast majority of 
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Minions would never see—entertainment all based on the humiliation and exploitation 

of her pale skinned sisters.  Just that morning, she’d seen a visual parade of Prime dom-

ination and Minion submission: 

A news report on re-education in 

Orania, Minion women whipped en 

masse for collective disrespect 

A new game show—‘Spread or 

Starve’- in which Minion women 

whored for additional rations 

An ad promoting the auction of a 

Minion beauty’s 21st birthday par-

ty at a high end brothel 

Another news report on potential increases in the Minion Breeding Quota 

The daily sentencing and execution announcements of former Minion leaders 

The promo for the veteran’s charity—the Royal Strip-athon, featuring the deposed 

monarch herself as centre stage 

attraction  

No—things were never going to be 

the way they were.  The Dominion 

was dead. 

“And servicing your Sponsor—

how do you feel about that?” 

Karin felt threatened by the ques-

tion.  Again, should she lie or tell 

the truth? 

“You may be honest.  As a Prime, I may despise you but as a woman I am capable of 

sympathy.” 

“I’m… getting used to it, Ma’am.  I am trying harder to please him.” 

“That’s what he tells me.  That’s good.  It must be difficult to go from being a pam-

pered little Dominion princess to becoming a Prime man’s personal whore—to know 

he’ll never have any respect for you.”  Dayo waited pointedly for a response. 

Karin wouldn’t bite.  She merely looked away. 

Dayo reached down and tugged Karin’s chin up.  “Your Sponsor tells me you’re be-

coming quite… responsive.  He says he often finds you quite wet—even after disci-

pline.  Is that true or is he boasting?” 

Karin blushed.  Of all the humiliations, this drew her fiercest shame.  “No, Ma’am— it 
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is… true.” 

Dayo patted her cheek.  “You’re a 

Minx—a perfectly natural reaction 

to a Prime man.  Or woman, right 

Lemon?” 

The blonde servant raised her head 

from her Mistress’s feet.  “Yes, 

Madame.  As you  say,” she an-

swered, then returned to her task. 

“Before the War… did you have 

plans?” Dayo pushed. 

Karin shrugged.  “I had hoped… it doesn’t matter.” 

“The Chief Magistrate says the houseboy was special to you.” 

Karin looked away, eyes narrowed.  “He was… I thought we’d get married.  Now, I…” 

Dayo nodded.  “You hate him.  Be-

cause, like all Minion males, he 

failed to protect you.” 

“Yessss,” Karin hissed. 

Dayo patted Lemon’s blonde head 

again.  “Natural.  Of course, Minion 

males were never going to be able 

to protect their women once Primes 

claimed them.  You understand this 

by now.” 

“Yes, Ma’am,” Karin replied truthfully. 

 

“I’m glad we had this chat.  Now, let’s review the Chief Magistrate’s shopping list.” 

It was a long list.   

Two hours later, Karin slipped the last item—a sleek black vibrator—int a Skippy’s 

shopping bag.  A summoned Fetch was waiting to escort her back to the waiting limo.  

She handed him the shopping bags—all four of them.  He scowled but took the bags, 

however reluctantly. 

Dayo rewarded her with a wink and Karin found herself grinning. 

“Ma’am?” 

“Yes, child?” 

strip 
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“Do you have any advice?  On how I might… make my Sponsor… more… pleased with 

me?”  Asking made her feel small but she had to know if there was any chance at im-

proving her situation.  It was, she recognised, her natural ambition finally returning to 

her.  Even now, Karin wanted to be 

more than what she was.  She 

needed a way to re-assert herself 

and this was the only avenue for 

her to do just that.  Talking to an-

other woman, especially a Prime 

women, had helped her find this 

part of her again, she realised.    

Dayo’s satisfied expression sug-

gested her question might have 

been the entire point of their time 

together.  Was this why she had been so generous with her time?  Was the point of this 

visit simply shopping—or was there more to it? 

“Show him you’re more than a warm and willing white body, child.  Give him your 

heart and your mind—without reservation.  If he finds you worthy, he’ll accept your de-

votion.  And that will fulfil you far more than any dreams you used to have.  Do you 

understand?” 

Karin nodded and curtsied.  “Yes, Ma’am.  Thank you, Ma’am!” 

 

Chinoso sipped his morning coffee absently, his attention captured by the various col-

lection of print outs splayed across his desk.  Unlike the usual single pile of items of in-

terest dumped on his desktop, these were gathered according to theme, making them 

much easier to review. 

At present, his attention was captured by a memo from Finance, entitled “Subject: Ac-

cess to Western Credit Network”.  Upshot: lack of diplomatic recognition precluded any 

access to even basic ninety day credit facilities, requiring all imports be paid in hard 

cash.  Another from the Central Bank of Primeva warned that inflationary pressures 

were building.  The Prime Dollar was dropping in value against the US Dollar precipi-

tately.  More concerns from the Reparations Council—expropriations were slowing as 

Minion asset stripping was nearing completion. 

The other pile was just as worrying.  Internal security reports on intra-party clashes: 

“Provincial Militia clashes with Regular Garrison in Bergtorp over Minion POW dispo-

sition”.  “Primevan Youth troop claims credit for rash of Minion lynchings in Passat-

vinde.”  “Minion community leaders plead for protection after Kolveberg riots.”  

“Coordinating Committee members beaten by Minion Resistance.”  “Dozens of Minions 

executed in Jernbjerg Crackdown.” 

turnabout 






His concentration was momentarily broken by the rising pressure below his waist.  

Reaching down, he found the ponytail and gripped it hard.  He felt his assistant, on her 

knees and under his desk, arch and prepare for his release, her lips tightly encompassing 

his shaft.  Without a pause, he let go, gripping the handful of hair tightly, as his deposit 

sludged down her throat.  He’d have liked to have held her in that position, the sensa-

tion of her wet, stuffed mouth a pleasurable one—but it was 9:27.  Releasing her pony-

tail, he felt her quickly clean up after herself, zipping him up and backing out on her 

knees from under his desk. 

She wore a SecreTease themed outfit today, a form fitting top which showed off her 

midriff, and a barely there miniskirt.  She licked her lips shyly, hands behind her back 

and breasts proudly on parade for him. 

“Send them in.” 

Joshua and Leonard took their customary seats and yet another official day of the Great 

Correction began.  

“I’m becoming concerned,” he announced, pushing the stacks at his deputies.  “I see not 

so invisible hands at work.” 

Leonard nodded.  “Minister Munda’s messaging is increasingly… hyperbolic.  His an-

tipathy towards Minions is no secret.” 

“My contacts suggest he’s building alliances with key players in the party and provinc-

es.  They don’t think the Revolution went far enough.” 

Chinoso nodded.  “Comrade Munda’s statements are dangerously inflammatory.  

What’s more concerning is the Leader’s silence.  I worry we may lose all we have 

worked so hard for if this is allowed to continue.  And yet, Munda has become very 

popular.  Many share these views.” 

“What will you say to him?” Leonard asked. 

The Chief Magistrate shrugged.  “I’m not sure.  Just be open, I suppose.  We got along 

well enough during the war.  Perhaps we can reach a compromise.  By the way, thanks 

to you both for organising your daily intel items.  It makes them much easier to read 

through!” 

The two deputies looked at each other in confusion, each shaking their head in disavow-

al. 

“Not sure what you mean, Chief Magistrate,” Joshua admitted. 

He almost missed it, but then caught a small smile on Karin’s face.  Interesting. 

Later that afternoon, Karin ushered in Kabemba Munda, current Minister of Information 

and confidante of the Leader himself.  Munda wore his customary suit, though he’d 

added a PRF party armband lately.  He was ebullient and shook the older man’s hand 

firmly before taking a seat opposite the Chief Magistrate. 



 “Good to see you, old friend!  How have you been?  We never see you in cabinet meet-

ings.” 

“Hardly a place to get work done!  I’ll leave the present to you—I need to focus on the 

future,” Chinoso advised.  “It is why I asked for this meeting.  I sense our goals have 

begun to… diverge, my friend.” 

Munda shrugged, even as his eyes communicated agreement.  “I wouldn’t say that was 

necessarily so.  But the Revolution continues and we must follow where the tides of 

history flow.” 

Typical Munda nonsense.  “Of course.  But your recent speeches suggest a tilt away 

from official policy—especially regarding the Minions.” 

Munda stared at the harbour, filled with sails.  “We have evolving views on the Minion 

Question, my friend.” 

Chinoso took note of his use of the plural, as well as the word ‘evolving’. His suspi-

cions were now well confirmed. 

“And perhaps you’d be good enough to share your current thinking,” he asked. 

Munda’s nodding indicated he’d be more than happy to do just that.  “There are some 

who believe that a more complete separation might be a better option for the Prime peo-

ple.” 

“Why is that?” 

“Quite a few reasons, actually.  For one, they,” here he rested his eyes on Karin, stand-

ing against the wall as always, “represent a danger.” 

The Chief Magistrate laughed out loud.  “Munda, we kicked in an open door!  The Min-

ions were ready for the yoke even before we launched the Revolution!  Their culture 

was decadent, weak and lacked even basic instincts for survival.  They are natural infe-

riors.  What danger do they possibly represent?” 

“For now,” Munda replied, undeterred.  “They also represent a distraction.” 

“As I recall, you chose to sponsor one such prize ‘distraction’—to the consternation of 

many of our most envious colleagues!” 

Munda’s not so guilty smile conceded the point.  “As far as distractions go, Hannah is a 

major one, I’ll admit.  Also a very creative one—once I broke her in.  And I’m in no 

way advocating giving up all our just rewards.  But their utility is reaching the use by 

date. For example, the Coordinating Committee has been a wonderful diving wand, but 

they’ve uncovered almost all of the remaining Minion assets for us.” 

“What about the labour value?” 

Munda waved the objection aside.  “I know your so-called ‘humanomics’ school of 

thinking but we could easily lose ninety percent of all Minion labour and replace it with 



more reliable automation.” 

Chinoso wasn’t having it.  “Theoretical and decades away!  We both know many newly 

established Prime magnates who are demand in more—not less—Minion labour!  What 

is your real position, Munda?  You’re an Eliminationist, aren’t you?” 

Munda’s eyes narrowed.  “I place Prime security above all else and I—and others—do 

believe Minions represent an eternal threat to our people.  Any interaction with them—

even as superior and to their inferior—risks contaminating our people.” 

The Chief Magistrate looked directly at his old friend and in a low, calm tone, began 

responding. 

“For argument’s sake, let’s say you are correct.  Are you seriously suggesting the elimi-

nation of millions of Minions?  DO you have any idea how that would be received by 

the wider global community?  We are trying to re-integrate and get recognition from the 

West.  What you are suggesting would make us a pariah among nations.  And any na-

tion that chose to ‘liberate’ the Minions you wish to genocide would be applauded by 

the rest of the world.  We would lose our independence just as quickly as we have 

achieved it!” 

Munda leaned back, visibly shaken.  “You have a valid point.  Still, I believe the Leader 

shares my concerns.  Perhaps there might be room to discuss reasonable compromises.” 

Now Chinoso shrugged.  It was important to concede room for Munda’s faction to be 

heard.  “What do you have in mind?” 

“A jointly hosted summit—you and I.  Nothing official—but all the key players would 

be there.  We discuss both positions and see where we might… meet in the middle, if 

possible.” 

“And the Spiders would accept this approach?” he asked, openly using the faction’s un-

official moniker. 

Munda straightened his armband.  “Would the Crocs?  Let’s convene it and see what 

happens.  Business for the first day, then pleasure the next day.  We could hold it in the 

Vestdal— the summit at the old Whitecaps Club and the House Party at my new place.” 

Chinoso nodded.  He had heard references to the ‘Crocodiles’ grow louder, even as his 

own confidantes had begun whispering about the ‘Spiders’.  He disliked the natural pro-

gression to factions, but as long as the Leader was willing to leave them in limbo re-

garding his own preferences, the vacuum Nature abhorred would be filled.  He wouldn’t 

rise to the clumsily dangled bait.  

“Agreed.  I’ve heard it is magnificent.” 

Munda smiled.  “The Leader insisted.  Jade Palms is a wonderful place to escape.  And 

huge as well.  We’ll sort our issues and have a wonderful time away from the affairs of 

state.” 



“I’ll have my deputies put together a proposed guest list.  Can you supply the same on 

your end?” 

“Of course.”  Munda rose and offered his hand.  “I’m glad we can work this out like 

civilised Primes.  Our staffs can work out the details and I look forward to seeing 

you—and your distraction,” he pointed at the ever quiescent Karin, standing against 

the wall, “very soon, my friend!” 

Karin could tell her Sponsor was distracted on the ride back to the hotel.  Without 

prompting, she began fellating him and all he did was absently pat her head.  Her ser-

vicing was diligent and she felt him inflating within her wet mouth as her tongue busi-

ly attended to its task.  She wondered if he knew how hard she was trying—really try-

ing—to service him as well as she might.  Or was it a given—taken for granted by a 

Prime Sponsor of his little Minx plaything?  Her tongue deftly lifted the last creamy 

drop from the tip of his cock and she efficiently zipped him up just as the limo pulled 

up in front of the hotel.  She had followed the verbal tennis match between her Spon-

sor and his guest and the implications terrified her.  The desire to please him was only 

magnified.  Depending on forces well beyond her understanding, the future of her peo-

ple—the Minions—teetered on the edge of genocide.  

 

Max Starder, the middle aged doorman on duty as ever in his crisp red uniform, 

opened the door and tipped his black hat to the Chief Magistrate smartly.  Fetch gave 

his the fish eye, always jealous of his own responsibilities— which usually included 

opening his master’s door.  Starder winked at her kindly as she followed her Sponsor 

into the grand lobby of the hotel, headed towards the Resident Elevator. 

After the Chief Magistrate had enjoyed his room service provided light evening meal 

in the surprisingly large dining room—after which she and Fetch were allowed to eat 

in the penthouse kitchen—she dropped to her knees, waiting.  Normally, he’d drop a 

few brief orders and, depending on his whims, she’d change and prepare for the 

evening’s entertainment.  Tonight, the Chief Magistrate was self absorbed, barely ac-

knowledging her presence.  Then, struck by a thought, he tinkled the small bell. 

Fetch appeared immediately.   

“From now on, she will sleep in the small guest bedroom.  Prepare the room immedi-

ately.” 

Fetch’s eyes grew wide but he nodded and left to carry put the order.  He and Karin 

had been sleeping on the floor of the Chef Magistrate’s expansive walk in closet.  Evi-

dently, he’d be sleeping alone from now on—Karin’s sleeping situation had been up-

graded by a magnitude.  

The Chief Magistrate patted a pleased, if shocked, Karin on her head. 

“I have no need of you this evening.  You may organise your new room as you like.  



Go on—I wish to be alone,” he ordered, not unkindly. 

Karin nodded, and left, leaving him in mild confusion as he clicked on the television, 

scanning the domestic and international news channels. 



CHAPTER 35:  BEGGARS AND CHOOSERS 

 

Lars could already hear the screams and shouting as he approached his own apartment’s 

door.   He very nearly did a 180 and head for Happy’s for a MinBeer.  It had been a hel-

lacious day, just one of a long week in which the production goals had been increased 

another ten percent.   

“Fucking dyke!” 

“Little queer!” 

It was Bent and Kristi going at it again.  They’d been going at it like cats and dogs in a 

way they never had when they were younger.  What had turned them from siblings into 

bitter enemies?  The claustrophobic living space?  Just a consequence of teenagers get-

ting a bit feral?  He suspected it went a bit deeper than that—that the education to which 

they were now subjected had been taking a toll on them both.  He knew Kristi was in-

creasingly nervous about her eventual sponsorship and that Bent was growing frustrated 

by the prohibition against dating.  In a world where the Dominion went on, Kristi would 

be applying to universities and Bent would be wondering about who to invite to the Jun-

ior Prom.   

“Kids!  Stop!” he growled, but they ignored him.   

“Hey, did they elect you president of the No Bra Club yet, you skank?”   

Lars sighed.  Bent never failed to resort to the ultimate verbal shiv for his less than busty 

older sister. 

“As if you’ll ever fuck a REAL girl, you little Minion faggot!” Kristi slashed back. 

“Oh yeah?  How are your lezzie classes going?” Bent shot back. 

“That’s enough!” he bellowed.  But while 

they acknowledged his presence, they 

continued to hurl insults at one another.  

Since he had returned from the POW 

camp, Lars had yet to reaffirm his parental 

authority.  It was as if any natural residual 

respect had been forfeit.  He had begun to 

worry about complaints to Ms. Heike, the 

apartment manager, when Inga arrived. 

Hands on hips, she glared at the two teen-

agers, then to himself. 

“Lars, get me the ladle,” she ordered him.  As he obeyed, he saw Kristi’s wary expres-

sion slowly transform into a smirk and Bent grow sulky and despondent.  The recipient 

of the ladle was always Bent. 



“They were both out of control,” he offered weakly.   

“Over the table,” she instructed Bent, ignoring her husband.  The boy obeyed, dismay 

displacing his sulk as he pulled down his school shorts. 

She let go with ten hard swats, reducing Bent to tears and pleas in short order.  Soon he 

was abjectly apologising to his sister once again—his third time in as many weeks—

and the domestic matter resolved.  Inga handed Lars the ladle and he demurely washed 

it and placed it back in the drawer from which it had come.  He followed her into their 

personal sleeping space, leaving Kristi watching MinTV and Bent furiously rubbing his 

backside. 

Inga was already stripping out of her day clothes.   

“Long day?” He felt guilty about her having to come home to such chaos.  The kids 

used to listen to him but now domestic tranquillity required Inga’s firm management.  

Except for his pay check—still much smaller than Inga’s-- Lars felt superfluous. 

She patted his cheek.  “Yes, a long one.  Big directive from the Sponsorship Registry 

Authority so I had to stay late and update all my students’ profiles.  All these Sponsors 

want to know everything they can about the girls before they begin planning their appli-

cations.  Look, you’ll have to handle dinner— Puppet will be here any minute to pick 

me up, ok?” 

He sighed.  “A special occasion?” he asked, not really wanting to know the answer but 

understanding he had no choice but to ask. 

“Damn it—where are my hot pink panties?  Now I can’t wear the bra!  He always in-

sists on a matching set on a date!”  Inga tossed the bra angrily back into the multicol-

oured pile of satin, silk and lace, then dipping into it again to search for a replacement 

set.  “Yes, sorry— the new Bollgrund’s Bunnytails has its grand opening tonight.  More 

of a VIP thing—the public ribbon cutting ceremony is tonight.  The girls are all Grade 

A and up— the Superintendent showed me the brochure.  They are all so gorgeous!  

They’re going to have a draw for a St. Hilda girl— a three hole virgin, if you can be-

lieve that!  Ah, this will do!”   

Lars watched longingly as his wife stepped into a sheer navy blue lace pair of panties, 

dangling the matching bra in her other hand.  His wife’s Sponsor would be taking his 

wife on a ‘date’ to a high end brothel and he’d be preparing dinner for their kids.   

“I don’t think it is fair to punish Bent all the time.  Kristi winds him up too, you know,” 

he pointed out. 

Inga continued to dress, drawing up the garter belt and pulling up the sheer blue stock-

ings.  “I’m glad you brought this up in private.  Wouldn’t want to confuse the kids any 

more than they are.  Look, Kristi is extremely embarrassed about her senior year Lesbi-

an Studies.  Bent’s just twisting the knife.” 

Lars shook his head.  “What are you talking about?” 



Inga’s face palm suggested how oblivious he had become to what was going on under 

his own roof.  “Hon, all Minion girls have to take and pass Lesbian Studies if they are 

going to graduate.  Kristi’s no exception.  Good, you males have no idea how easy you 

have it!” 

“But.. why?  What reason—I don’t understand…” Lars stammered. 

Inga’s smirk was equal parts sympathy and superiority.  “It’s a new requirement—just 

been introduced this year.” 

“But Kristi isn’t a lesbian—is she?” 

“Of course not!,” Inga scoffed.  “But Prime Educational philosophy is designed to estab-

lish maximum Minion flexibility in all areas—including orientation.  Kristi’s must learn 

to perform with another Minion girl, whether she like sit or not.” 

“That’s… horrible,” was all Lars could say, so appalled was he. 

Inga grinned.  “Oh, is it?  What about your little boyfriend?  At work?  You think I did-

n’t know?  The Superintendent told me all about your work sweetheart!” 

Lars was stunned into silence, the blood drained from his face. 

“Honey, it’s ok!  I’ve known all about it—it isn’t like I’m in ANY position to complain.  

Besides, if you earn a little reward, I say good for you!  You’re a hard worker and I’m 

happy for you—not jealous!” 

“She’s more like a girl than a guy,” Lars tried to explain lamely.  “I mean, I’m not—” 

Inga put her index finger on his lips.  “Of course you aren’t.  I know that.  Your boy-

friend can be our little secret, ok?”  

He turned away, hiding his burning cheeks from his wife.  Of course, she’d know.  He 

had no doubt the Superintendent 

enjoyed updating Inga on his 

sessions with Cheri.  “The way 

you treat Bent still isn’t fair,” he 

persisted. 

“I’m only preparing Bent for the 

real world.  We both know he’s 

going to need to toughen up if 

he’s going to make it.  The soon-

er he learns to deal with correc-

tion, the better off he’ll be, ok?” 

Lars slumped.  “Ok.  Will you… 

be home tonight?”  He knew what the answer would be, but he had to ask. 

Inga slipped the bra on, arranging the straps, then slipped a gold sequin cocktail dress 

that left nothing to the imagination.  She dabbed some of the sweet candy scented per-



fume he hated on her wrists, rubbing them.  “Don’t know, hon.  Up to the Superinten-

dent, as always.”  She puckered up and rolled the bubble gum flavoured lip gloss over 

her lips.  She looked like an off duty stripper.   

“Sure, of course.” 

“Mom!  Puppet’s here!”  It was Kristi, announcing her ride. 

“Tell him I’ll be right out!” Inga replied.  She leaned in, catching him by surprise by 

kissing him fully on the lips.   

“I’ll be thinking of you,” she promised, winking playfully as she pulled back. 

Hours later, he smelled the citranova on her breath before she collapsed drunkenly on 

top of him.   

“How’s my little hubby doing?” she whispered in his ear, as he felt her slip off her cock-

tail dress. 

“It’s kind of late,” he responded, peevishly.  She was definitely drunk again.   

If he thought that reminder would suffice to quiet her, he was mistaken.  Rolling him on 

his back, he found himself looking up at her, straddling his chest. 

“How about you doing your husbandly duty first?” she demanded, her words slurring. 

Lars felt the blood rush to his head.  In his fantasies, he was reversing their positions, 

pinning her on her back and then taking her as rudely and roughly as he could. 

“Go to sleep, Inga!” he whispered. 

“No.” 

She remained straddling him, moving her hips towards his face.  Lifting a leg, she 

slipped off the navy lace panty off, kicking it off with the other leg.  He could smell the 

raw musk of sex from between her legs.  She’d been used by her Sponsor—and maybe 

other Primes as well, if he had to guess. 

“Don’t be stupid,” he muttered hoarsely. 

Instead of rolling off of him, she just pushed her hips up to his chin. 

“Don’t be like that,” she scolded him.  “Come on.  Give me some sugar.  I really, really 

need it.”   

She seemed to be practically whining like some annoyed, spoiled schoolgirl.  As she 

did, she spread her legs and placed her sex over his mouth, which he clamped shut stub-

bornly.  He felt the wet, sludgy remainder of an earlier visitor begin to drip down his 

cheeks. 

“Come on,” she demanded.  “Don’t be a tease!  I just want to get off— it was a long 

night!” 

But Lars was damned if he was going to finish off his wife’s date night with her Spon-



sor by lapping her to completion.  Underneath her, he tried to gently but firmly push her 

off.  She was beginning to lean back when she rocked forward, her lips against his ear. 

“If you don’t, you’re NEVER going to get any from me—ever!  I’ll tell the Superinten-

dent I don’t really want to do ANYTHING with you and he won’t make me either!  Just 

think about that!”  As if to make her threat real, she reached back and tapped his Castus 

with her fingernails.  He could smell the liquor on her breath. 

Reluctantly, he opened his mouth.  With little enthusiasm, he began lapping the creamy 

deposit that had been pumped so generously into her sex.  Her hands gripped his hair 

with authority and her hips began bucking above him as she continued to pleasure her 

well used portal.  And that’s how he began servicing his wife after dates with her Spon-

sor. 

 

It was the discovery in Bent’s sleeping space that had inspired the idea, but Lars could-

n’t believe he hadn’t come up with it before.   Necessity being the mother of invention 

and all, he thought.  They way they were now forced to live, with little to no teal privacy 

possible, was acommon, if whispered complaint among all Minions these days.   

Both Kristi and Bent had household chores they were responsible for. Kristi cleaned 

while Bent did the washing.  It was an unfair split of the responsibilities, as the apart-

ment was tiny and it took Kristi only a few minutes to sweep the concrete floor clean a 

couple times a day.  Lars only had a couple of work jerseys and shorts and the kids the 

same in the form of their school uniform tops and shorts.  Inga, however, had a rather 

extensive wardrobe.  Her daywear was fairly uniform like but her sponsorship required a 

large selection of options, including her underwear.  Watching Bent having to scrub his 

mother’s intimates was a depressingly familiar sight. 

He’d seen it from the corner of his eye.  Bent always buttoned up his personal space but 

Lars had bumped the sheet and that’s when he saw the pink barely poking out from un-

der the balled up floor mat he slept on.  He had been thankfully alone—Inga had left as 

had the kids—when he gave the pink lace a tug.  It was Inga’s missing thong panty—

crusty with Bent’s spunk.  Once again, he cursed their collective fate at having to live in 

a new nightmare reality, where a normal, healthy boy was reduced to stealing his own 

mother’s underwear for sexual relief.   

Privacy.  It was what was so demonstrably missing from their lives these days.  Being 

crammed into the storage space was bad enough, but living like hamsters in some trans-

parent cage was even worse.  The sheets that divided their personal spaces were a joke.  

He had been a builder—could he solve the problem somehow?  It might help avoid the 

continual fighting and provide him and Inga with some much needed privacy too.   He 

couldn’t be entirely sure that the new late night pattern of ‘welcoming her home’ after a 

date was as private as it needed to be. 

A search at the plant uncovered a number of old cardboard boxes that were slated for the 



industrial dump pick-up.  They were large and plentiful enough and when he asked if 

he might take a few, he was given permission to do so.  With accelerating excitement, 

he began cutting them, shaping them and eventually adding poles to act as frames on 

which to prop the cardboard.  As his wife and kids watched and cheered, he was able to 

add internal walls and even doors within the apartment over the course of an entire 

Sunday. 

“Dad—this is amazing!”  Kristi was beaming, opening and closing the cardboard door 

to her now fully compartmentalised bedroom. 

“Glad you like it!  We’ll get some carpets too.  Really cheer the place up,” he promised. 

Inga rewarded him with a grateful hug and a kiss, while Bent helped by cleaning up the 

project’s odds and ends.  Finally, even this home was becoming bearable, he thought 

with pride. 

Apartment Manager Heike’s almost immediate visit was a complete surprise.  They had 

just finished cleaning up the job and admiring the sense of privacy they could now all 

feel, when the buzzcut Auxiliary Constable entered through the front door. 

She tapped the wall.  “What’s this?” she demanded. 

Lars prepared to accept any retribution in order to spare his family.  He was sick at the 

thought of having to dismantle the interior walls but he knew how petty the apartment 

manager could be. 

“Ms. Heike, just some improvements.  Nothing permanent.  I just wanted to give my 

family a bit more privacy.  I should have asked permission first,” he acknowledged. 

The short, squat lesbian nodded.  “Yes, you should have,” she observed coldly. 

Then an inspiration hit him.  “But I wanted to see if I could do it properly—before of-

fering to do the work on your own apartment,” he added quickly. 

That caught her by surprise.  “Well, as long as it can be pulled down quickly enough if 

needed.  And yes,” she nodded, “if you’ve done it properly, you may begin putting up a 

similar treatment in my own quarters.”  She tapped the wall.  “Quite a creative ap-

proach, Schmidt!  Impressive even!” 

Within days, many within Arcadia Estates had heard about the interior improvements 

Lars had completed for their own apartment and had asked him to do the same for their 

own homes.  Though it meant working during his only day off, he was soon earning 

additional dollars with which to upgrade the Schmidt apartment furnishing and even get 

those carpets he’d promised Kristi. 

“It appears I’m back in the construction business,” he noted with satisfaction. 

In addition to his ‘welcome home’ duties, the extra cash he was pulling in part time had 

warmed Inga up even more.   “It’s time I make good on MY promises,” she noted cryp-

tically one evening before heading over to the Superintendent’s for the weekend.  When 



she returned late Sunday afternoon, she was smiling and handed him an all too familiar 

form.  Inga handed it to him proudly. It was a Conjugal Relations Permission form—this 

time bearing a stamp that declared it was APPROVED. 

“Happy?” she asked. 

“Of course I am!  I can’t believe it!  How did you—” 

“This time, I filled it out—in a way I knew the Superintendent would accept it.  Go 

ahead,” she pointed at the details, “read it.” 

He did.  Inga had requested a hand job for him on the occasion of his birthday— just 

next month!   

She patted the Castus under his work shorts.  “Is my birthday boy excited?” 

If he were honest, he’d admit he had hoped—after so long—for more.  But he also knew 

he was lucky to have such an opportunity and that he should be grateful to have such a 

supportive wife. 

“I can’t wait!” he responded eagerly—and honestly.   

Inga’s eyes flashed in pleasure.  “The Superintendent wants to supervise— and that’s 

non negotiable—but I know it will be great!  He says it will be like we’re kids again on 

a date!  If he likes how we handle it, he said this might just be the beginning.” 

A rush of resentment flared in him briefly.  Another man was using his power and privi-

lege to set conditions for him to be with his wife!  But that man was a Prime.  The flare 

burnt out just as quickly as it had flared.  He was going to enjoy his wife on his own 

birthday.  Maybe not as fully as her Sponsor enjoyed her, but still, as a Minion husband.  

“You ok?” she asked curiously. 

He nodded.  “Yeah—just happily surprised, I guess.  Thanks, hon—this will be the best 

birthday gift ever!” 

The following week brought more good news to the Schmidt household.  This time, it 

was Bent who was proud to share his own good news. 

“I’ve qualified for Mating Lab!” he announced, his handsome young face beaming with 

pride. 

Lars didn’t know what that was but Inga patted her son’s hand.  “Congratulations!  I’m 

very happy for you!  You must be doing very well in your PCO classes!” 

Even Kristi gave him a wry smile.  “Well done, little man!” 

Lars recoiled a bit.  “PCO” stood for Politics, Culture and Obedience, the core educa-

tional curriculum for Minion students.  He’d flipped through the textbooks his kids were 

required to read and they secretly repulsed him with their degrading study points.  Min-

ion pupils were indoctrinated by teachers like his own wife as to their intrinsic inferiori-

ty to Primes.  Primes were idolised as creators, builders and warriors, while Minions 



existed only to serve them.  In a hundred years, there would be no memory of how 

things were before the Revolution.  It sickened him and in his heart of hearts, Lars 

could only hope things might change.  They always did— didn’t they?   

“Uh, well, that’s great, son!” he offered uncertainly. 

Later he questioned Inga about Mating Lab. 

“It is because Minion boys have such deferred sexual opportunities,” she patiently ex-

plained.   

He knew that all too well—and he was a married man, not a high school boy. 

“Mating Lab allows them to, well—practice a bit.  Each Mating Lab has a life sized 

white sex doll that Minion boys with high PCO grades are allowed to spend time with.  

Only the boys with the top grades get the opportunity.  Isn’t Bent excited about it?” 

He had to admit he was.  He felt a wash of sympathy for his only son.  When he had 

been Bent’s age, he’d had plenty of experience with the real thing but now those first 

fumblings with the opposite sex wouldn’t occur until well after a number of milestones 

for a Minion girl, including her deflowering and any number of sexual acts she’d have 

performed for Prime Sponsors, superiors or customers.  By the time a Minion male had 

the opportunity to have sex with a Minion female, she’d be far more experienced.  A 

Minion male would know he was the last in line to enjoy a woman he might love and 

adore.   If Bent were fortunate enough to land a wife, she’d have serviced many Primes 

in the blossom of her youth and his son would be nothing but the inevitable consolation 

prize for a dutiful little Minion whore.   

Until then—a few minutes each month to ‘practice’ on a sex doll would have to suffice 

to meet his son’s natural yearnings.   And that, even while Prime boys his son’s age had 

easy access to female Minion domestics or the cheap licensed Minion whores who 

worked the Minion Zone quarters at all hours of the day and night. 

There’s no point in dwelling on things I can’t change, he told himself.  Instead, he com-

forted himself with the thought of his upcoming birthday—and the hand job the Super-

intendent had approved for him! 

Mating lab 






CHAPTER 36:  SPIDER WEBS AND CROCODILE TEARS 

 

Karin rang the small silver bell again impatiently. 

“Flit!  Flit!” 

The former houseboy—now transformed by her will into a housemaid—minced into the 

bedroom. 

“Sorry Miss—I was—” 

“Never mind!  None of your excuses!  Have you finished washing up in the kitchen?” 

The white lace cap bobbed up and down, the platinum pageboy cut framing a pasty face 

which nodded abjectly. 

“Yes, Miss!”  Karin noted the new 

tone.  Gone was the initial surliness 

and resentment at his much changed 

status within the household.  Now Flit 

presented a far more polite and re-

spectful demeanour, one more fitting 

to a mere housemaid. 

Not that it had been easy!  But with 

Miss Dayo’s guidance, she had begun 

her subtle campaign with quite practi-

cal suggestions.  The hotel room service was growing stale and couldn’t the houseboy 

learn to cook?  She’d learned about schools established to train Minion domestics and 

slyly shared them with the Chief Magistrate.   

“Why shouldn’t I have you learn to cook?” he had asked pointedly. 

“If you like—I just thought you’d prefer to reserve me for… other duties,” she’d replied 

playfully. 

And that had been that!  Gunnar, now Fetch, had been dispatched to Capital Domestics 

Academy, where cooking was just the first course he’d been enrolled in.  Along with 

other aspiring domestic Minions sent by their Masters and Mistresses, he was soon 

learning how to handle laundry, formal serving, and general housekeeping.  He’d even 

become a fairly competent seamstress!   

Miss Dayo was gratified to see her little protégé manoeuvre the bullied houseboy right 

into a formal maid’s uniform selected and purchased for him at Skippy’s.  The Chief 

Magistrate had allowed himself to be persuaded to permit all this by Miss Dayo, who 

insisted his little Minx was graduating into a proper little chief domestic—in addition to 

her concubine responsibilities. 



“I told you I didn’t want some mimp in a dress, Dayo!  And yet here we are!  How did 

you manage it?”  The Chief Magistrate shook his head good naturedly.  “I spoil you too 

much!” he added, wagging his finger at Karin, who pursed her lips in a playful pout. 

The store owner patted his hand.  “Your little pet is more than capable of keeping her in 

line.  Isn’t that right, girl?” 

“Yes, Madame!” Karin snapped back gleefully. 

Thus Flit was born.  The houseboy-turned-housemaid now reported to Karin, to whom 

the Chief Magistrate had delegated all domestic authority.  Flit’s first uniform soon had 

companions and ranged from utilitarian to quite suggestive.  He wore the later when it 

was just the two of them.  Karin enjoyed watching the former playboy awkwardly ne-

gotiating the vacuum cleaner in patent leather heels while she reclined, reading the lat-

est Prime magazines she was allowed to read.  Any interaction with the hotel Minion 

staff was an entertaining opportunity to introduce the ‘new girl’.  Freddy, a middle aged 

bellboy, who was regularly dispatched to attend to the hotel’s most distinguished per-

manent resident, seemed especially taken with ‘Flit’—a fact Karin filed away for future 

consideration.   

Flit’s final fall from grace was cemented when Karin had ‘offered’ to attend to Flit’s 

discipline—if that was permitted by her Sponsor.  The Chief Magistrate had merely 

shrugged, not even bothering to look at his former houseboy. 

“As you like—just remember to record all his discipline in the diary,” he’d insisted.   

That was how Karin had come to be the Mistress of the House, as she had been think-

ing of herself. She was one of the Minion elite, who lived in relative luxury, ate fine 

foods and had her very own bedroom-- and her own housemaid.  She had been selected 

and she had earned her position.  Never again would she ever allow any other Minion to 

try to surpass her.  As long as she pleased her Sponsor—and that was the focus of her 

life now—Karin was confident she could live life as fully as any Minion girl could ever 

hope to in the Age of Primes. 

“If you’ve finished up with the breakfast dishes, you better start the packing!” Karin 

snapped. 

Gunnar-turned-Flit bowed his head again.  The skimpy uniform looked ridiculous on 

the tall blond man, which was just as she would have it.  Even the little falsies Flit fitted 

himself with failed their job, merely presenting two small bumps hardly worth a leer.   

“I’ll pick out the Chief Magistrate’s clothes—I know what he looks best in.  Then 

you’ll pack for me—again, I’ll tell you exactly what I want.  It will be a very important 

weekend, Flit, and we must all look our best—even you!” 

“Yes, Miss!”  It was that cringing response he was getting so good at.  The routine ap-

plication of a paddle had made that possible.   

When Karin’s Sponsorship commenced, it wasn’t the sex – back then she had even con-



sidered it ‘rape’ - that had appalled her.  Curiously, she’d grown used to all those 

‘duties’ fairly quickly.  Not that she had a choice.  The Chief Magistrate would have 

cancelled her Sponsorship and she knew exactly what that meant—being traded off to a 

brothel or worse.  No, she’d accepted the obliteration of her sexual limits and now even 

felt she was beginning to get better and better in her Sponsor’s bed. 

No, it was that Fetch would be responsible for managing her, even administering and 

diarising any assigned correction.  She could tell he’d enjoyed exercising his petty au-

thority over her—until she’d turned the tables.  Now she was the one who managed Flit 

and his Discipline Diary had filled up accordingly.  She’d keep it up to—she liked the 

feeling of power it filled her with.  Her paddle was always close, as Flit knew well!  

How long would it all last?  As long as it all amused the Chief Magistrate, of course.  

But she knew he was pleased with her, more and more every day.  It wasn’t the im-

promptu sexual servicing—though he made use of her often enough.  No, it was, she 

believed, her contributions in the office that had made such a positive impact on her 

Sponsor’s opinion of her.  At first, it was proving to him that she had a brain she could 

put at his disposal just as much as her body.  She’d begun by organising his notes and 

correspondence.  It pleasantly surprised him initially, but when she shyly offered some 

short notes on various Minion-oriented issues, he was truly impressed. 

The Chief Magistrate now pumped her regularly for her opinions on a range of issues—

from Minion rationing levels to testing out new Minion-grade products and requiring 

her to speculate on Western responses to PRF policies and positions.  How many Min-

ions’ lives were changed because of her own suggestions?  Easily millions!  Even as 

she offered insights, he grew even more demanding with her in bed.  Before her Spon-

sorship, she’d have never tolerated such treatment.  Now it made her feel positively val-

ued.  Putting her brain in the service of her Sponsor had increased her overall appeal—

it was something she recognised intuitively, whether her Sponsor did or not.  It was 

why he gave her the liberties he had—she was no longer a convenient whore or even a 

favoured pet, as many lucky Minion girls were.  She was becoming more—she was 

serving as his muse—or so she hoped! 

The upcoming Summit would be her greatest test in that role so far.  It was happening 

at an extremely delicate time, one in which factions amongst the Primes were emerging 

that would dominate and design the post-war period.  She wasn’t sure how she might 

assist her Sponsor but she knew she had to be prepared to do so in any way if an oppor-

tunity arose.  As always, she had to do so discreetly—it would never do to speak with-

out permission in front of other Primes.   That she would behave as the pretty, lily white 

concubine in public was a given.  But in doing so, she’d also keep her eyes and ears 

open. 

It was considering the trip ahead of them that prompted Karin’s next instruction. 

“Before I forget—Flit, you need to change into one of your less stimulating uniforms.  

We can’t have you distracting everyone.  Go get into one of your day uniforms—go 



on!” 

As her former boyfriend scampered off to slip on a more demure, practical alternative 

to his lacey costume, Karin considered with excitement the journey ahead.  After so 

long, she was returning to the Vestdal!  

 

 

Chinoso was pleased to see the Minion chain gangs working on expanding the high-

way into the Vestdal, all under the watchful eyes of the few paramilitaries overseeing 

them.  Minion resistance had been broken and this was just another sign of it.  The 

crew were young—most likely a Sweat Battalion-- now feverishly pounding the road 

top smooth for the driving pleasure of Prime drivers.  The Dominion had spinelessly 

surrendered their sons, who now laboured on Prime projects, just as it had given up its 

daughters, who now served in just a physical mode—only on their knees and backs.  

Proud peoples didn’t capitulate so completely unless they were decadent and weak.  

Primes never had and never would. 

Absentmindedly, he reached down and gave Karin’s breast a hard squeeze.  She 

yelped in surprised pain but otherwise maintained her kneeling position on the limo 

floor—her usual place.  Up front, Flit watched the road fly by despondently.  He was 

no longer even a make-believe chauffeur, now existing solely as a housemaid.  Chino-

so had spoiled Karin by allowing this but couldn’t debate the results.  Having a house-

maid—even a male Minion housemaid—made more sense than a houseboy.  Certain-

ly, the menu had improved over the Nordlund’s admittedly delicious fare.  One could 

only deal with the same offerings again and again.  It also pleased him to be able to 

humble the young minion scion once again.  That the once arrogant business execu-

tive had been reduced to dusting and folding his laundry—in a too-short, too-tight 

maid’s uniform, no less!— was a source of endless satisfaction to him.  That his own 

personal whore—the boy’s one-time love interest—was the new maid’s domestic su-

perior was a proverbial cherry on top. 

He checked the dash in the armrest.  It informed him they were just under an hour 

away from their destination.  He wondered if Joshua and Leonard had been right.  

Neither wanted him to take this trip alone—well, without staff anyway.  That had 

been a mutually accepted precondition by all invitees though—no staff, just the prin-

cipals from around Primeva.  This was to ensure a less formal, unofficial setting that 

would keep anything off of the official record.  Minion servants and concubines ex-

cepted, only a handful of Primes would be present at Whitecaps to allow for a ‘full 

spirited discussion regarding key developments and issues’ as the note explained.  

Unless he saw troops or security forces he wasn’t expecting, he suspected it would be 

fine.  Munda was far too subtle than to attempt so direct a move. 

The driverless limo decelerated smoothly in front of his destination.  Whitecaps had 



been a very exclusive private club for Dominion elites, so much so that it had only ev-

er been staffed by their own young people—Primes weren’t even considered worthy of 

employment there.  Things had changed though.  Now there was no shortage of crisply 

uniformed Minions on hand, including the valet who opened his limo door.  He got out 

without bothering to look at the white boy who held the door open for him, instead 

seeking out his fellow VIPs.   There was a line of vehicles similarly disembarking their 

Prime occupants now, most followed by a retinue of Minion concubines, houseboys, 

chauffeurs and even maids like his own Flit.  How many had been members of this 

club, he wondered, only now to return as servants? 

A thin, spectacled Prime he recognised as one of Munda’s aides greeted him correctly, 

barking orders for white bellboys to gather his luggage and direct his own Karin and 

Flit to the suite reserved for him.   

“The Minister hoped you might have a moment for drink, Chief Magistrate?” 

He nodded and followed the stiff side into the whitewashed courtyard.  It was another 

day of glorious Prime weather, the sun high in a deep albedo cloudless sky.  He fol-

lowed the aide, glancing at the large blue pool and lounge chairs, some already 

claimed by summit guests, who acknowledged him with a nod.  Suddenly, he felt re-

laxed.  The Primes he was used to negotiating with, cajoling, debating—many were 

here sipping drinks, attended to by bikini’d Minx waitresses, and exuding deep relaxa-

tion and ease.  Their pleasure gave him permission to perhaps indulge himself as well.  

He waved at his old friend Mariela, who waved lazily back.  The intel officer was re-

clined in a bathing suit taking in the sun.  A shirtless pale skinned cabana boy in shorts 

held an orange drink topped off with an umbrella at her side. On her knees was a bare 

chested Minx in her mid-twenties, massaging her feet, wearing only a red spandex 

thong.  He recognised her—a one-time up and coming Dominion officer—Astrid… 

Bloch or Bach or something.  He’d read her dispatches—a keen mind!  She had been 

one of the few Dominioners who had had any useful insight into the PRF.  Fortunate-

ly, they had been few and far between, and mostly ignored.  Evidently Mariela found 

her pretty and interesting enough to be worthy of Sponsorship.  Lucky girl—though 

she didn’t appear to feel that way. 

There were now many faces he knew and knew well, either at the pool or the bar or on 

the beach, taking in the midday sun.  Rather than intrude on their relaxation, he’d con-

nect with them later at the cocktail reception.  He noted Chief Justice Yeboah on a 

beach lounger, attended to by her own pale Minx.  The slender nude beauty rubbed 

suntan lotion on her mistress’es legs, her own pale skin beginning to sport a red burn.  

An idea popped into his mind—more of an image actually.  He must make sure to 

speak with the Chief Justice later. 

He continued to follow the aide who finally deposited him at a secluded table over-

looking the lake.  Kabemba joined him, a Minion cabana boy in tow bearing a serving 

tray with  two citranovas.  What might have started as a handshake became a hug and 



the two party vets embraced warmly. 

“We have much to do but first things first,” the Propaganda chief insisted.  Holding 

aloft his glass, he bowed his head slightly. 

“To the Leader!” 

“To the Leader!” 

The glasses clinked and the first cool draw down the throat was exquisite.    

The Old Man cast his eyes around Whitecaps.  “A marvellous idea, Kabemba.  A per-

fect setting to make many decisions.” 

Munda smiled, accepting the compliment contentedly.  “This is all just for work.  Once 

we conclude our business, I’m hoping you’ll be joining my little house party?” 

“At Jade Palms?  Absolutely.  I hear it is a stunning property.” 

“I have some diversions planned I hope you’ll find amusing!” Munda teased, before 

taking another sip. 

“Involving Hannah, I hope!”  He wished he hadn’t sounded as envious as he did, but 

the former news anchor was one of the top valued trophies from the war. 

Munda shrugged.  “If you like, old friend.  I wouldn’t want to disappoint!  Look,” he 

leaned in now, directing all his attention on Chinoso.  “I just wanted to let you know 

that while we have differences, we have both fought for the same things.  Let us resolve 

to work together—your Crocodiles and my Spiders—to make the best future possible 

for our nation.” 

The Old Man nodded neutrally.  “Always, Kabemba, always.  I should like a rest 

now—it was a long ride from Kongestad.” 

Munda was on his feet.  “Of course.  Take the Chief Magistrate to his quarters,” he or-

dered the cabana boy, who bowed his head.  Chinoso noted the pink shock collar on the 

boy’s neck. 

“I will see you later,” he promised and then Munda was gone, no doubt greeting other 

guests in the opening moves of the Whitecaps conference. 

 

Chinoso drifted through the ballroom, making eye contact with his fellow Prime elites.  

He approved of the evening uniform switch for the many young Minions servants—

from form fitting bikinis for both sexes to more formal black and white outfits of serv-

ing boys and girls.  He had already been advised that any were available for ‘guest du-

ties’ in between shifts.  Karin walked behind him, looking tasty in a sleeveless white 

cut out dress that exposed her taut stomach and the undersides of her bare, pale and bra

-less breasts.  Before leaving the grand suite, he’d deposited a copious amount of his 

essence between her legs and she was practically purring with satisfaction now. 



Small talk, fuelled by expensive liquor, created a low hum through the ballroom, though 

escape to the deck was easy enough, if one wished more quiet.  Twilight was slowly set-

tling in, but the air was still warm and the breeze off the lake soft and cooling.  His eyes 

scanned the group for the Chief Justice but she had yet to make an appearance, assum-

ing she would.  Instead, his search netted him another discovery. 

“General, so good to see you!”  He offered his hand to Saral Suresha, who grasped it 

tightly. 

“Chief Magistrate!  I’m pleased you’ve made time for this gathering!”  The warlord’s 

personal army had been instrumental in the push for Orania.  Fewer knew his secret 

nickname though.  Few Primes would let it be known they were the Butcher of St. 

Olaf’s. 

“You’re alone, I see,” he observed, catching the rogue’s leering eyes latched onto Ka-

rin’s breasts. 

“I always have a comfort girl near.  I have a place a few minutes from here.  A reward 

for services rendered.  I’ve turned it into a bit of a camp for my men—it’s stocked with 

fresh minxes if you’re interested!” 

“Good for you!  Something on the order of Jade Palms?” 

The warlord snickered.  “Nothing like that!  I’m a mere foot soldier for the cause.  No, 

it’s much smaller but fine for me.  Called ‘Elf Hill’ or something by the former owners.  

Has a lovely little beach where my staff is even now enjoying a BBQ and an after dinner 

rape session with some slightly used Minx nurses!” 

He noticed Karin’s expression revert to a respectful neutral.  Good, he thought.  She 

needed reminders of how pampered she was! 

“A fine night for it!  Enjoy yourself!”  He dispatched Suresha with a slap on the back, 

eager to move on.   

He was idling by the open window when he noticed the shock of recognition on Karin’s 

face.  She was a ghost. 

“What is it?” he whispered.  Unless, she was spoken to, she was expected to remain si-

lent in social situations— standard protocol these days for attendant Minions.  When she 

explained herself, he couldn’t help but be quietly pleased.  This was an interesting tidbit 

he could use in the upcoming discussions! 

He made his way through the crowd toward the imposing army officer, decked out in 

full dress regalia. 

“Field Marshal, good to see you!  Of course, I knew you’d be here to represent the 

army’s interests.”   

Nadif Kalejaiye had started the war as a mercenary out of Africa, but his indispensable 

leadership and strategic vision had made him the hero of the war.  He had been granted 



Prime citizenship and had the Leader’s ear on all things military.  He could be a key 

enemy or ally, depending on how he was handled.   

It was the little Minx behind him that had all his attention now.  She was slightly built, 

an elfin blonde with fine features 

and a medium blonde pixie cut.  

She couldn’t have been more than 

eighteen, eyes on the floor, hands 

clasped behind her back and al-

most hiding behind her tall Prime 

master.  The choice of an angel 

costume was inspired—the white 

corset, the wings, the halo.   

“What a very pretty… boy, Field 

Marshall!  You have excellent taste!” 

The officer was momentarily speechless but soon found his balance.  Steering the Chief 

Magistrate by his elbow, he moved to the deck, indicating privacy would be appreciat-

ed.  When the four were against the railing, he turned to Chinoso and nodded, indicat-

ing they could speak in confidence. 

“A Bloody Machete for the Field Marshal and a citranova for me,” he instructed Karin.  

She obeyed, though her eyes were locked on the angel even as she turned to fetch the 

drinks at the bar. 

“Was it that obvious?” 

“Not at all.  He’s adorable.  Is he…whole?” 

The officer nodded.  “In a Castus.  I plan on letting her out once a year—on his Spon-

sorship Day.  Something to look forward to—otherwise, she doesn’t need it.  That 

should suffice, shouldn’t it Petunia?” 

The angel boy shrugged, the smile less than sincere. 

“Go help her,” he ordered the little boy 

Minx, who went to find Karin.  “How did 

you know?” the army chief insisted, a dan-

gerous hint of belligerence just beneath the 

question. 

“I know things.  But this isn’t common 

knowledge nor does it need to be.  How did 

you acquire him—I mean ‘her’?” 

The soldier relaxed.  “When we overran the 

Military Academy, there were some cadets playing soldier.  Petunia was one of them.  

We used many of them for target practice, then clearing minefields.  This little one 



begged me to make her my personal Comfort Girl, which I obviously did—though I 

made her prove to me she really wanted to become a minx first.  For a virgin, she was 

quite the little hussy the way she seduced me!  Anyway, that’s how Cadet Edvard Holm 

became Comfort Girl Petunia.” 

“Have you seen her sister at all?” 

The soldier shook his head.  “Don’t know anything about her backstory, nor do I care.  

Will this be an issue?” 

“Not at all!  You aren’t the only Prime with a taste for the… exotic,” he concluded. 

That wording satisfied the army head.  “She’s a prize as far as I’m concerned.  There 

were a few of the cadets I distributed to officers during the Jernbjerg campaign.  As long 

as she passes muster, I don’t see a problem with it.” 

Emasculating a male Minion was common enough— young males like Flit were often 

dressed in skirts for disciplinary purposes.   But the Chief Magistrate knew official party 

policy discouraged homosexuality but it winked when it came to Minion boys.  As long 

as it didn’t disrupt or put the party in a bad light, he could care less if some Minion 

boy’s sexual orientation was bent for a Prime Sponsor. 

“Neither do I.  Nor, dare I say, does the Leader.  As long as she… passes.” 

The Field Marshall took his meaning.  “I’ve had her vocal cords cut—didn’t like the 

voice.  She’s on hormones and I’m told she’ll manage an A cup within a few months.  

I’m considering botox for her lips—but I may not bother.  Other than that, she’ll be 

quite passable for three or four years at least.” 

“What about when she… matures?” 

The soldier’s eyes followed the slim hips of his boy concubine across the floor, looking 

for the far more nubile blonde.  “I could lie.  But I won’t.  I’ll be merciful—and then 

pick a replacement.  That’s what you do with pets, isn’t it?  How do you see tomorrow’s 

conference developing?” 

 

 

He could tell Karin was still brooding over her encounter with the Holm boy the previ-

ous evening.  She’d told him who he was immediately of course, which had been quite 

useful—the understanding with the Field Marshal would go far in steering the confer-

ence in the right direction.  But seeing what had been done to the boy (he didn’t believe 

for a second the boy had ‘volunteered’ to become a Comfort Girl) had shocked her to 

the core.  Her loss of focus annoyed him and he took her roughly in her tightest hole to 

teach her a lesson.   

“That boy—the Field Marshal is doing this to him right now,” he hissed in her ear.  

“And he is enjoying it as much as you are.  Do you understand?” 



Karin nodded, biting the pillow to distract from the pain.  They now had this in com-

mon—she and Petunia. 

 

 

“Good morning.” 

She forced a smile.  “Good morning, Chief Magistrate!” 

They were strolling along the boardwalk and it was another marvellous day.  The surf 

lazily beckoned, the beach a white sandy carpet.  His concubine looked superb in her 

Skippy’s bought cobalt blue teardrop microkini.  It barely concealed her nipples and sex 

lips—all else was on display. 

“You’re giving the poor cabana boys quite a show.  Too bad they are all Castus fitted!” 

he chuckled. 

She smiled slyly.  “Those little mimps?  They wouldn’t know what to do with me!” 

“Are you sure Flit will be alright in that?” he pointed a thumb back at the male maid.  

He looked even more miserable than usual, decked out in a frilly black and white for-

mal uniform and heels not meant for a day at the beach.  He was following behind 

them, shielding them with a large umbrella from the sun’s rays. 

Karin frowned dismissively.  “He’ll be fine.  Will you be at the conference all day?” 

“Yes.  Which gives you hours to work on those tan lines I want to see.” 

“Yes, Sir!” she replied automatically. 

They’d come to the end of the boardwalk.  A sign designated the very end of the beach 

as “Minions Allowed” and he slipped his hand down to his pet’s firm backside, patting 

it. 

“Stay within this area and you’ll be fine.  I’ll have a box lunch and water brought out 

for lunch.  Remember—tan lines—no burns!” 

She nodded submissively, padded off with Flit holding a large beach towel in tow.  He 

enjoyed the wiggle in her g-stringed hips, surely offered for her Sponsor’s viewing 

pleasure.  Then, steeling himself, it was time to get to work! 

 

 

The conference room was filled already, the atmosphere relaxed.  Familiar faces were 

appeared along a long, rectangular teak dining table capable of seating twenty or so.  

Unlike a typical meeting in the capital in some dark, cloistered chamber, the large room 

opened up on three sides with floor to ceiling windows, all opened to allow a light 

breeze to sweep through and offering a vista of the beach lakefront.  At the far end he 



could see a white speck that might have been Karin or some other Minion concubine.  

Kabemba Munda gestured towards the seat at the end of the table, which faced his own.  

He nodded.  The faction leaderswould sit opposite one another. It was a sign of respect 

which he reciprocated with a smiling nod to his party colleague and rival.  Uniforms 

dotted the room, with Field Marshall Kalejaiye there, as well as Saral Suresha,  Wahyu 

Tri and Mariela.  Interestingly, Chinonso Ejiro had traded his own uniform in for a 

cream tailored suit.  The old fighter had been parading around his latest prize the previ-

ous evening—the tv starlet Yvonne Kris—and been discussing his move into commer-

cial projects.  Security Chief Samnang Dara had landed his own pretty songbird, Frida 

Ebba, who he had perform a surprisingly erotic song and dance number to the delight of 

the onlookers.  Kissa Yeboah had finally appeared, for once not wearing her black judi-

cial robes.  He made a mental note to catch up with her after the conference. There were 

others—provincial governors, ministers and party officials as well.   

Collectively, they represented the decision makers of Prime-

va—the grandees who had the greatest stake in the future of 

the nation.  Some were Hardlines—the so-called ‘Spiders’ 

loosely led by Munda.  Their views on Minions fell on the 

harsh end of the spectrum, preferring no rights or privileges 

for the conquered people and a preference for legal slavery or 

even chattel status.  The Normalists or ‘Crocodiles’ which he 

associated himself leaned towards basic protections for Min-

ions and some legal recognition as residents, if not citizens.  

It had been a growing split within the PRF and it now needed 

to be addressed.  It was a basic question of policy which 

would determine so much for so many, both Primes and Min-

ions. 

Munda stood, drawing all eyes towards him.  “Friends, welcome and thank you for join-

ing us.  As you know, this is an unofficial gathering, one the Leader felt was best had 

outside the capital and off the radar, so to speak.  We are here to have an open discus-

sion regarding the current state of the nation and to come to a consensus about how to 

address some of the issues we have legitimate differences of opinion on.  Chief Magis-

trate, is this a fair overview of our purpose here today?” 

He nodded.  “It is, Minister.  Please continue!” 

“Thank you, Comrade.  Before we direct our attention to the Minion Question, I’ve 

asked some of you to brief us on key sectors of our society.  Director Dara, would you 

give us your impression of our current security?” 

Samnang Dara, the low key head of the security apparatus of the PRF, including the 

Whiphand Terror Troops, stood.  

“I’m pleased to assure you all that the Great Correction has well and truly begun.  We 



continue to track down and arrest former Dominion officials successfully— few are left 

on our priority arrest lists.  In ‘restless’ Minion regions, I’ve established arrest and rape 

quotas which local police have been happy to meet.  Those regions aren’t so ‘restless’ 

after the quotas have been posted!” 

A wave of chuckles passed around the table. 

“The effectiveness of our Minion auxiliary constable force has resulted in a decrease in 

anti-social activities—our little traitors perform well!  In addition, by working with the 

Ministry of Education, we are now receiving reports on Minion students from their own 

teachers that red flag any potential future rebels, allowing us to isolate them for more 

intense indoctrination or imprisonment.   

The ‘Resistance’ movement is essentially a myth, a false front we basically control in 

order to entrap any Minions stupid enough to reveal themselves.  This is, of course, a 

highly classified operation. 

One question I do have is how much longer to allow the Coordinating Committee to 

continue to operate.  As you know, it was set up to allow for a more efficient identifica-

tion and draining of any hidden Minion assets.   Our lickspittle traitors have been so ef-

ficient that they’ve basically put themselves out of work—we have located virtually all 

the secreted Dominion fortunes.  Do we continue to use them as a puppet body or end 

the farce?” 

Chinoso was ready to offer his opinion but Munda was already there. 

“Paul Ludvigsen’s cabal of turncoats have no further use to us.  Minions no longer have 

any illusions that any of their people have any power.  Unless there are any objections, 

I’d suggest you arrest the males and execute them live on MinTV.   The females can be 

distributed via the Sponsorship Registry Authority.” 

Murmurs of approval answered the question.  His issue resolved, the security chief nod-

ded and took his seat. 

“Chairman Ejiro, would you please give us an overview on the economy?” 

Chinonso Ejiro, the former sergeant major, a barrel chested brawler who had ordered 

the Red Month that had devastated the Royal Dominion Army, was now in a stylish, 

full cut suit that had easily cost a few thousand Prime dollars.  Instead of remaining in 

the army, he’d adroitly transitioned into the private sector.  His collection of former Do-

minion companies, including PrimeAir, gave him a loud voice in economic policy mak-

ing.  He stood to address the group. 

“Before you begin, what’s she like in bed?”  It was Wayhu Tri, the object of his ques-

tion the tv starlet Yvonne Kris—a Priority List coup for the old soldier turned business-

man. 

Ejiro grinned.  Yvonne was one of the few Dominioners known worldwide via her star-

ring role on the tv series “Hearts and Deeds” that had been picked up by many overseas 



networks.   

“At first?  A bit cold.  But it’s amazing how persuasive a leather belt can be.  Now, 

she’s more receptive.  Much more receptive!” 

The room laughed. 

“As for the state of the economy, the redistribution of wealth is mostly complete.  The 

so-called ‘Big Lift’ has propelled all Primes to at least a lower middle class lifestyle.  

Imposition of a monthly Reparations tax on Minion families has increased government 

revenues by an additional twenty percent.  Living standards for Minions of course have 

dropped precipitately and for the vast majority, poverty will be the norm, with only a 

few ever rising to even a sharecropper rung on the economic ladder.” 

That was met with applause from all. 

“That being said, I am concerned that the recent good times are threatened by our con-

tinuing ostracism by the global community.  We are not wholly self-sufficient and un-

less we establish trade agreements that open up foreign markets to our goods and ser-

vice, we’ll soon be looking at a recession.” 

“What about China?” Colonel Acuesta askd pointedly.  “Our so called ally?” 

“Indeed.  While Primeva has been recognised by China and we have many ongoing 

joint ventures, this spirit of cooperation hasn’t extended entirely into the realm of trade.  

They remain tough negotiators and their terms are cash on the barrel head.  Credit is the 

big challenge facing us.  Unless we achieve diplomatic recognition, we’ll be cut off 

from the financial markets.  It is as simple as that,” he concluded, resuming his seat. 

This seemed to concern Munda less than it should have, Chinoso observed.  He now 

rose.   

“Comrade?” Munda seemed mildly surprised. 

“I should like to speak on this matter, if I may.” 

Munda gestured him on.  “Please do!” 

“I know we will soon be discussing some of the Minion concerns we share, but this is a 

topic that is very much intertwined with them.  The passing of the late Foreign Minister 

couldn’t have come at a worse time.  The West has condemned our new government in 

the strongest terms possible.  Yes, we have been recognised by China, Russia and the 

Arab League.  But India has not offered formal recognition, which has been a disap-

pointment—not least to Primes of Indian descent.  Our Minion Pacification Policy has 

been denounced by dozens of NGOs, including Amnesty International, the Red Cross 

and the UN Refugee Authority.” 

“It is a concern,” added Chief Justice Kissa Yeboah.  “We must have recognition in or-

der to have firm legal foundations for contract law, if nothing else.”  It had been a pre-

arranged interjection.  Chinoso noted Munda’s slight nod.  He’d exposed one of his fac-



tion pieces and Munda now knew Yeboah was one of the Crocs. 

“How we treat the Minions may well determine the future of our economy and national 

security,” he stated baldly, before sitting down. 

“So stipulated, Comrade,” Munda leapt in.  “And so we come to it at last—the Minion 

question.  As you all know, it is a question which the Leader is considering and he has 

asked each of you to offer your honest thoughts.  He has asked his most influential and 

valued supporters about how you all would like to see this issue resolved.” 

He remained seated, taking a less formal, even conversational tack now that the issue 

had been joined. 

“I’d agree that the short term repercussions of our Minion Pacification and Great Cor-

rection policies have resulted in some difficulties for us.   That said, we didn’t fight this 

war for diplomatic recognition.  Having won our war for independence, it is our right to 

dictate the future of the Minion people—and no one else’s!” 

Palms banged the table in avid agreement now and even Chinoso had to join in. 

Munda continued, nodding solemnly. 

“With regard to the Minions, I believe 

our challenge remains internal, not ex-

ternal.  Since the peace, we’ve loos-

ened our grip.  With respect to the 

Chairman, Minions show signs of 

wanting to regain their former place—

perhaps not outright disobedience but it 

boils under the surface none the less.  

We need to formally establish that 

Minions have zero rights and I’d suggest we consider legalising slavery or even chattel 

status for them.  That would ensure a future in which Minions are forever under our 

boots.” 

Palms slapped the table top but fewer now. 

“A bold move,” Chinoso felt needed to say. 

Munda nodded gravely.  “Let me go further, Comrade.  I believe dependence on cheap 

Minion labour is also a trap for future generations.  I believe we should begin culling 

the Minion population immediately.” 

Silence. 

“How so?” the Chief Magistrate asked quietly. 

Munda’s eyes flashed.  “The specific method?  To be determined.  But I would set tar-

gets to reduce the Minion population by fifty percent within the next three years.” 

A verbal firestorm erupted. 



“Kabemba, are you mad?” 

“The sooner, the better!” 

“You are NOT taking my Sponsored away from me!” 

“The Revolution demands it!” 

The Chief Magistrate stood up so abruptly the gathering was instantly silenced. 

“Comrades, let us allow the Minister elaborate.  He has the floor.” 

Munda nodded in gratitude.  “If I may.  For the record, there would be no changes to the 

Sponsorship Program.  Initially the target of the culling would be male Minions.  It 

would be very easy to maintain a population of female Minions for exploitation with 

just a few male Minions.” 

The Field Marshal, Chinoso noted, remained visibly sceptical.  It was, however, Ejiro 

who responded to the proposed genocide. 

“Minister Munda, the issue should be increasing the number of Minions, not decreasing 

them!  We need as many labourers as we can get!  Minions work hard, seem quite con-

tent with their low wages and we have very little issues in our manufacturing plants.  

Now you tell me we need to dispose of them—why?” 

Munda paused before responding.  “Chairman, as long as Minions are an integral part of 

our society, they represent a two-fold threat.  First, should they ever regain their spirit, 

they may well rise and murder us in our beds.” 

“Nonsense.”  It was the Field Marshall.  “Minions will never represent a threat ever 

again.  We are breaking them and transforming them into a slave race that exists to 

serve!” 

“Second,” Munda continued, “any interaction between a Prime and a Minion will even-

tually sap and degrade the Prime.  The more we purge the Minion from our nation, the 

less risk we have of becoming a decadent cesspool.  Yes, keep the females if you 

must—but eliminate any male not required 

for breeding!  Only then will we deliver on 

the promise of our great struggle!” 

An ominous silence began to grow, one 

Chinoso needed to break. 

“If I might respond to the Minister of Infor-

mation’s eloquent argument?” 

Munda nodded coolly.  “Of course, Chief 

Magistrate.” 

Unlike his debate opponent, Chinoso gave his position while standing, his eyes ranging 

over the group.  He estimated there was a hard third of the room sympathetic to 



Munda’s general proposal, if not necessarily to the same degree.  He had the same.  It 

was the undecided remaining third that was at stake here. 

“As has already been suggested, there are those who believe we should increase the 

number of Minions, not reduce them.  Our new factories are hungry for cheap, pliant 

white labour.  Those of you who have plantations,” and here he knew many of the pro-

vincial governors were sensitive to this,” also require obedient white backs to work the 

land for you.  And that doesn’t even cover the number of urban and suburban house-

holds that now complain about the scarcity of Minion domestics!  There are far more of 

our citizens who desire to see more Minions than less.” 

Munda glowered but said nothing. 

“As for the issue of Minions undermining us as a people, I have far more confidence in 

Prime greatness and resiliency than the Minister.  I only direct your attention as far as 

the nearest Minion—your Sponsored Minx, your secretary, your houseboy, field hand 

or factory drone.  Do you sense ANY threat from them?” 

There was a murmur of agreement now.  Munda looked annoyed and ready to interrupt, 

so Chinoso ploughed on quickly. 

“Of course not!  Minions are weak minded, weak willed and any creativity limited 

strictly to the bedroom.  Were we not pleasantly surprised when a war we estimated 

would take five years to conclude was won in less than two?  Their natural cowardice 

prevents them from even considering rebellion!  As for infecting us with decadence, let 

me suggest that it is Minion subservience that is an eternal reminder of our own great-

ness!  We have taken their cities and towns, their palaces and courts, their very nation.  

We have taken their pride, their sense of worth and we are in the process of erasing their 

history.  And of course, we have taken their women.  The only woman a Minion will 

ever enjoy from now on is one well used and discarded by a Prime.  Even their children 

belong to us—educated and indoctrinated to think and behave as we wish them to.  This 

is not decadence—this is triumph!” 

Munda looked shocked at the applause which greeted Chinoso’s declaration and he 

knew he had lost—for now.  He now also stood. 

“Well said, Chief Magistrate.  There is much merit to what you say.  And yet there are 

still different perspectives on the Minions.  For now, might I offer this compromise—let 

us agree to allow local authorities to determine what, if any, privileges and legal states a 

Minion might have?  This will allow Primes to decide for themselves what best males 

sense for their communities?  Governors and Lord Mayors are better informed as to 

what makes sense for their regions.” 

Chinoso considered the proposal and grudgingly nodded.  It was problematic and still 

exposed Primeva to international ostracism, but it was preferable to an intra-Prime civil 

war.  For the moment, it was the best he could accomplish. 

“Also, until we are in complete agreement regarding the right Minion population level, 



Zero tolerance 

can we not keep the current Breeding Quotas in place, until such time as we readdress 

it?” 

Again, Chinoso nodded.  The status quo was a win in his opinion. 

“Very well.  Unless there are any objections, I motion that we adjourn this gathering.  I 

also look forward to seeing you all at Jade Palms!  Even now, the domestics are busy 
preparing for our guests and I promise you a most memorable stay with me!” 






CHAPTER 37:  BITTERSWEET REFRAIN 

 

He’d been watching the woman for a few blocks now and Bent was hoping he’d be fol-

lowing her for a few more.  She was older than his mom—maybe forty or so?— but she 

looked hot in that tiny black pinstriped miniskirt.  For a Minion, she had a great ass—it 

looked nice and tight— tight like the black crop top with a white collar that showed off 

a very flat stomach.  The shiny black heels had to be six inches and her legs were bare, 

smooth and perfect—a dancer’s legs.  The dark roots in her dyed blonde ponytail needed 

attending to and she looked dead tired, her long face plain and her nose too long.  A sec-

retary he guessed, or maybe just an office girl—she was on the old side for a Prime 

boss.  Still, she looked gorgeous to him, but then all women looked gorgeous to his sev-

enteen year old eyes.  Like always, his imagination was in overdrive.  First, he made the 

little five year old son she was escorting disappear, then he was holding her hands and 

she was kissing him.  They weren’t walking down a rough street in the Minion Zone but 

on a beach somewhere.  She was wearing a bikini, telling him how handsome he was 

and— 

That’s when he sensed he wasn’t the only one watching her.  The Prime looked dishev-

elled though his suit was expensive.  He looked hung over, maybe twenty five or so.  

Bent dropped back a bit.  He guessed the Prime had hit one of the Minion Zone pleasure 

houses and had enjoyed a long night and just now headed back home.  Lots of Primes 

enjoyed slumming in the Minion Zone, where the brothels were cut rate and Prime ex-

clusive.  Based on the way he was eying the tired mother, he wasn’t quite ready to leave 

the Zone either. 

He watched as the Prime caught up to the Minion woman in a jog and as he approached, 

he already had his hands on the bottle blonde’s small breasts. 

“Please, Sir—my little boy!  I have to drop 

him off to BratCare and—” 

“Calm down, bitch.  You aren’t sponsored, 

are you?”  The way the Prime asked the 

question suggested he already knew the an-

swer. 

Her long face fell.  “No, Sir—I’m not.”   

The Prime spread his fingers.  “Well, then!  

You got a little hubby?” 

She sighed.  “Yes, Sir.” 

The Prime man smiled, his mood lightening.  “You wouldn’t want him to lose his job, 

would you?  Just because a stubborn little Minx refused a Prime man invoking his Privi-



lege?” 

Now the woman’s eyes grew wet.  “No, Sir!  But… my son?” 

That’s when the Prime looked around and saw Bent. 

“Boy!  Here!  Now!” 

Bent walked quickly in response. 

“Sir?”  He kept his eyes on the ground as he’d been taught in PCO class. 

“You’re going to school?” he demanded. 

He nodded.  “Yes, Sir.  Minion Zone School Seven, Sir.” 

“You know  where the BratCare Centre is?  Take him,” he pointed to the woman’s five 

year old son, now confused and crying, “there.” 

Without waiting for him to answer—a Prime was issuing an order so it wasn’t re-

quired—he stuck a Prime dollar bill in his hand.   He looked at the woman, who simply 

nodded in surrender. 

“Lucas, you go with this boy.  He’ll take you to BratCare and I’ll see you when I pick 

you up tonight—ok?”  She was wiping tears away, trying to smile at her little boy. 

“Is there a Comfort Station around here, boy?” 

“Two blocks down Sir!  Thank you, Sir!” Bent answered, holding up the bill.  Comfort 

Stations had been put up recently in an initiative by the Lord Mayor of Bollgrund.  

With a coin, a Prime could rent a small enclosed room that offered a bed and some pri-

vacy— in which to conveniently involve Prime Privilege on any eligible, unsponsored 

Minion female.  Just like this poor, tired married woman.  Bent wondered if she’d tell 

her husband later.  He knew his own mom made no secret about it when she’d spent 

time with her Sponsor, which was often. 

He watched the Prime man, his hand on the skinny Minx’s ass, as they walked away.  

He burned with envy.   

“Come on—it’s ok,” he promised the little boy.  “It’ll be ok.”   

 

He felt Inga’s tongue and his intertwining, their cheeks burning in arousal.  His arms 

were wrapped around her and he felt her own on his neck.  He was barechested, though 

Inga wore her teacher’s blouse.  Best of all, he exulted in the absence of the usual 

weight of the Castus.  His penis was erect—had been as soon as it had been released—

but as of yet, Inga had ignored it.  They were on their knees, smiling at each other al-

most shyly. 

It was his birthday and, true to his word, the Superintendent had arranged a treat for the 

sex starved husband.  He sat in his favourite arm chair, Puppet holding a serving tray at 



his side, directing the scene before him.  Before his ultimate reward, the couple would 

enjoy a ‘date’—one chaperoned by his wife’s Sponsor.   

“Adorable.  It must be nice to be treated like a lady for once!”   

“I love you,” he whispered into his wife’s ear, giving her pink lobe a darting lick. 

“How romantic you two are— a couple of Minion lovers getting all worked up!  Let’s 

see if you’re heating the little bitch up at all.  Inga, here girl!”  The Superintendent 

pointed at his shoes and his wife hopped to comply.  On her knees, he instructed her to 

spread her legs and he stuck his brown hand down her panties. 

“Still dry, boy!  I’m afraid you’re going to find once a Minx gets spoiled by Prime cock, 

they’re ruined for you white boys!  Anyway, YOU are the birthday boy.  Go on Inga—

show hubby a good time.” 

On her knees, dress pulled back down, she returned to her husband, looking down at his 

erection slyly.  Reaching into her dress pocket, she withdrew a small, square foil pack-

age.  She was smiling as she daintily pulled off the top of the silver package, withdraw-

ing a fresh brown coloured condom.  He closed his eyes as she slipped it over the tip of 

his erect penis, more aroused than he had been since before the war.  It was a Curtail, so 

he wouldn’t have much time to enjoy his wife’s ministrations.  The Curtail was a Min-

ion Grade product, expensive and purchasable only with a Sponsor’s written permission.  

It was made of thick rubber and contained a lubricant that lightly anesthetised the mem-

ber enclosed in it.  It required a quick Minion release, otherwise the Minion’s penis 

would soon go limp.  If a Sponsored Minion couple were allowed to enjoy conjugal re-

lations, Sponsors almost always insisted a Curtail be used. 

“Go on, slut—give him a good pump now!” 

Inga nodded, but locked her eyes on her husband now, her grip firm on his cock.  The 

explosion in his pleasure centres disoriented him—he hadn’t felt so filled with sheer joy 

in so long he couldn’t remember.  Just as the Curtail had begun to soften his erection, he 

felt the explosion as he spurted long and hard into the thick rubber.   

“Ha!  Forty-two seconds!”  The Superintendent was looking at his Rolex, timing Lar’s 

orgasm. 

Lars looked at Inga, was holding his deflated cock.  She struggled to maintain a loving 

smile. 

“Happy Birthday, Drone Boy!” the Superintendent offered smugly. 

“Thank you, Sir!” he managed while gasping, still reeling from the handjob his wife had 

given him.   

The Sponsor lifted his citranova in a silent toast.  Lars thought Puppet looked extremely 

jealous. 

“Was that worth the wait, boy?” 



“Yes, Sir, it was.  Thank you, Sir,” Lars replied humbly.   

“Clean him up, Puppet.” 

The surly teen houseboy obeyed reluctantly, leaving then returning with towlettes.  He 

pulled the slimy, filled Curtail off Lar’s cock, then began daubing it with the alcohol-

dipped towelettes.  After an efficient cleaning, he none too gently drew the Castus over 

it, locking it with a malicious smirk. 

“You may put your clothes back on, boy,” the Superintendent allowed.  Once Lars had 

pulled his lycra work shorts and jersey back on, the couple stood before the Indian 

Prime, heads bowed and awaiting their next instructions. 

“Normally, I’d keep Inga here after a liberty like that—to remind her who the REAL 

man in her life is.” 

It was what they had both expected.  Inga had packed an overnight bag and Lars had 

resigned himself to spending another night in their bed alone. 

“But,” the middle aged Sponsor, “I was rather touched by your sticky fumblings.  It was 

like watching two naughty little teenagers out on a date!  I think we’ll be doing more 

chaperoned dates like this.  Would you like that, boy?” 

“Oh, yes—please, Sir!”  It was out of his mouth before he even knew it! 

The Indian Prime nodded.  “You know, this little whore’s Sponsorship concludes in six 

months.” 

Lars knew it and was bursting with relief that the Prime had acknowledged it too. 

“I’ll have to ease you two back together.  You’ll need some practice, boy, if you hope to 

keep this slut satisfied.  I won’t allow your nasty spunk to contaminate her pussy of 

course—not while I’m still her Sponsor.  But I may allow you two to perform other 

tricks on your next date.  Let’s see what you kids come up with on your next Conjugal 

Relations Application and I’ll consider it.  Also, boy, I expect you to demonstrate reci-

procity with horny Inga next time.  This time was for you.  Next time, it is only fair, you 

do something for her.  You are not a Prime—you shouldn’t expect sex with a Minx to 

ever be a one way proposition!” 

He heard but didn’t see Inga’s elated gasp. 

“You may leave.  Hold hands like boyfriend and girlfriend on the walk home.  Inga, I 

will call you tomorrow.” 

The Schmidts did just that.  Even as they made their way from the well ordered Prime 

neighbourhoods into the gritty Minion Zone, Lars was oblivious to all but the sensation 

of his wife’s hand in his.  It had been the best day he’d had in the post-war period and he 

wanted to savour it.  The couple remained silent, internal subjects absorbing them both.  

For some strange reason—was it guilt or relief?—that made him think of Martin and 

Nina Klausen.  Perhaps he was thinking of them now because he could actually bear to 



do so, so happy he now was. 

Not that Martin was unhappy these days.  But that was a recent development.  He had 

met the university graduate a few months after joining Zhan Zun Autonomous Vehicle 

Works.  He was a smart, intelligent fellow in his early twenties and he’d barely put on 

a uniform before the Dominion surrendered.  He was assigned to Lars shift and the two 

became friendly.  He learned Martin had met his wife Nina at university.  He’d been a 

IT systems major, while she’d been pursuing a web design degree at Dominion State.  

They’d married in a rush after Martin had been conscripted, with not even enough time 

to consummate the marriage before he’d been sent to the front, he admitted over beers 

at Lucky’s.  While he was a too thin, bookish type with dark, intelligent eyes, his wife 

was a vivacious brown haired girl.  With a pale freckled complexion, full lips, beguil-

ing green eyes and a figure that might have been on the boyish side, she had a certain 

appeal, if in no way a striking beauty.  In the aftermath of the capitulation, they’d 

found each other quickly and were forced, like all Minions, to adjust to Prime rule. 

Martin was hired on as a Junior Drone at Zhan Zun.  Finishing her degree was no long-

er a legal option, so Nina sought out office work, landing a Junior Office Girl job at a 

newly established real estate firm catering to the newly wealthy Prime upper class.  

They were lucky at first.  The owner of the firm had been an elderly Prime with no sex-

ual interest in his underling and somehow Nina had remained under the Sponsorship 

Authority’s radar.  That blissful period found them working to re-establish some kind 

of life, living in a warehouse divided into a hive of tiny rooms that was still better than 

refugee housing.  It was a hard life but they had each other, so it was bearable. 

That ended when Nina was informed she’d been sponsored.  Her sponsor was Martin’s 

age, an up and coming Prime of Indonesian descent, a shy fellow who was a whiz at 

finance and was the Deputy Re-

gional Finance Director for the 

PRF.  He might have been shy 

but he was insistent on exercis-

ing his privileges with regards to 

Nina.  Martin had commiserated 

over beers frequently, the two 

husbands sharing a Castus re-

quirement and losing access to 

their wives.  Lars had warned 

Martin— sharing complaints 

with the wrong person might 

well send you to Re-education—

but Martin needed a shoulder to cry on and he did just that for months.  Lars heard it all 

and it was all familiar.  First, there was the change in Nina’s brown hair to a more 

pleasing and dramatic auburn colour, the cute manageable choppy bob grown into the 

high ponytail preferred by her Sponsor.  Glimpses of Nina’s new lingerie, worn exclu-



sively for her Sponsor, made him ache with desire for her, though applications for Con-

jugal Relations were rejected without comment regularly.  There were the frequent 

nightly absences, the occasional bruises, the flinches his hugs now triggered.  It was all 

depressingly familiar to Lars but he and Inga had already been together and had a fami-

ly.  For Martin and Nina, their marriage had been practically choked before it had even 

had a chance to begin. 

It was only five months later when Martin was informed that his marriage to Nina had 

been legally dissolved.  He’d been summoned to the Sponsor’s office, where the Prime 

had patiently, even sympathetically, explained to Martin that he’d been promoted to a 

new party finance role as Deputy Controller for the national party and would be relo-

cating to Kongestad.  Their marriage was no longer ‘convenient’ and he’d already 

signed off on the paperwork.  Martin and Nina were divorced and she’d be leaving the 

following day, taking on a new role as his secretary in his new role.  He rushed back to 

their apartment to find a dazed Nina packing.  They’d hugged one last time before a 

taxi arrived for her and then she was gone.   

“Perhaps you’ll see her again,” Lars had tried to comfort him, but both men knew Kon-

gestad might as well be the moon.  Minion travel was strictly controlled and most were 

confined to a very small geograph-

ic area, unless Primes required 

them to relocate.   

“At least I lost the Castus,” Martin 

confided dolefully.  It wasn’t much 

of a consolation at first, though 

Lars was certainly jealous.  How-

ever, over the last couple of 

months, something had happened.  

Alone and depressed, Martin had 

plunged into work, volunteering to 

do unpaid overtime in the hope of 

attracting management approval.  For himself, Lars had stepped back.  He wanted to 

prove to Inga he wasn’t interested in Cheri and his own side apartment remodelling ser-

vices now generated nice money on the side—not a lot, but enough to make life a little 

more comfortable.  Martin had been surprised when he first was granted some ‘reward 

time’ with Cheri, then began to boast about his soon-frequent session with ‘her’.  Last 

week, Martin had proudly told Lars that he was moving in with Cheri and that they 

were a couple.  The Reward Boy, he said, would still have to perform ‘her’ on-site du-

ties, but once she was off the clock, ‘she’ was all Martin’s.  Lars wished them well, 

pretending it was all normal.  What else could he do? 

Martin and Nina had haunted Lars.  He half feared Inga’s Sponsor might well decided 

to keep her, regardless of her completing her legal obligation.  At thirty-five, she 

should be outside Sponsorship obligations but what if the Superintendent ignored the 



regulations?  At least that fear had been put to rest.  He squeezed Inga’s hand and she 

looked up and smiled at him.  They had been together as man and wife, sort of, on his 

birthday and they would be again in the days to come.  Life was good! 

 

“Bent Schmidt?” 

“Here, Ma’am!” Bent replied.   

Miss Louise Dahl, their Mating Lab instructor, ticked off his name, the last of the twen-

ty young Minion males that had been lucky enough to earn a place in the class.  Only a 

top score in Politics, Culture and Obedience made you eligible for a spot in Mating Lab 

and Bent was so glad he’d absorbed the lessons so completely.  While the rest of the 

boys spent time in Remedial, writing monotonous lines assignments or completing end-

less captcha exercises to assist with PRF security sweeps, he was here, eyes fixed on 

Annie. 

Annie was the life sized doll they were allowed to practice on, a silicon filled rubber 

skinned mannequin that was, nevertheless, the closest they’d be getting to a real girl for 

a very long time.  Sometimes she was dressed in normal day clothes, sometimes in cos-

tumes, bathing suits or lingerie—depending on Miss Dahl’s mood or the focus of the 

lesson.  Today she was dressed in a schoolgirl uniform, sitting dumbly on a white vinyl 

divan, waiting. 

“Ready, boys?” 

“YES, MA’AM!” the boys re-

sponded together.  School Seven, 

Minion Zone was an all boys 

school, though all the teachers were 

ladies, even for Mating Lab, which 

was a bit awkward at times.  Unless 

you had a sister, you only ever en-

countered girls your age on the 

streets and Minion moms and dads 

were paranoid about allowing their 

daughters any time alone with a Minion boy.  It had something to do with keeping 

them protected and ready for their National Service assignments.   It sucked knowing it 

would be years until he was even legally allowed to be with a Minion girl!  ‘Annie’ 

was about as close as they’d get, at least until they were a lot older. 

They watched eagerly as Miss Dahl rolled out the huge spinner on wheels, pulling it 

right next to ‘Annie’.   

“Johan, why don’t you get us started today?” 

A dark haired boy jumped up, bounding for the spinner.  The Spinner was an arrow 



surrounded by various sexual activities the boys might engage in with Annie, ensuring a 

random opportunity to experience different types of sexual congress, depending on a 

boy’s luck. 

Johan sucked in a breath, then gave the spinner a hearty yank.  The boys watched it ro-

tate, mesmerised, until it finally slowed and stopped. 

“Missionary for you- what a lucky boy!  Go on, Johan—show your lady love what a 

little man you can be!” Miss Dahl instructed.  She was about his mom’s age and he 

wondered if his mom taught Mating Lab.  Thank Prime, mothers weren’t allowed to 

teach in schools in which their own children were enrolled! 

Johan tugged off his school jersey and shorts and pushed ‘Annie’ down on her back.  

He rolled on top of her, pulled her white cotton panties aside and directed his erect 

prick into the artificial vagina. 

As he rammed his hips into the inert doll, the rest of the class listened to Miss Dahl ex-

plain what they were watching.  “The Missionary position is the most common for Min-

ion couples, though Primes tend to prefer the so-called ‘Minion’ position where a fe-

male Minion’s face is pressed down while her hips raised behind her.” 

She then gave Johan’s bared ass a hard swat.  “Finish up now, like a good boy!” 

Johan heaved into the doll once more, expelling his spunk with an ecstatic grin. 

“Bent, you may go next.” 

Bent practically levitated off his seat towards the spinner.  After a curt nod from Miss 

Dahl, he gave the spinner a yank.  The class watched it spin.  His spirits dropped when 

the point came to rest. 

“Cunnilingus!  Wonderful—and Johan’s prepared Annie for you!  Go on—no need to 

take your clothes off.” 

Bent knelt at the end of the divan, slipping ‘Annie’s’ panties off and spreading her legs.  

Dejected, he began lapping at the plastic vulva, still glistening with Johan’s spunk.  

Miss Dahl’s words narrated his unpleasant performance as he poked his tongue reluc-

tantly into the goo deposited in ‘Annie’s’ artificial vagina. 

“When your wife is sponsored, you’re going to become accustomed to the taste of 

Prime sperm, which will so often be left in her mouth, pussy or ass.   You’ll get used to 

it, just like Bent now knows what Johan’s spunk tastes like.  Gobble it down like a good 
boy!” 



CHAPTER 38:  LA DOLCE VITA 

 

He seemed tense but not as on edge as he had been when they’d arrived.  That was an 

improvement as far as Karin was concerned.  Now that she was invested in her Spon-

sor’s success, she was especially sensitive to his moods and humour.  He hadn’t given 

her any indication of how the conference had gone, though she’d piece it together in 

time.  She suspected there’d been a kind of truce between the two factions, which re-

lieved her.  Not for herself so much—as long as she was under the protection of her 

Sponsor, she’d be ok.  The impact on millions of other Minions though might not be so 

benign.   

The highly engineered autonomous limo almost hovered over the country road.  She 

yearned to see Elf Hill, which was achingly only a few kilometres away-- but also knew 

it would only cause her pain to see it in Prime hands.  She had slowly come to terms 

with the loss of very important aspect of her old life but 

some remnants were more painful to remember than 

others.  Elf Hill was one. 

She’d dared to ask the Chief Magistrate about the 

whereabouts of her mother, half expecting to be pun-

ished for even raising the question.  She’d been sur-

prised when he offered to make some inquiries.  Weeks 

later, he absently recalled the request and informed her 

he’d received no replies to the emails requesting any 

information on Dr. Christa Vester.  He’d merely noted 

that many Minions were lost during the last days of the 

conflict and it was all history now.  That would just 

have to satisfy her, as far as he was concerned.  He had 

no interest in wasting any more time on the matter. 

When the limo turned onto the private gravelled road, 

she was transported to earlier pre-war times.  Jade Palms, the magnificent holiday re-

treat of the Holms clan, glimmered just ahead.  There was the main house, a sprawling 

three story affair that was a veritable castle rising from the lush grounds.  It was sur-

rounded, like a monarch by their retinue of courtiers, by a slew of stone guesthouses.  A 

familiar oversized pool dominated the space between the guest houses and the beach, 

but Karin didn’t remember the amphitheatre that lay next to it.  Just beyond them, the 

golden sands and blue waters of Lake Vestdahl beckoned.  What was totally unexpected 

and new were the utilitarian structures that now bordered where the old holiday grounds 

had ended.  Instead of the famous palm groves and luxuriant green that had once ringed 

the property, there now stood new freshly painted barns and out buildings, and the bush 

now transformed into neatly cultivated fields.  She could make out pale skinned workers 

in those fields, overseen by brown and black figures on horseback, occasionally direct-



ing the white field hands below them.  Jade Palms was no longer a holiday home—it 

was a working plantation, and a sizeable one at that! 

 

The limo bounded down the road, rolling to a stop in front of a veritable corps of Min-

ion servants, all standing at attention and clad in formal black and white uniforms of 

butlers, cooks, maids, stable boys and more.  Like the sovereign of his private realm 

stood Kabemba Munda, Minister of Information—one of the nation’s most influential 

men.  Munda himself opened the limo door, greeting the Chief Magistrate personally 

and with a heart solicitude. 

“Welcome, my old friend!  It is a great pleasure to have you under my roof.  Did you 

ever imagine so many years ago we’d be enjoying such rewards for all our efforts?” 

Chinoso answered with a question of his own, just as felicitous.  “Did you ever think 

we wouldn’t?” 

The two walked ahead, already reminiscing about old party cadre and gossip, while 

Karen and Flit cautiously trailed behind.   

“I see you ‘ve become a farmer!” the 

Chief Magistrate noted, pointing at the 

fields now under cultivation. 

Munda was pleased with the question.  

“Nothing large scale, but yes, I suppose I 

am now—or a planter, which I much pre-

fer.” 

“And what are you planting?” 

“Vanilla beans!  Extremely lucrative—

my accountant forecasts sales in excess 

of ten million in our first year!  And,” here he tapped a long brown on Chinoso’s 

shoulder, “it is an example of exploiting Minions the right way!” 

“I should have thought the opposite, based on your own words.  Won’t automation 

make Minion labour obsolete?” 

Kabemba wagged his finger in denial.  “Not all crops!  Vanilla beans require tending 

by hand, which is what my Minion tenants are learning to do and do well.  I’ve sug-

gested to the Leader that Primeva might be a leader in high value, labour intensive 

crops—in addition to vanilla, there’s saffron, cacao, palm oil and cottonseed oil.  Since 

Minions will work for bare subsistence wages, there’s a huge upside for smart plant-

ers.” 

Chinoso filed this away in a mental archive.  Munda had always been a savvy player! 

Changing the topic, he asked if all the conference attendees had arrived. 



“All but the Field Marshal.  He had to return to the capital for a readiness exercise.” 

Chinoso nodded.  “You’ll still have a full house—the property is most impressive!” 

Munda gave his guest a theatrical wink.  “And hopefully some entertainments you’ll 

find just as impressive!  Speaking of which,” he pointed his thumb back at the two trail-

ing Minions, “would you them put in the Kennel while you’re here?  There’s no short-

age of Minx bedwarmers, should you wish to enjoy some variety while you’re here.” 

To Karin’s relief, Chief Magistrate shook his head.  “I’ve broken her in well—I’ll keep 

mine close.  But the maid—by all means.  Feel free to put him to work if you like.” 

Munda snapped his fingers.  A young liveried Minion teen boy dashed up. 

“Escort him to the Kitchen.  Perhaps Cook could use him for scullery while he’s staying 

with us.  And give the gentleman a check so he may retrieve him when he leaves us.” 

The boy nodded and performed an elaborate bow.  After quickly scribbling on a slip 

displaying the coat of Jade Palms, he offered it to Chinoso, who slipped it in his pocket.  

Soon Flit was following the boy to the rear of the sandstone manse, not to be seen again 

until it would be time to depart! 

“Now, it appears I must play the host to another arrival!  Where would you prefer—

quarters in the Main House or a guest house?” 

After indicating a guest house would be fine, Munda snapped, conjuring yet another 

Minion houseboy and organised for luggage to be delivered to ‘Guest House Zealand’.  

He left his friend with promises to see him again the late afternoon reception.  

“We’ll be kicking off the house party with an appetiser I hope you’ll find most tasty!” 

Munda winked, even as he peeled off to welcome another dignitary. 

 

Karin gently lifted her mouth off of her Sponsor’s freshly lapped member.  Her eyes 

had been looking at the clock on the bed stand and it now showed six o’clock on the 

dot. 

“Sir?  You said…” 

He rose drowsily from his afternoon nap, palm rubbing the top of her head.   

“Yes, time for cocktails.  You’ll join me—wear something that shows off those new 

tanlines. 

Her heart leapt.  She’d hoped he’d take her along.  It was boring just being left behind, 

especially with Flit slaving away in the estate kitchen.  She picked herself off the bed 

and looked for an outfit that would meet her Sponsor’s request.  As he showered, she 

considered carefully, then made her choice.  The leopard print halter cut dress revealed 

the hot angry tan lines left by her time in the blazing sun.  In earlier times, she’d have 

covered them up but Primes found tanlines on their pale female playthings attractive—



or at least exotic. 

His nod confirmed her approved.  Chief Magistrate looked as relaxed as a Prime could 

be in a putty coloured linen suit and white, crisp shirt.  Karin had grown increasingly 

impressed with the older man’s understated confidence and power.  It was impossible to 

see him as the peddler he had once posed as.  Now that she’d been exposed to him, she 

had no idea how had he managed such a humble disguise. 

The sunny afternoon had given way to a windier, more threatening early evening.  The 

common area between the guest houses now offered canopies to protect from any possi-

ble showers, which seemed likely to appear at some point soon.  Scores of subservient 

Minion domestics served drinks and hors d’orderves to chatting Primes.  Pretty, young 

Minion girls in outfits as revealing as her own orbited their Sponsors who otherwise 

ignored them.  As they approached one group, Karin’s eyes grew wide as they took in 

the woman’s companion. 

“Chief Justice!  You look divine!”  The Chief Magistrate leaned in and hugged the styl-

ishly dressed older African Prime woman.  She was, like all Prime women, imposing 

and Karin averted her eyes quickly, though she dared to confirm her first impression.  

Could it really be who she thought it was? 

“Chief Magistrate!  What a wonderful way to celebrate such a happy outcome!”  With-

out looking, she took the wine glass held by her companion, enjoying a sip of the gold-

en wine. 

Chinoso nodded.  “It is quite an estate.  My guest house is as big as my penthouse at the 

Nordlund!” 

The large Prime woman nodded.  She was an African Prime, middle aged with a gener-

ous, curvaceous figure.  “I’m in ‘Saltholm’ and the view is stunning.  Forget the man-

sion—I’d be quite satisfied with just the guest house!  Of course you know my Spon-

sored used to holiday here,” she smiled, indicated Elise Holm. 

Karin looked at her best friend, whose eyes were just as wide as her own.  Their embar-

rassment was mutual, though Karin felt even queasier for her friend.  The Playboy Bun-

ny outfit, complete with bunny ears and tail, was even more humiliating than her own 

slutwear.  That she was Sponsored by a female Prime was, of course, the greater shock.   

“They used to own this property, didn’t they?  Munda did well to get his hands on it.  It 

is the jewel of the Vestdahl.  Did you know my girl grew up with your girl?  Best 

friends, if I recall.” 

That was when Karin realised the meeting was not by chance.  She desperately wanted 

to talk directly to Elise but it was impossible.   

“Yes,” the Prime Chief Justice replied.  “I remember you mentioning it.  Along with 

that idea we discussed—” 

But just as Karin was hanging on the next words—as was Elise, it seemed— a bell rang 



and the Host waved his hands for attention. 

“Dear guests!  I trust you all had a comfortable afternoon!  I have a little surprise enter-

tainment to kick off our House Party this weekend.  If you’ll just follow me to the Am-

phitheatre…” 

Guests, driven by curiosity, all filed in behind their host, their own quartet included.  

Behind their Sponsor’s backs, the childhood friends could only glance at each other, 

smiling in happiness and embarrassment.  A rumble of thunder from the lake rolled 

across the sky, grey turning purplish.  Fortunately, the amphitheatre was also covered 

with a canopy.  Their Sponsors took a seat on one of the benches that surrounded the 

circular performance pit, their Sponsoreds taking up standing positions directly behind 

them. 

Munda took centre stage, an expectant smile hinting at something special about to take 

place.  “Honoured guests, following our productive conference, I have planned what I 

hope will be a most memora-

ble House Party weekend for 

you.  I’d like to begin with 

an introduction to some la-

dies you might remember.” 

Clapping his hands, he point-

ed to a couple that was now 

led into the centre of the cir-

cular stage.   

A pallid, skinny woman with 

a pixie cut red bob walked 

out uncertainly.  She wore 

what looked to be a parody 

of a groom’s tuxedo—a small black collared vest that lifted her small breasts like a cor-

set and matching shorts, with a black top hat.  Karin recognised her from a tsunami of 

media coverage from a few years’ back.  Her plain, angry horse face with her weak chin 

and hooknose had made her a most unlikely media figure, even though it was more than 

compensated by her intense zeal.  She didn’t know the name of the blushing bride in the 

laughable ‘whore bride’ costume standing shivering beside her but she had a general 

idea of who she must be.  That woman was younger—maybe in her early thirties, on the 

short side with her blonde hair wrapped and set in a side fishtail braid.  While not a 

beauty, her puzzled, scared face was conventionally cute and her figure a little, not 

much, curvier than her companion. 

“Perhaps you remember Ella Schultze?  She was a Green MP in the old Dominion Par-

liament, but that was hardly what she’s best known for.  As we prepared our people for 

the future, the old Dominion was preoccupied by matters most decadent and trivial.  In-



stead of seeing her people were about to be displaced, Ella was more focused on her 

own naughty, selfish needs—the ones that could only be satisfied by a lesbian marriage 

recognised by the state.  As we trained and planned, Ella was unremitting and her cam-

paign to legalise same sex marriage was successful.  After being approved by the Par-

liament and signed into law by Queen Karla, the entire Dominion watched the spectacle 

of Ella marrying her cute American girlfriend-- Karen Morris of the International Mar-

riage Equality Alliance--  on live tv.  Even as they celebrated, we all laughed at the de-

generacy of the Dominion and knew our time was coming sooner than we knew—and 

that Karen’s sham marriage to our own Ella would make her a Dominion citizen. 

When I learned the couple had finally been apprehended,” here he stopped to wave to 

Samnang Dara, PRF Security Chief, who waved back, “I requested the couple for a spe-

cial performance I knew you’d enjoy.  But we still have need of another player!”  He 

snapped his fingers and now a Houseboy led a cowled figure out from the opposite end 

of the Amphitheatre. 

Once the figure stood before him, Munda whisked the cowl off.  The male was perhaps 

in his late teens, not tall but massively muscled and Karin thought, unnaturally so.  His 

skin was pale, much bruised, and he wore nothing but a collar and a canvas loin cloth.  

His eyes were red, narrow slit-

ted and angry, his short 

blonde hair dyed a bright plat-

inum.  Strength and barely 

subdued rage radiated from 

him, his torso, upper arms and 

legs freakishly bulging and 

out of proportion. 

“Let me introduce Mikkel 

Jessen, or as I’ve renamed 

him, ‘Brick’.  As you know, 

the Minion Fighting League is 

growing by the day and I 

wanted to train and manage a champion to represent Jade Palms.  I began talent scout-

ing and found Brick had been captain of the Felixholm Prep School varsity wrestling 

team!  Rather than simply ship him off to do his National Service in one of the Sweat 

Battalions, I took him under my wing and began preparing him properly.  As you can 

see, he’s a bit of a beast now!  He trains eighteen hours a day without fail and as you 

can guess, he’s on a regular regimen of steroids, which are quite legal in the MFL.  It’s 

made him a bit moody but Brick’s a good boy and only wants to please his trainer—

don’t you, boy?” 

The blonde boy grunted, bowing his head.  Karin noted the neon green shock collar 

straining around the teen monster’s neck. 



“He’s been training hard for almost a year now and he can’t wait to begin competing to 

earn money and glory for Jade Palms.  As a reward, I promised him a treat.”  Munda 

gestured towards the now trembling older women.  “Of course, he has to earn his treat 

and we have to give our minxes the chance to defend their honour.  An invisible fence 

surrounds the stage—our boy and girls are all wearing shock collars so any attempt to 

flee will get a nasty shock.  Then, we will make sure our beast can’t do the girls any 

permanent harm.” 

A houseboy fitted two mitten shaped gloves made of thick black rubber over the wres-

tler’s hands, locking them on. 

“Finally, we shall arm our fierce little Amazons with Shock Sticks.  These sticks can 

deliver quite a ting!  While one shock won’t be enough to knock Brick out, if the girls 

can land at least ten, he will collapse and lose his opportunity to enjoy them.  I’m sure 

Ella will do her best to defend her pretty wife’s honour and Karen will do all she can to 

remain faithful to her husband, won’t you?” 

The petite blonde in the lacey bridal costume broke down in tears.  The guests tittered 

in response. 

“I’m calling this competition ‘Honeymoon, Interrupted’— a battle of biology versus 

ideology.  And to ensure a motivated performance, I had some blue powder added to 

Brick’s mush an hour ago,” here Munda checked his watch, “which means he’s proba-

bly growing VERY uncomfortable about now!”  He issued some instructions to the 

houseboy Karin couldn’t hear but the next thing she knew, the houseboy’s hands were 

underneath the loincloth and pulling off a Castus.  Immediately, the loin cloth tented, 

an erection released and eager for purchase.  The contrast between Brick’s excitement 

and the lesbians’ terror roused laughs and applause from the Prime audience. 

Finally, the steroid fuelled gladiator was led to the stage centre, a chain locked to his 

collar and then locked to a post, reducing range of movement within the stage.  Ella 

and Karen were both handed  Shock Sticks, four foot red coloured staffs with a light-

bulb shaped tip that presumably issued a shock on contact—a fact that was confirmed 

when Munda himself grabbed one, tapped Brick with it, and returned it.  Brick winced 

in pain, eyes locked on the two females. 

“I’ll even give the lesbians one for free!” Munda’s ironic bow earned another round of 

laughs. 

Walking backwards outside the circle, he raised his arms. 

“Ladies and gentlemen, welcome to Jade Palms and I hope you find the opening act 

entertaining.  The match will conclude when either the boy is shocked unconscious or 

the lesbians subdued.  Should the lesbians win, they will have earned an unmolested 

honeymoon and will also be allowed to remain as a couple while awaiting disposition.  

If the boy wins, he will be allowed to play the husband in the honeymoon with his 

choice of either lesbian— or both, should his performance merit it.  With all that said, 



let the games begin!” he declared. 

It was over in twenty minutes-- a breathless dramatic struggle that had utterly captivat-

ed the spectators in Munda’s amphitheatre, Karin included.  It was soon apparent that 

the match had been cleverly constructed.  Restrained by the chain which restricted his 

range, Brick had to constantly choose between defending his back or lunging forward.  

The women soon saw their best option was for one to distract, while the other landed a 

punishing shock on the boy with their shock stick.  They did this successfully and as 

much as Karin was with the women, she winced every time they landed a shock on the 

boy, who began screaming after the fourth hit connected.  The rain soon drenched the 

combatants, though the canopies kept the guests dry.  Everyone could smell the steroid 

fuelled testosterone hunger and rage that radiated off the boy, as well as the estrogen 

soaked terror that cloaked the desperate lesbian couple.  It was electrifying and Karin 

was growing aroused. 

Right up until the end, Karin was sure the women had prevailed.  By luring him right up 

to the chain’s length and then the other diving in to deliver a shock, the double team 

continued to inflict shock after shock on the teen beast, until, finally, he dropped to his 

knees.  Incredibly, he still maintained his massive erection, which stubbornly tented his 

loin cloth.  The older redhaired lesbian tentatively prepared to deliver a shock that 

would surely have knocked him out, when the boy leapt up and seized the shock stick 

out of her grasp.  Howling in her face, he snapped the stick in two, flinging the two 

pieces dramatically into the audience.  Before she or her wife could react, the boy ex-

ploited his opening and balling up his rubber mitted gloved, he landed a roundhouse 

into the former MP’s stomach.  She landed on her back, gasping, the air knocked out of 

her.  The crowd cheered their new champion, who now turned on the lone opponent.  

The bride, her costume now a ripped, muddy mess, raised her own shock stick to ward 

him off but the boy now had momentum and batted the stick out of her weak grip.  The 

rubber mitt just allowed him to take the blonde’s side braid in a tight grip, while slap-

ping her face viciously with the other.  He continued to do this, using her braid as a 

leash and slapping her face red until she dropped before his feet, huddled in a sobbing 

mass of defeat.  As if to stamp proof of his victory on the blonde, he raised her head by 

the braid once more and land a solid punch on her face, one that would leave her with a 

black eye before long. 

Munda, the ringmaster of the spectacle, re entered the stage.   

“Heel,” he snapped.  The boy dropped wearily to his knees in the mud, head bowed. 

“A well fought match but it appears Brick has won the day!  I leave it to you to deter-

mine his prize!”  Stepping over the quivering blonde, he raised his hand, thumb over the 

girl, a modern day Roman emperor requesting a ruling from the crowd. 

“Has he earned his prize?” 

Karin felt the booming response from her own Sponsor and the other Primes.  “YES, 



YES, YES!” 

Munda’s thumb flipped up, approving applause following.  Karen Morris looked up, 

face already beginning to swell, then looked away in desolation. 

Stepping over Ella Schultze, still heaving in pain and trying to recover her breath.  She’d 

lost her top hat and her groom costume and skinny, pales legs were spattered with mud.  

Munda raised his thumb once again. Again, the spectators gave their verdict in the af-

firmative.  Brick had earned not just one prize but both! 

Houseboys directed by a Prime overseer soon gathered up the battered girls and un-

locked Brick from his chain.  They were led out of the amphitheatre to an accompanying 

round of applause for the victorious young Minion gladiator. 

“Wasn’t that exciting?  It is just a taste of the entertainment to come, my friends!  Due 

to the weather, I’d like to direct you to the Ball Room in the Main House, where a buffet 

has been laid out for dinner this evening,” Munda informed them, ever the proper host. 

“Should you wish to watch the Honeymoon party, you are invited to visit Display Pen 

One.  Brick and his girls will be cleaned up and deposited there in one hour.  Brick will 

be given free liberties until dawn, so there’s no rush should you choose to take a view-

ing after dinner.  And just for spice and between us, Brick wasn’t the only one who had 

his mush topped up today.  The girls are both in cycle and fertility stimulants were add-

ed to their mush as well.   Though they may not know it, both Ella and Karen may be 

leaving Jade Palms with more than just a memorable honeymoon—they may leave with 

Brick’s babies as well!” 

That elicited howls of laughter and delight.  Truly, all guests were happy to have taken 

up the invitation now.  Karin swallowed hard.  Her arousal had accelerated through the 

match and her panties were now embarrassingly damp!  Though she couldn’t be sure, 

the blush on Elise’s face suggested she might not be the only one moist between the 

legs! 

 

Though the two childhood friends were practically shoulder to shoulder, neither dared to 

do more than communicate through facial expressions.  They knelt at the feet of their 

sponsors, occasionally opening their mouths to accept a hand fed piece of chicken or 

bread.  At home, Karin was allowed to eat at the table, as were, she suspected, most 

sponsored Minxs.  Public decorum, however, demanded stricter management by Spon-

sors.  No Prime would ever wish to be accused of being too lenient with their Spon-

soreds, however loosely they might be treated in private. 

She was desperate to ask how Elise had wound up being sponsored by the Chief Justice, 

how she’d survived the war, what had happened to her family—and yes, to share the 

news of her kid brother as well.  She didn’t want to tell her best friend that Edvard had 

been turned out as the Field Marshal’s Comfort Girl but she deserved to know—if she 



was allowed to speak with her. 

Elise looked well treated.  She was thinner but all Minions had lost weight under the 

Occupation, Karin included.  Most Primes preferred their Minxs on the skinny side—it 

was a popular aesthetic.  She didn’t look happy though.  Every time Chief Justice Ye-

boah’s hand delivered another morsel, Elise looked up smiling.  But when she lowered 

her face, there was a sad frown on it, one she shared with Karin silently.  It was obvious 

Elise burned with shame at being sponsored by a Prime woman.  Perhaps their enforced 

silence was a blessing— words couldn’t change the reality of their situations.  Karin felt 

a pang of guilt.  She had been so fortunate in having attracted her own Sponsor, while 

Elise’s luck had left her.  Karin admitted to herself that she enjoyed most of the uses to 

which her Sponsor put her to, even the one-way oral servicing her demanded so often.  

She couldn’t imagine how she could sublimate herself to a Prime woman the way Elise 

had to. 

“—and so, I’ve been think-

ing that it is a lack of expe-

rience that is proving an 

impediment to her develop-

ment,” Kissa Yeboah was 

lamenting. 

“Surely she knows what to 

do,” chuckled Chinoso.  

The Sponsors were seated 

by the huge bay window 

facing the rain storm 

pounding the lake.  Their plates and glasses on small tables offered fine cold meats and 

citranova which they partook of in between their conversation. 

Kissa smiled.  “The basics, yes.  But it was a painful, unnecessary process.  I’m so glad 

the Minister of Education has introduced Lesbian Studies for young Minxs.  A Sponsor 

shouldn’t have to put up with the nonsense I did with Cameltoe!” 

Karin watched Elise’s blue eyes grow wet.  Once again, she counted her blessings.  

Chief Magistrate had never given her a new name, like so many Sponsors did.  Having 

to answer to ‘Cameltoe’ for a proud young heiress like Elsie must be punishingly pro-

found. 

“So she was defiant?  All Sponsors have that challenge.  You just have to show them 

who’s the boss.  It looks like you’ve been successful,” Chinoso offered. 

Kissa shrugged.  “It is all a matter of degrees though.  I assume it took, oh say, a couple 

months for you to break in your pet there?” 

“About that,” Chinoso admitted. 

“Six months with this one,” Kissa retorted ruefully.  “Continual corporal discipline—I 



must have worn out a half dozen paddles and canes— was required and then, she’s only 

responding in the most perfunctory way.  I can see it on her face—your little toy is half 

in love with you.  You do know that she adores you now?” 

The Chief Magistrate nodded with no little pride. 

“Is it too much for me to expect the same from my plaything?” Kissa Yeboah lamented, 

reaching down and stroking Elise’s blonde hair.   

“I’m sure she’ll find her way, guided by her most respected Sponsor.  Much in the way 

her little brother has come to adore his own Prime protector,” Chinoso assured her.  Ka-

rin noticed Elise stiffen, even as her mistress continue to run her brown fingers through 

her golden bangs. 

“Indeed?  Do tell!” 

“The Field Marshall took him on after overrunning the Military Academy.  The boy 

was a cadet he plucked out for re-purposing as a Comfort Girl during the final cam-

paigns of the war.  You’d hardly know he was a boy these days.  Poor thing looked 

bowlegged when I last saw him.” 

Karin wanted to comfort her friend, whose eyes were rapidly filling with tears.  What a 

horrible way to learn the fate of her little brother, poor Edvard!” 

The older Prime woman chuckled.  “Scandalous!  Is he… convincing?” 

“If he wasn’t, he’d be dead by now—you know the Field Marshal!  Still quite boyish, 

but some Primes favour that.  He’s got beautiful long blonde hair now and even has a 

pair of small, delicate little breasts.  He behaves sweetly enough—answers to ‘Petunia’.  

The Field Marshal had his vocal cords snipped so you’d never know,” the Chief Magis-

trate continued. 

The Chief Justice’s brow raised.  “And the Leader approves?” 

“I wouldn’t say that.  But the man’s a war hero with a hundred thousand veterans who 

worship him.  And he isn’t the only senior officer who has taken on a Minion boy as a 

Comfort Girl.  Surely, from a legal perspective—” 

But Kissa wasn’t about to be drawn into the subject.  “From a legal perspective, I’m 

sure the doctrine of Prime pre-eminence could easily be used to legitimise whatever is 

required.  I’m a fan of the Marshal—as you know.” 

The two toasted then, suggesting more that could be said, but need not be. 

“And how is your son?” Chinoso finally filled the silence. 

From the corner of Karin’s averted eyes, she watched the older woman’s brown hand 

dance through the air, alternating wiping away Elise’s tears and wiping her hands on the 

blonde’s fine, corn silk hair. 

“He’s just been appointed as Chief of Staff to the new Governor of Passatvinde!” 



Chinoso raised his glass as a salute.  “Somsak_Kamon is a good Prime—of Malaysian 

descent I believe.  Took his time to join us, but when he did, it was a major moment.  

Your son will do well there.  Joseph would be proud.” 

“I miss him, even though it has been five years.  To have died of untreated injuries in a 

Dominion prison right before we found our freedom,” the woman shook her head in 

weary resignation. 

“You wanted to discuss a favour?” the Chief Magistrate pressed, hoping to lighten the 

mood. 

With that, the Prime judge clasped Chinoso’s hands in her own.  “Yes, thank you.  It 

involves,” here she clutched a handful of Elises’s hair, yanking it and forcing a squeal 

from the kneeling blonde, “this one.” 

“How can I help?” 

Kissa released the hank of golden hair in disgust.  “She’s so… willful!  As much as I 

train her to serve, she retains a spark of pride and… disgust for her mistress I find un-

acceptable.  I’ve tried beating it out of here but it still remains—stubborn girl!”  With 

that, she let loose with a gale of slaps, reducing Elise to cowering tears.   

“I assume this has to do with her more… intimate duties?” 

“Of course!  Why else would I bother feeding her?  She’s pretty enough and of superb 

stock but she shows no enthusiasm for her, as you say, most important duties.  She 

merely goes through the motions.  It gave me an idea—if only she knew what it felt 

like to be the focus of her efforts, she might embrace her task with more dedication.  

And knowing her little girlfriend would be here, well…” 

Karin looked down, stunned at what she suspected the Prime woman was suggesting. 

“I’ve even allowed her to grow her little yellow fringe back—so she’d know what it 

was like to have a tongue on her natural down,” Kissa pointed out, pointedly expecting 

a response from her friend. 



“Well, of course.  What did you have in mind?”  Karin’s heart sank. 

“If your Minx could service my Minx, Cameltoe here might acquire a more personal 

idea of the kind of pleasure it is possible to experience when one is on the receiving end.  

Of course, it needn’t be a drawn out education—a day and night of oral delight deliv-

ered by your minx would do the trick.” 

Chinoso’s wry chuckle sealed her fate, Karin knew.  “I assume my minx’s tongue will 

be doing all the work?” 

“Indeed.” 

“What a wonderful time for Cameltoe then!  Of course.  It will give the pair a chance to 

re-connect, if only in a purely giver-receiver manner.  I want no talking and you’ll keep 

your tongue rooted firmly between your girlfriend’s legs, understand?” 

Karin nodded, disconsolate.  She noticed Elise looking at her in guilt. 

“Fine.  This will be her first girlplay—I suppose it will be good for her,” the Chief Mag-

istrate observed. 

Kissa nodded, smiling.  “If you’re telling me you haven’t put her to another minx, it 

means you work too hard.  Especially one as fetching as that one,” Kissa smiled, patting 

Karin’s head.  “You’ll teach my pet how to give pleasure by letting her receive it, won’t 

you, child?” 

It wasn’t a question Karin was permitted to answer, so she merely nodded dumbly. 

The favour granted, the two friends fell silent again, eyes roaming the evening grounds 

of the magnificent, brilliantly lit grounds.  Liveried white Minions dashed to and fro, 

serving Primes who conversed, laughed and drank lustily. 

“Things are different out here, aren’t they?  I mean, in the cities there is a sense of… 

‘before’.  With us in charge of course, but still recognisable,” Chinoso observed.  “This 

is all new.   Darker,” he added reluctantly. 

His companion nodded in agreement.  “Wait until tomorrow.  The little cage match ear-

lier is just the beginning.  Poor little lesbians—I thought for a moment they might pre-

vail for a while!” 

“These plantations— say what you will, the Minions never treated us this badly,” Chi-

noso noted honestly. 

Kissa took a sip before responding.  “The distance allows a Prime to rule an estate like 

this as their own kingdom.  The minions in the cities and suburbs work, serve, obey and 

please but they also have their own little dreams, rewards and pleasant days.  These poor 

creatures… well, wait till you see the fields.” She shivered. 

Karin pondered that for only a moment.  Her Sponsor handed her over as he retired for 

the night—but not before selecting a petite ripe busted Minx maid to take her place for 

the evening, she noted with jealousy.  She marched behind Elise, who in turn followed 



her Sponsor for what would be a long evening of the most revolting intimacy she could 

have ever imagined. 

 

I forgot to ask her name! 

It had only just occurred to Chinoso as he enjoyed his first coffee of the day.  She’d be 

a delight too.  He detected a university education though she’d remained silent—except 

for her soft moans—throughout, so he might have been mistaken.  The slight overbite, 

the big blue eyes, that soft curly chestnut hair—she must be a household favourite!  

She’d worked so hard to impress he’d promised himself to commend her by name to 

the Master of the House but now…  If he spotted her again, he’d ask for her name and 

do just that.  Minx bed warmers like her deserved the occasional kind word, if only to 

encourage them. 

He scanned the bright, sunlit grounds but he didn’t spot Kissa.  No doubt she’d be over-

seeing ‘Cameltoe’—once known as Elise Holm and daughter of the family that had 

once claimed this estate—and her new playmate, his own Karin.  A shame—he enjoyed 

the Chief Justice’s company—be he couldn’t begrudge her.  He’d have to interrogate 

Karin on her introduction to lesbian lovemaking.  The two friends had looked so un-

comfortable at the prospect of being paired, especially Karin who would be conferring 

all the pleasure.  But that was last evening.  It had been hours now and the shock surely 

must have worn off.   

“If this goes well, I understand he’s considering formal dressage next year.” 

Chinoso spun around.  It was his protégé Samnung Dara, slim, sceptical and in black as 

always.  The security chief offered his hand, which he took warmly. 

“All I understood was there was to be a hunt today.  I confess, not my cup of tea,” he 

admitted. 

Dara’s normally grave, long face 

was split by a broad smile.  “After 

today, you may change your mind.” 

“Oh?  What do you base that on?” 

“On the quarry.  Come, it’s about to 

begin.” 

Chinoso had hoped to beg off and 

do some work—make contact with 

his aides—but Dara’s cryptic com-

ment intrigued him.  He followed, as 

did other house guests, into the pa-

vilion in the back of the grounds.  



Teams of minion houseboys stood at attention next to saddled horses and ATVs.  He 

was instantly alarmed to see stacks of rifles in front of them.  What the hell was Munda 

thinking by putting lose weapons at arms reach of minions, even well trained ones? 

Applause greeted their host, who galloped in dramatically.  Chinoso’s eyes remain 

locked on the loose weaponry. 

“Good morning, friends!  I do hope you’ll enjoy our scheduled hunt!  Jade Palms once 

hosted many such hunts, though today, changes are required to suit the pleasures of the 

new ruling class!  Let me demonstrate!” 

A houseboy grabbed a rifle off the top of the stack and Chinoso restrained a cry.  Munda 

looked nonplussed though, snatching the rifle from his servant’s hands and, finger in the 

trigger guard, held it aloft, pointed skyward.  He snapped a command to the houseboy 

and the teen trotted off to do his master’s bidding. 

His eyes widened as he beheld his bedwarmer from the previous evening!  She was nude 

now—no longer wearing her maid’s uniform—except for a bright blue collar.  The 

houseboy pushed her towards the clearing.  She held her hands up to protect her large 

bare breasts, the ones he himself had enjoyed in the privacy of the guest house. 

The houseboy looked up at his master, who nodded.  Suddenly the boy was pushing the 

girl towards the bush beyond the manicured grounds.  Goaded by his yells and slaps, she 

helplessly began running away, picking up speed as she raced from the confines of the 

house grounds.  Chinoso gasped as Munda raised the rifle, aiming it at the fleeing minx.  

He grimaced, horrified as the rider let loose the weapon. 

It was a hit!  The proof wasn’t a bloody wound but the dimming of the bright blue collar 

around the girl’s neck.  She stopped, her hands flying up to wrench helplessly at the col-

lar.  As she did, Munda raised the rifle again and fired.  The girl screamed now, the col-

lar dimming more.  Chinoso’s anguish turned to relief as the next three shots trans-

formed the blue collar into a red one, as she finally passed out.  Two houseboys trotted 

over to retrieve her and carried her over to their master, dumping her in front of him like 

a sacrificial offering.  She lay unconscious but breathing and otherwise unharmed. 

“The rules are simple-- a point for each girl you bag—with one exception!” 

Dara nudged Chinoso.  “This will be interesting!” 

Gesturing to a minion servant summoned up a new figure, a young, familiar red haired 

woman wearing a cheap plastic tiara. 

“Is that—” 

“Ladies and gentlemen, may I introduce Crown Princess Katrine?  She’ll be joining us 

in our hunt today, though in in the capacity she’s been most used to!  Five pint swill be 

according to the hunter that bags the Crown Princess.” 

She’d been in captivity for months, her fate unknown to minions though infrequent 



news reports put her under protective custody and under the sponsorship pf the Leader. 

“She’s on loan,” Dara explained.  “But just for the house party—then I’ve been instruct-

ed to return her to her cell.  She’s actually happy to be here and out of prison, if you can 

believe that.”  

She did actually look, if not happy, at least alert.  Her normally pale complexion was 

even more pallid after so long a time in detention.  Suddenly, Chinoso looked forward to 
this ingenious diversion of Munda’s! 



CHAPTER 39:  A SISTER’S FAREWELL 

 

Though it was raining as he made his way home through the Minion ghetto, Bent was 

happy.  True, it had been a long week— correction, another long week—at school.  

Much of it was spent on memorising the names of all the current Prime officials that 

governed he and the rest of his class, all the way from the Leader right down to the Lord 

Mayor of Bollgrund.  There would be a test on the Chain of Authority next week and 

he’d have to practice his delivery and make sure he pronounced each name correctly 

over the weekend.  There had been Oath of Submission practice and too many line writ-

ing exercises to remember.  It was all dreary stuff but the Mating Lab had made all that 

drudgery disappear.  He’d gotten a lucky spin and been able to do Annie Minion style—

which was only his favourite way to put it to her!  Miss Dahl had even given him a slap 

on his butt as he pumped in and out, urging him on!  It had been a great class and Miss 

Dahl had even said he might qualify for a Milking Appointment, based on how well he 

was doing in Mating Lab!   

“Would you like that, Bent?” she had asked, teasingly, even as she played with her ‘S’ 

pendant, the one her Sponsor had no doubt bought for her.  In his fantasies, he ripped 

the necklace off her and took his teach Minion style—on all fours and howling like his 

own personal whore. 

“Yes, Ma’am!” he answered and she winked at him mysteriously.  Now all he wanted to 

do was wrap his mom’s panties around his cock and knock one out, still flush from the 

Mating Lab.  Not that he could though.  Even with the privacy walls his dad had con-

structed, the small apartment would still be crowded and he’d have his laundry chores to 

do.  It never ended!  He’d have to wait until everyone was asleep, as usual.  Sigh. 

As soon as he entered the apartment, he knew something was wrong.  His mom looked 

depressed, his dad looked furious, 

but it was his sister who looked 

worst of all.  She was like a zom-

bie—eyes opened, face wet with 

tears and utterly broken. 

“What’s wrong?  What hap-

pened?”  He wasn’t sure he want-

ed to know—his family looked 

more miserable than at anytime 

since the war ended. 

Kristi didn’t answer.  Instead, she 

sprinted into her bedroom, slam-

ming the fragile cardboard door so hard he thought she might pull it out of the frame.  

From behind the thin walls, her sobs echoing through the metal box hey called a home.  



“Your sister had her National Service Examination today,” his mother explained. 

“So?” Ben was annoyed.  He’d do his National Service next year.  All Minions at 

eighteen had to— it was the law.  If anything had been drilled into him over the last 

couple years, it was the Minion obligation to serve the Prime people.  Kristi knew that 

just as much as he did.  Of course, his own service would only mean two years of un-

paid labour and his sister’s would last five, not counting extensions.  But still, what was 

the big deal? 

“Just leave it, ok?”  His father’s words were ground out, bitter and angry. 

“She was rated a BB, alright?” his mother explained, more worried than angry. 

Bent considered that.  He knew minion girls were graded for Prime consideration.  

AAA was the highest—used mostly for Priority List minxes.  BB wasn’t that bad, was 

it?  But he guessed it was, based on how everyone was reacting to it.   

“Is that… bad then?” 

His mother shrugged.  “It’s… borderline.  It means she—” 

“My daughter is a beautiful girl!  She shouldn’t have to—”  Before his father could 

continue, his mother’s eyes flashed furiously at him, then stared pointedly at the wall 

mounted television screen.  His father seemed to catch her unspoken warning. 

“I’m going to Happy’s,” he mut-

tered, before slinking out. 

His father’s suppressed anger 

hung in the room and Bent felt 

himself growing upset.  He looked 

at his mother, waiting for her to 

continue. 

“Kristi’s a BB.  It’s her… figure.  

Otherwise, she’d have rated high-

er.  I wished your father had… oh. 

Never mind.  The point is that all some potential Sponsors look at is the rating.  If they 

filter for A or higher, she won’t make the cut.” 

He knew what she meant.  It had been explained in detail in Minion Civics class.  All 

minion girls were examined, photographed, video’d and registered at eighteen and their 

profile and rating was posted on the V or Virgin List.  Prime Sponsor used the app to 

decide what minx they wished to apply for, all girls listed guaranteed virgins waiting to 

be deflowered by their first Sponsor.  It was why his parents had been so paranoid 

around Kristi.  If she lost her virginity before her National Service Exam, they could 

face heavy fines or even prison.  It made conversations between teenage minions of the 

opposite sex practically forbidden, unless they were related.   
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“It can’t be that bad, can it Mom?” 

She sighed heavily.  She was rated a C but then she was older.  But she had a kind of 

important Sponsor, didn’t she?  He didn’t want to point that out though.  The whole con-

cept of his mom being Sponsored was uncomfortable and he knew how much his dad 

hated it, even when he didn’t say so.  But then if he had, bad things might happen to all 

of them. 

“Look, a BB isn’t terrible but she is competing for a quality Sponsor with every other 

girl her age.  And if she doesn’t get selected, she could be assigned to the Army, though 

I’m sure she’d end up a Comfort Girl and not be assigned to a base brothel,” she added 

more confidently. 

“So, for like a General?” he chimed in optimistically. 

She shook her head.  “Not a BB.  Maybe a Colonel though.  Anyway, we’ll know soon 

enough.  The next two weeks, probably.” 

In fact, it was only a week when Kristi was officially notified that she had been spon-

sored for a minimum of five years, with an option to re-new should her Sponsor so wish.  

Her sponsor would collect her within twenty four hours, the letter informed her, and she 

should be prepared to leave immediately. 

“It’s not from the Army, Mom!” Kristi 

noted hopefully. 

“It doesn’t appear to be,” their mom 

agreed cheerfully.  “We’d better get 

you packed!” 

It was weird watching them lay out 

Kristi’s few possessions as if she was 

going on a grand holiday in the old 

days.  His dad was noticeably grim but 

kept his mouth clamped shut, occasion-

ally looking at the tv screen worriedly.  

It was rumoured that the security forces monitored Minion homes through the screens, 

which was why it was illegal to turn off the set.  In fact, it had no power source Bent had 

ever seen and the idea of the screen going dark was now unthinkable. 

The knock on the door was merely a courtesy, as the visitor did not wait for the inhabit-

ants to open it.  His dad began to object to the intrusion when he promptly shut his 

mouth.  Kristi’s Sponsor had arrived. 

The Prime woman wasn’t far into her twenties, though she exuded the confidence of her 

people, especially in the presence of a mere Minion family. Bent had never seen such 

flawless ebony skin or such high, imperious cheek bones.  The woman’s almond brown 

eyes took in the sight of their apartment with little concealed disgust.  She wore a pin-



striped suit befitting a professional Prime and a white Oxford blouse.  Bent had never 

been so close to a real Prime woman and he was filled him with instinctive desire. 

Immediately the Schmidt family lined up before the woman, eyes cast down respectful-

ly. 

“This is the, uh hum, home of Kristiane Schmidt?” she demanded, addressing his fa-

ther. 

“Yes, Ma’am,” he replied. 

The woman ignored him, turned and faced Kristi, cupping her chin upwards. 

“I am Aziza Haile, Regional Public Prosecutor for the Ministry of Racial Justice.  I am 

also your Sponsor,” she announced, staring curiously into Kristi’s eyes, which bulged 

in confusion. 

“Ma’am?” she managed to squeak in shock. 

The Prime woman tapped Kris-

ti’s nose playfully.  “You are a 

pretty little Minx, aren’t you?  

You haven’t tampered with her, 

have you boy?”  The question 

was directed at his father, who 

seemed dumbstruck. 

“I have never—” he began to 

answer. 

Bent offered a prayer of relief 

when his mom jumped in.  

“Lars is in a Castus, Ma’am,” 

she answered on behalf of her husband. 

The woman smiled,  “You’re Sponsored then?” 

His mom nodded. 

“Not bad for an older Minx. Too bad she didn’t get your tits,” the woman observed be-

fore turning to Bent. 

“What about you, boy?  You diddle your sister here?” 

Bent flushed beet red.  “No, Ma’am!  I—” 

But the woman laughed.  “I’m just teasing!  I know she’s a virgin,” she affirmed, hold-

ing up a form.  “Her Certificate of Virginity guarantees it!  You’ve all done a good job 

of keeping her nice and fresh for me—well done!  It isn’t as common as you’d think 

though.  A lot of Minion mischief goes on in these hovels.  I’ve prosecuted more than a 

few cases myself—Minion fathers and sons taking liberties reserved for Primes. Any-



way,” she turned back to Kristi, “You won’t be one for much longer, will you?” 

Kristi blushed now and her eyes looked ready to spill a tear. 

The woman leaned in and only Bent could hear what she whispered in Kristi’s ear. 

“I spoke with your teacher.  She said you excelled at Lesbian Studies.  Is that true?” 

Kristi nodded, eyes blinking. 

“We shall see,” the Prime woman promised, before pulling back. 

“You will be my Lady’s Maid.  I’ve already enrolled you in a Domestics academy to 

ensure you learn the skills you’ll need to be able to carry out your responsibilities.  

You will address me as ‘My Lady’.  Do you understand?” 

Still stunned, Kristi took a second then responded.  “Yes, My Lady.” 

“I can’t have a maid with some vulgar Minion name so from now on you will answer 

to ‘Camellia’  Do you know what that is?” 

“Yes, My Lady.  It is a flower, My La-

dy.” 

“A white flower, and so quite suitable.  

What is your name, girl?” 

“My name is Camellia, My Lady,” his 

sister replied promptly. 

The woman nodded, pleased.  “I know 

you are probably quite surprised and 

disappointed but,” here she cupped 

Kristi’s undersized breast, “you didn’t 

think you’d tempt a Prime man with these, did you?  Luckily for you, there is a man in 

MY life, which means there will soon be one in your life too!”  She flashed a three car-

at diamond ring in front of the girl.  “I’m engaged, Camellia!  To a Colonel in the Se-

curity Services!  We’ll be married in six months, by which time my Lady’s Maid will 

have a Master, as well as a Mistress!  Isn’t that exciting?” 

Kristi could only respond as expected by her new Sponsor.  “Yes, My Lady.” 

The gorgeous Prime cupped his sister’s chin again.  “I intend to take you with us on 

our Honeymoon.  I may even have these done,” she squeezed Kristi’s breast again, “as 

a little present for my husband.  Would you like juicy udders like your mother?  I will 

probably need a wetnurse at some point.” 

“Yes, My Lady.” 

“Well, we’ll see.  But for the next six months, it will just be the two of us—Mistress 

and Maid.  And you’ll be focusing on my requirements exclusively,” she confirmed.  

Glancing at her watch, she looked up anxiously. 



“We better go.  I have us booked on the four o’clock to Lund and you’ll need to be 

checked in with the baggage.”   

Looking up, she addressed the rest of the Schmidts.  “Camellia will be living in Lund 

and serving in my household.  It is time to go.”  As if it was an afterthought that tire-

somely needed to be verbalised, she added, “You probably will never see her again.  

Come, Camellia.” 

Kristi’s cheeks now dewed with tears she could no longer suppress.  She looked help-

lessly at her parents and brother, then dazedly picked up her small bag of possessions.  

“Leave it.  I’m not having any Minion trash in my home.  You’ll be given what you 

need—no more, no less.  Come!”  The magnificent ebony skinned beauty turned and 

left the apartment. 

The family quietly watched as Kristi walked out of their lives.   

He wondered if he’d ever see his sister again.  Primes had complete freedom of move-

ment but Minions were pretty restricted in terms of travel.  It was apartment, work and 

the Zone.  No, he probably wouldn’t see his sister again, he decided.  Kristi would be-

come Camellia and learn to live a new life, serving her Mistress and eventually her 

Master.  

His parents were depressed.  His father immediately left for Happy’s and her mother 

was soon summoned by her own Sponsor. 

“Just tell your father.. well, you know,” she asked, before dashing out with an overnight 

bag. 

Bent was alone in the apartment now.  He looked at Kristi’s abandoned bag and opened 

it.  Like him, she had so little.  There was a family photo from before the war, a tooth-

brush, a hair brush, a tube of lip gloss.  He found a t shirt and a pair of shorts, some san-

dals and underneath these, three pairs of cotton bikini panties and two bras.  Before 

thinking, he snatched the panties and bras and zipped the bag back up. 

Back in his room, he closed the cardboard privacy door and laid out the new treasures 

on mis mattress.  The bras were stringy things, not real bras but the things flat girls like 

Kristi wore.  One was white and pilled but the other was black and seemed new.  The 

bikini panties were white, black and red and all seemed new.  The Prime lady had been 

wrong—he’d never had any improper feelings for his sister.  That wasn’t what was fuel-

ing his fantasies right now.  It wasn’t his poor, skinny, flat chested washed out blonde 

sister who commanded his thoughts.  It was the Prime lady.   

He wrapped the black panties around his now erect cock and began pumping.  She was 

incredible!  All woman, so tantalisingly sexy and so out of reach, she was everything a 

male could dream of—even a Minion male.  Especially a Minion male.  Minion girls 

were so plain, so thin, so dull, so… nothing, compared to Prime women.  Not that he 

didn’t fantasise about getting a Minx himself some day.  But a Prime Lady…   He 



pumped harder. 

Images filled his fevered brain.  He was a houseboy, attending to his Mistress.  Then he 

was Kristi, serving as her Lady’s Maid.  In all of them, he was on his knees and serving.  

Even in his fantasies, he couldn’t imagine any other juxtaposition.  The idea of serv-

ing—that was natural.  But even imagining a coupling—that was dangerous and ob-

scene.  He forced his thoughts back to imaging his head between her ebony thighs and--- 

He tucked the now damp black panties, along with his other new prizes, under the mat-

tress.  Perhaps now it was time to discard his mom’s g string—it was pretty gunked up.  
He shelved the thought for further consideration the next day as he pulled his shorts 

back up and fell into a deep sleep.        
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CHAPTER 40:  THE DEPRAVER AND DEPRAVED 

 

“Evidently, the life of the country squire suits you.” 

The two men watched as the houseboy beaters strung the unconscious Crown Princess 

to a pole, before hauling her off.  The collar around her neck was a deep red. 

“The Butcher will have an evening to remember!” Chinoso nodded.  The warlord Saral 

Suresha had not only bagged the Crown Princess, but four other minxs as well, for the 

hunt’s high score and overall honours.  Though he hadn’t participated, he had watched 

in fascination from an ATV that followed the various hunters’ progress.  Munda had 

launched yet another nee fad.  He had no doubt other Prime plantation owners would 

soon be mimicking the minister’s country house pastimes.  “Then back to the House of 

Contrition for her,” he brooded. 

Munda raised a gloved hand.  “Not for long.   The Leader has agreed to permit Katrine, 

Sophie AND Karla for a PBC project 

I’ve proposed.” 

“Do tell!” 

“Anyone on the Central Committee with 

any interest has ‘visited’ the Queen and 

her brats over the last year, so the novel-

ty is wearing out.  Karla was such a hit in 

a recent stripathon, it suggested there 

was still a lot of interest on the part of 

the normal Prime in the doings of the old 

royals.  So. I’m turning them into stars.  They’ll be featured in a new costume drama set 

in pre-war, exclusive for PBC—though I think it will sell overseas, no matter what the 

Western hypocrites say.” 

It sounded, like many of Munda’s ideas, as a popular one.  “What will it be about?” 

“Working title is ‘Royal Scandals’ and it will be shot like a down and dirty reality tv 

series.  It will feature lots and lots of lesbian incest between the three of them.  We’re 

talking strap-on,, 69s, lezdom hell here— the works.  The script for the first episode is 

hot as hell.  Not much plot, but who cares.” 

“Does she know yet?” Chinoso watched the beaters carrying the unconscious redhead to 

Suresha’s guest house. 

“Not yet, but in three days, she’ll be reunited with sis and mommy for the first rehearsal.  

You’re welcome to come to the studio, if you’re interested.” 

The Chief Magistrate shook his head.  “I can’t—though you can be sure I’ll be tuning in 

to watch the premiere.” 



“As you wish!  I must beg off—I 

have a bit of plantation business to 

attend to,” Munda offered in apolo-

gy. 

“Do you mind if I go with you?  

I’m fascinated by your estate.  It 

would be interesting to see the 

working side of it—if I’m not a 

distraction.” 

Munda clapped him on the back.  

“By all means!  Follow me—we need to head to the back forty.  That’s where the barns 

and equipment is kept—including the minions.” 

The walk was a pleasant twenty minute jaunt on a brick pathway, past the main 

grounds, and towards the fields and pastures of the estate where the air grow more 

earthy. 

“How many minions do you have—and where did you get so many?  And what do you 

pay them?” 

Munda considered.  “Thirty domestics.  Mostly young and attractive, all handpicked by 

me and collected from Dominion National University.  You enjoyed one of them, I be-

lieve.” 

“Oh, yes!  Uh, oh dear—what was her name?” Chinoso struggled. 

“Hibiscus!” Munda filled in the answer. 

“Yes—is she alright?  You used her to demonstrate your shock hunting rifle, I believe.  

Was that a message meant for me, my old friend?” he asked in deadly earnest. 

Munda was not to take the bait.  “She’s fine.  The shock is nasty but there’s no lasting 

damage.  So, the domestics— because of the close proximity, I keep the boys in Castus-

es, which means they can all sleep together in the basement kennel.  My field hands—

let’s see—I’d say roughly fifty males and twenty females.  The males I keep in the sta-

ble, the females in the henhouse—that’s what we call it anyway.” 

“What do you pay them?” 

Munda laughed.  “Nothing!  The regional administrator gifted them to me.  They are 

classified as chattel, as are the domestics.  Most are locals.” 

Chinoso took this in thoughtfully.  “So, you’ve already decided to re-classify minion 

rights—unilaterally.” 

“As we discussed.  Minions as chattel property fits the needs of this region.  We agreed 

local authority should decide these matters,” Munda pointed out. 
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Chinoso nodded, finally responding.  “Of course.” 

Munda nodded.  “You’ll find other estate owners taking the same position.  These min-

ions live on MY land and though I’m not a lawyer, I DO know possession is nine 

tenths of the law.” 

The older man didn’t offer any objections.  What was the point?  In any case, he would 

avoid any rudeness.  This was Munda’s home ground.  He was, in fact, just a guest 

here.  “What is the plantation business you need to attend to?” 

“Harvest Reward!  It is a bit of a ritual.  I normally don’t interact with the working side 

of the place—I’m just not here enough to do more than sign paperwork!  I do have 

some highly capable—and highly paid—overseers to attend to that.  Tun Ag Nyan is 

Head Overseer, a Burmese ex-pat who came highly recommended.  He’s a bit rough… 

but he gets the job done.  All that said, he still likes me to be present for some ceremo-

nies.” 

“What is Harvest Reward then?” 

Munda winked.  “You’re about to see.  Follow me!” 

The Burmese was a no-nonsense character in a khaki uniform.  His dark brown face 

was pitted and inscrutable.  A whip hung on one side of his John Brown belt, a hol-

stered pistol on the other.  Introductions were brief and business-like. 

“Isn’t there a danger with…?” Chinoso asked, pointing at the pistol. 

Tun pulled it out, holding the grip outward.  “Printed for my use only.  Even if a min-

ion got hold of it, they wouldn’t be able to fire it.  And our minions are well tamed,” he 

promised, patting the curled whip. 

They walked towards the pasture.  

On ether side, a minion was tied to 

a bamboo rack—one a male, the 

other a female—facing each other.  

The sun beat down on them merci-

lessly and their pink skins were 

turning red.  Chinoso even spotted 

heat blisters on the male’s fore-

head. 

“What do we have here?” Munda 

asked. 

Tun held the whip up to the male’s mid section, clothed only by a loin cloth.  He was 

rangy, with a black flat top cut and a split lip.  “Spike here slipped his chain and made 

his way into the Hen House.  Seems he wanted to spend time with Pinky here,” he 

waved the whip at the female, who turned her face away.  She wasn’t pretty but her 

breasts were fulsome and her legs were long. 



“That’s unusual.  Why would he take a chance like that?” Munda asked Tun. 

“They were married—pre-war so of course it doesn’t count.  But you know these min-

ions!  He probably missed her and wanted a quick hump.” 

Munda scowled.  “This is exactly why we separate the bucks from the bitches.  Nor-

mally, the bucks organise their needs amongst themselves—the Alpha bucks making a 

weaker minion their little ‘stable wife’—disgusting but it keeps them calm.  But this!  

I won’t put up with this ridiculous behaviour!  Sell him off—ask Kikoyo down at 

Three Springs if they need a field buck for cheap.  I want him off the property by end 

of day.  Let her down--  but put her on the Reward Roster for next month.” 

Chinoso’s heart broke a little then.  He had fought minions for decades and they 

would be kept firmly under Prime mastery from now on, but the reaction of the young 

couple couldn’t help but touch him.  The tears in the male’s eyes, the frantic shaking 

of the female—both knowing that they’d never see each other again—it was a harsh 

justice indeed. 

Tun nodded in agreement.  “Consider it done, Minis-

ter.” 

As they neared the pasture, they were greeted by two 

grounds of ranks of minions, males lined up on the left, 

females on the right.  Like the disciplined couple they’d 

just passed, the males ranged from late teens to thirties, 

all in loin clothes, same for the females, who were bare 

breasted as well. 

“Oh dear, I’ve held you up, haven’t I?  How long have 

they—” 

Tun shrugged.  “Only an hour, Minister.  They do as 

they are told.  They work for you, they live for you, 

they breed for you.” 

Munda’s broad satisfied smile looked almost unhinged.  “Yes.  They do, don’t they?” 

“Are there any children here?” the older man inquired. 

Tun answered.  “Minxs foal and nurse in the Birthing Hut,” he indicated a small white 

outbuilding beyond the pasture.  “If the offspring survive, they are sold on as soon as 

possible.  We’re not set up for minion families like other estates.” 

Munda shrugged.  “Chemical abortions are easy to induce. Though, Tun, I do want to 

discuss some selective breeding experiments I’ve been considering.” 

“Sounds interesting, Minister.  If you wouldn’t mind, I’d like to get this over with so I 

can get them back in the field.” 

“Of course, Tun! Let’s begin!” 



Tun set up a pallet for Munda, who stepped onto it to address the dumb, expectant min-

ions. 

“Slaves who work hard earn rewards!  The rewards for this Harvest cycle are…” he 

paused as Tun handed him an index card.  “Ah!  The rewards are Punky, Bitsy and June 

Bug!” 

As the names were read out, overseers pulled girls out of the ranks, leading them to a 

clearing into which three posts poked out of the earth, each with short chains and col-

lars.  Each girl was locked into a collar, the chain allowing them no more liberty than to 

sit on their haunches, their bare breasts lewdly presented. 

“And now…the bucks who have impressed the overseers the most this past Harvesting 

are,” Munda paused and their was a noticeable wave of excitement that rippled through 

the male ranks, “Spike, Porkchop and Pebbles!  Congratulations!  You may claim your 

bitch in that order.  Spike—what’s your pleasure, boy?” 

A tall, well muscled blonde brute of perhaps eighteen looked anxiously at the nearest 

overseer, who nodded.  The boy’s eyes were hungry as he walked towards the three 

waiting girls.   

“Hurry!” Tun ordered and the boy scampered.  Less than a minute later, he advanced 

towards the one called Bitsy, a petite brunette with a button nose and blushing smile.  

He looked up at Tun, who nodded.  The boy dropped to his knees near the girl, who 

now considered him with a welcom-

ing smile. 

“Porkchop!” 

A short, barrel chested minion in his 

early twenties practically flew to the 

girls now.  He didn’t hesitate, stand-

ing next to a rather beak nosed blonde 

in her late twenties.  She wasn’t pret-

ty—her eyes bulged and her overbite 

was pronounced—but she did offer a 

pair of large D cup sized breasts.  She 

wasn’t as excited about her partner but she managed a weak smile nevertheless.  After 

gaining an overseer’s approval, he knelt down next to his prize. 

“Pebbles!” 

Chinoso expected the pale, skinny redhead to simply join the last minx, but instead, he 

hesitated, looking up at Tun beseechingly. 

“Tun, what is this?” Munda demanded, impatiently. 

“Pebbles and June Bug are siblings, Minister,” he explained. 



“So?  They’re minions— such matters don’t apply to them,” he replied peremptorily. 

The last unclaimed minx—June Bug—was a freckled, flat chested thing with curly red 

hair.  She considered her brother with disgust and horror at the prospect of being his 

‘reward’. 

The boy hesitated, looking at his sister, then back at Tun.  Finally, Tun addressed his 

silent plea. 

“Pebbles, either take your reward or not—but if you decided not to, you will no longer 

be eligible for Harvest Rewards.  What is your answer?” 

The boy was also as heavily freckled as his sister and with hair just as orange red, 

though his own was cut close to his scalp.  Their complexions were snow white and 

they even shared the same boyish figure, as June Bug was hopelessly flat, with barely a 

set of nipples protruding from her chest.   

“Pebbles, are you going to give up your very first Reward Time, which you worked so 

hard for?  It’s going to be some minion’s cock in her— it may as well be yours!  For 

such a flat slut, she IS a little firecracker—I can tell you that personally!  So, what is it 

going to be?  You going to give up a piece of minx ass just because you got a bad 

deal?”  Tun sounded indulgent, even like a mentor to the confused minion boy. 

Chinoso watched as the field hand debated internally, then slumped and joined his sis-

ter. 

Tun looked over at Munda, who nodded.  Then, adjusting his watch, he looked up. 

“Begin NOW—you have ten minutes!” 

The three watched as the boys closed in to claim their prizes, loin clothes ripped off 

both male and female waists.  While the first two couples began humping in a 

moreorless consensual manner, the siblings rolled in the dust, the female pushing her 

brother away. 

“No!  No!  I’m your sister!  You can’t!” she screamed, even as the brother cracked her 

solidly across the face, stunning her.  Rolling her on her stomach, the boy, sprouting a 

healthy erection, began pumping her from behind, even as she moaned and wept.  The 

scene was transfixing.  Though the boy had been initially reluctant, all such inhibitions 

had now been sent packing.  His pent-up needs now were his master, not any familial 

respect.   

“This is what I mean, Tun—when is she in cycle next?” 

Tun checked his smartphone.  “June Bug will come into heat again in five days, Minis-

ter.” 

Munda nodded.  “Excellent!  Have her covered again by her brother!  Let’s see what 

will result from a pairing like this!  And Tun—if she’s showing a baby bump her broth-

er has given her in three months, you’ll earn a thousand Prime dollar bonus.” 



The Burmese grinned.  “Consider it done, Minister!  I’ll have these two fucking like 

rabbits until Pebbles managed to put a baby in his little sister!”  If he had to bet, Chino-

so knew he wouldn’t lose money on Tun. 

“Is that an advisable… I mean what if…” he tried to dissuade Munda feebly.  It only 

earned him a grimace from Tun and a chuckle from Munda. 

“What’s a little inbreeding when it comes to Minions?  If the offspring is defective, it 

will be destroyed, that’s all.  Let’s see what happens—perhaps I can breed a line of 
pretty gingers out of them!” 

lucia 






CHAPTER 41:  FIRST, DO NO HARM 

 

“Christa!” 

She had been tending to a Minion mother’s young daughter.  The daughter, a spindly 

ten year old, had been wheezing when she came in but was now gratefully sucking on 

a puffer.  Asthma was popping up as a common Minion ailment, due to so many of 

them living on the edges of high pollution emitting industrial estates. 

She felt herself stiffen, straighten her once white lab coat, and attend to her superior. 

“Be right back!” she whispered.  The mother, just as wan as her child, nodded grate-

fully, as she watched her child inhale deeply. 

Administrator Saanvi Punja was in her office.  She theoretically managed Minion 

Health Services Clinic Seven, but in reality it was former Dr. Christa Vester who at-

tended to the endless line of Minions who lined up everyday outside the dingy, tin 

shack that served as a surgery.  She was a large woman in her late twenties whose 

own lab coat was spotless and pristine.  Though only a one time pharmacy assistant, 

as a Prime she now was responsible for the well being of the ten thousand Minions in 

her district—not that she was in the least interested in her charges. 

That was Minion work. That was Christa’s job. 

Head bowed, her eyes followed the cracks in the linoleum floor tiles and waited for 

her superior to address her. 

“I’m off for lunch,” she was told. 

“Yes, Ma’am!” 

“I may be back.  Or not.” 

“Yes, Ma’am!” 



“If not, lock up and leave the key in the slot.” 

“Yes, Ma’am!” 

With that, the disinterested bureaucrat walked past her.  Administrator Punja made no 

pretence of having the least bit of interest in how the clinic actually served the Minion 

patients.  Why should she?  Minions were… disposable.  And a long lunch and shop-

ping beckoned. 

The older Minion woman curtseyed, though the Indian Prime didn’t bother with so 

much as a glance over her shoulder.  Primes, Christa thought, sensed subservience 

these days—they had no need to witness it any more. 

To the victor, the spoils, Christa pondered grimly, even as the next patient took the 

battered chair the girl had been sitting in. 

She had been cast firmly into the spoils category.  She’d refused evacuation, even af-

ter it was clear that the situation in the field was beyond hopeless.  The entire front 

was being overrun and the RDA was in full flight.  It was the refugees that held her 

like a magnet. When communications were cut, she knew the only chance she’d ever 

have to see her daughter Karin again was to get out and get out immediately.  By then, 

it was too late.  The advanced Whip Hands squad found her attending to her remain-

ing refugee patients, those too far gone to move.  She watched in silent horror as the 

PRF paramilitaries machine gunned them, regardless of age or gender, one by one. 

She might have been next if it hadn’t been for the Major.  He’d ordered the Whip 

Hands to stand down, even as he’d noticed her filthy lab coat. 

“You’re a doctor?” 

She nodded, eyes trapped by the bullet ridden bodies of her former patients. 

“Believe me, it was n act of mercy.  The PRF isn’t wasting medical supplies on Min-

ions.  Come with me.” 

She followed and was soon put to work in the PRF infirmary, treating the wounded in 

silence.  She knew that asserting her authority as a doctor was wholly inappropriate 

now, something the Major noted. 

“If you need me to direct them, let me know. You’re a pretty thing,” he noted, even as 

he cupped her breast. 

She’d become the Major’s Woman, after that.  She acted as nurse during the day, as 

his ‘Field Wife’ in her time off and as his whore whenever he liked.  She learned to 

iron his uniforms, shine his boots and service him as he preferred—usually on her 

knees or all fours.  Many PRF officers appropriated Minion women for this role.  She 

was one of the older ones, but the Major didn’t seem to mind.  As the Medical Ser-

vices Officer for the Bollgrund Occupation Zone, he was bust to the point of exhaus-

tion.  Bagging a Minion doctor who could warm his bed made it a simple choice, she 



guessed. 

The rude entry of forced sex in her life was as intolerable as it was inevitable.  Christa 

saw it all around her.  Minion women were raped casually or frantically or brutally—but 

they were raped all the same.  Nor did the Prime soldiers allow them to huddle in vic-

timhood.  Those Minions who wrapped themselves in hatred or agony were only raped 

that much harder.  She learned to accommodate, to display receptivity, even availability.  

It worked-- the Major was less rough with her. 

That made her realise how much she hated Primes.  The Major was pleasant enough.  

He had been an orderly at Prince Karl Royal Hospital, but was training to become a doc-

tor.  He was educated and well spoken but she still hated him.  It surprised her.  She’d 

always considered herself a Progressive and above race hate.  Just the opposite.  She’d 

been a long time advocate for Prime rights.  Now she hated the stink of them, the sight 

of them, the idea of them.  Indian, Arab, African—she didn’t care.  Any dark skinned 

Prime was a brute, a dangerous predator.  Any one of them right now might be doing to 

her Karin what the Major might be doing to her. 

No matter.  Survival required submission.  It was her docility that had brought her here 

after all.  The Fifth Army was moving south and the Major wouldn’t be bringing her 

along. 

“Time for something new,” he explained, not unkindly. 

“Of course!  Major, may I ask what provisions have been made for the Minions—for 

medical treatment?” 

That puzzled him.  “Well, none that I know of.” 

It was as she had feared.  “Major, may I have permission to treat Minions?  I mean, 

since you no longer need me?” she had pleaded. 

He’d laughed then.  “Minions are no longer permitted to practice medicine.  It is impos-

sible!” 

It was as bad as she’d feared.  Then a thought sprang to life.  “Sir?” 

“Go on,” the Major sighed, clearly indulging his bed warmer. 

“Isn’t Minion labour a, a, a—resource?” 

The Major nodded, intrigued.  “Well—yes.” 

“Well, it’s just that if a jeep had a flat tire, you wouldn’t junk it—am I right, Sir?” 

“Well, no.  Go on.” 

“I was just thinking that, with the war almost over, wouldn’t it be worth trying to sal-

vage Minion labour—I mean, as long as it didn’t drain any Prime resources?  That way, 

Minions could be fixed and put to whatever use Primes have for them—I mean, us.  Is-

n’t that right?” 



The Major rubbed his chin.  “Well, yes.  What are you suggesting?” 

And so it was that former Minion medical personnel were put to work—always under 

Prime supervision of course—in the primitive clinics Minions were now permitted to 

visit.  It wasn’t much, but it was a start.  It allowed her a designated unit in a Minion 

housing complex and paid enough to keep her fed and clothed.  It was a better fate than 

many other Minions faced.  She only needed to look into the eyes of her desperate pa-

tients to know that. 

It was another impossibly long afternoon.  As usual, there were the desperate faces in 

pain, waiting patiently to be seen.  The environmentally caused illnesses—those com-

monly arising from desperate poverty—were bad enough.  Instances of cancer were 

popping up, though there was little she could do but offer placebos and cheap Chinese 

knock off fetanyl pills.  Minion labour was worth something but proper treatment was 

far too expensive to invest in.  Amazing, considering the Dominion had once boasted 

one of the finest public health services in the southern hemisphere.  She ought to 

know—she had once been the Director of Public Health for the whole country.         

Dental care was non-existent now for Minions.  She tried to impress on anyone she 

knew to brush their teeth to avoid gum disease—but tooth brushes and toothpaste were 

often a luxury beyond the means of many of her fellow Minions.  Unless you were 

Sponsored, no one had much interested in what a Minion’s teeth looked like. 

It was the raft of those conditions which were entirely once avoidable but now seemed 

like permanent burdens Minions had to carry.  There were the numerous Minion girls 

who needed VD shots.  Some licensed, but most menial industrial or office girls who 

had the diseases implanted in them by Prime work superiors.  It was no longer a stig-

ma— almost all Minion females experienced venereal diseases these days.  It was im-

portant to treat it as soon as it appeared, lest the victim lose their job due to Prime impa-

tience. 

She knew what the twenty something brown haired girl would say before she opened 

her mouth.  She knew the girl was Sponsored—her tight fitting top advertised that.  

“Sponsored and Proud of it!”--  the words jumping off her top.  The girl was pale and 

underweight, though not unusually so.  She was pretty, of course, though she winced in 

pain as she took the patient chair.  Christ knew why.  The girl’s frame was fair too thin 

for the 34 DD breasts she sported to be natural. 

“Having back pain?” she guessed. 

The girl nodded. “Yes, Doctor.” 

“I’m not a doctor,” she corrected the girl.  “Minions are not legally permitted to practice 

medicine,” she pointed out, almost if by rote.  Administrator Punja had pounded that 

fact of life into her constantly until she could offer up the phrase automatically and with-

out thinking. 

The girl nodded, absently.   



“How long have you had them?” 

Christa asked. 

The girl knew what was referring 

to.  She looked down at the 

breasts that popped out stiffly.  

“Two months ago,” she answered 

miserably.  “I was a B cup before 

I got Sponsored.  I’m,” she hesi-

tated, then continued unconvinc-

ingly, “so grateful my Sponsor 

had me boosted.   Really, I am!” 

Christa patted her hand.  “Of course you are!  You wish to please your Sponsor, don’t 

you?” 

The young woman nodded sullenly. 

She opened the ‘medicine’ cabinet, withdrew a small plastic bottle and handed it to her.  

“Take one of these when your back starts to hurt, ok?”  It was just more of the fentatnyl 

pills, but that was virtually the only medication she could prescribe these days.  No ethi-

cal plastic surgeon would have ever inflicted these oversized breasts on such a small 

framed woman, but Minion well being now took a backseat to Prime preferences.  The 

girl popped a pill, smiled in relief, and made way for the next patient.  She’ll be addict-

ed in six months Christa guessed, but no matter—the girl would service her Sponsor 

with a smile and that counted for more than any inconvenience for her. 

The mother and daughter who entered next didn’t seem to suffer from any physical 

symptoms she could detect.  That instantly worried her.  The mother was in her early 

forties, a handsome woman whose hands were calloused and arms bruised.  A factory 

girl, probably.  The girl was fine boned, delicate, with cornsilk hair and clear blue eyes.  

She looked about sixteen, with barely budding curves underneath her school uniform.  

A BBB grade, possibly an A grade if she developed a bit more, Christa considered. 

“How can I help you?” 

The daughter looked into her lap, blushing.  The mother looked around furtively.   

“Doc-, I mean, oh—may I ask a question?” the older woman asked nervously.  “I mean, 

confidentially?” 

Christa shook her head.  “I’m sorry. Minion patients aren’t entitled to medical confiden-

tiality.” 

The woman nodded, unsurprised.  “It’s Gunther.” 

“Who is Gunther?” 

“M-my… we aren’t married but we live together.  My husband was killed in the war.  



We moved in with Gunther—we needed a place to live and… well…” 

“Go on,” Christa prodded.  She had at least one of these a week. 

“If Jana is… not a virgin when she reports for National Service—well, what would hap-

pen?” she asked desperately. 

“Jana,” she nodded towards the agitated teen, “ must be a virgin.  It is a legal require-

ment.  That means you’d face the harshest consequences—you and…Gunther as her 

guardians.  Jana would loses four—or more—Grades off of her classification.  That 

wouldn’t be good for her—at 

all.” 

The woman nodded.  “Gunther 

has been… I saw him!... he de-

nied it, but… and…” 

Christa took Gunther’s infor-

mation.  By the end of the day, 

he’d be picked up and spend the 

next five years in a labour camp.  

Minxs were too valuable a com-

modity to be trifled with.  At 

least in these instances she could 

actually help.  If the mother had brought her son in…  But there was no value associat-

ed with male Minion virginity.   

The last patient was the only one actually scheduled.  She always performed these pro-

cedures at the end of the working day.  There were a depress way to end a day but they 

were just too disruptive to perform while there were a line of patients in need stacked 

up. 

The tight pale pink pleather miniskirt, matching heels and knit hot pink belly top might 

have once made her out to be a street walker, but of course she was actually just an of-

fice girl.  The pigtails and pink hair bows didn’t hide that she was in her early thirties, 

nor did the pink lip gloss.  She handed Christa the permission form bearing her Spon-

sor’s signature. 

“Want to talk about it?” 

The blue eyes blinked.  She shook her head.  Her lips pouted in fearful anticipation. 

“I’ll give you a local— you won’t feel a thing,” Christa promised.  “Take off your skirt 

and underwear and pop up on the examination table for me, ok?” 

The office girl did so, disrobing in silence. 

The procedure was conducted in silence.  At the moment her scalpel snipped off the 

clitoris, the woman shivered and tears flowed down her cheeks.  It was an automatic 



reflex, even though the local really had done its work.  She had seen it in previous cas-

es— cliterectomies were standard Sponsor Requests.  She performed a handful every 

month, usually when a Minx failed to respond to her Sponsor as desired.  She was hap-

py she didn’t have to do more.  Christa figured the mere threat was often enough to re-

focus a distracted Sponsored Minx.  Not in this case, though, she thought sadly. 

She handed the shaking woman a handful of green pills and the Permission Form, now 

bearing a “FIXED” stamp.   

“I’m sorry,” she offered.  “Take these as needed.  You’ll… get used to it.  It’s not so 

bad, ok?” 

The woman wiped away her tears, recomposing herself bravely.  “It was my own fault.  

I was selfish and stupid.  Now I’ll be more… focused, right?” 

Christa nodded.  “Yes.  Yes, of course.” 

 

Did Miss Dahl have a crush on him?  It was a crazy idea, of course.  For one, she was 

Sponsored, so even thinking about such things was wrong.  He was a police captain, a 

big Samoan Prime who could have broken him in two—and probably would, if he 

could read Minion minds!  Not that he was the only boy in her Mating Lab class that 

lusted after her—all the boys did.  She was just twenty—not much older than they 

were—and he could imagine her in the school uniform his sister and all the Minx girls 

wore.  She had one of those bodies Minx girls ached for—all curves that jiggled in her 

tight tops and skirts.  Her lips were full and pouted and he knew what her Sponsor used 

those for, as often as he liked!  All her male students were hard for her and it was pretty 

clear she knew it too.  And it was her face he imagined on Annie’s mannequin head 

whenever he was lucky enough to mount the practice mating doll. 

Why did he think it was more than his blissful fantasy then?  What was this little worm 

that twisted in his head, whispering the suggestion.  It was ridiculous!  But—maybe she 

secretly preferred Minion boys to Prime men?  Was it possible?  Not that she had a 

choice… but if she did?  But that was hard to believe.  It went against everything he 

was taught.  Of course he knew a lot of it as PRF propaganda, and yet they had lost, 

hadn’t they?  Primes had won because they were stronger, smarter and tougher.  There 

was no denying that.  That meant, like it or not, than Minions were inferior.  You could-

n’t argue with facts, right?  Minion females might not be naturally attracted to Prime 

men like they said, but then again-- why wouldn’t they?  Minion boys were weak, stu-

pid and ugly.   

Then why has she scheduled so many spurty session for you?, the worm asked stub-

bornly. 

Bent didn’t have an answer.  He knocked on the door. 

“Come in, Bent.” 



Miss Dahl didn’t look at him.  She was swabbing Annie down with antiseptic wipes.  

It must have been quite the Mating Lab—the sex doll was coated with Minion spunk, 

from head to toe! 

“You ready?” she asked.  She seemed more tired than excited.  It deflated him. 

“Uh, yeah, sure.  Shall I get ready?” 

She just nodded, positioning Annie back on the Mounting Table.  “We need to get this 

over quickly today.   Captain Talatonu will be here in ten minutes.” 

Bent nodded and stripped off his uniform in seconds.  His cock was already growing 

stiff, bobbing a bit as he stood in front of his teacher, hands clasped in the small of his 

back. 

As she pulled a small plastic bottle out of her drawer, she smiled at his cock wryly.  

“You like these spurty sessions, don’t you Bent?” 

“Yes, Ma’am!”  He wished he didn’t sound so eager. 

She gripped the shaft and, positioning the head over the wide mouth of  the bottle, be-

gan to stroke. 

“M-ma’am?” 

“Yes, Bent?” Her voice was cheerful, not sexy. 

“Um, I was wondering why I, uh—well, why do I get to—” 

She tugged hard and, on cue, he spurt.  The goo dribbled out and into the bottle.  Three 

more tugs and he was done.  He sighed as she loosened her grip.  Wiping her hands, 

she told him he could put his clothes on.  He watched as she wrote on a label, then at-

tached it to the bottle, which she slipped in her top drawer. 

“You may go, Bent,” she instructed. 

“Yes, Ma’am.  I was just wondering why—” 

The car horn blared and Miss Dahl stood up, hands patting her hair. 

“Bent, you like your spurty sessions, right?” 

“Yes, Ma’am!” 

“Then just enjoy them and don’t ask questions.  I have to go— see you at our next 

Lab!” 

“Yes, Ma’am!” he replied, but she was already out of the room, dashing down the hall-

way towards the insistent car horn.  As he headed home, the worm began whispering 

again.  He’d be thinking of Miss Dahl tonight, his mom’s stolen lace thong encasing 

yet another teacher-inspired erection! 

 



“But why does he want to see us?  I mean, the both of us?” Lars pressed worriedly. 

“I don’t know!” his wife Inga answered in exasperation.  “It isn’t like he needs a rea-

son, does he?” 

“When?” 

“Sunday.” 

Lars grimaced.  “My one day off!  That’s just great!” 

Inga’s eyes tightened in anger.  “Do you know how many Sundays I’ve spent over 

there?  How dare you moan about—” 

“Alright, alright!  Say, do you think it has to do with the CRR?”  The Conjugal Rela-

tions Request had been submitted months ago, but hope sprung eternal. 

Inga shook her head.  “Maybe?  I don’t know.” 

Three days later, Lars was wearing his cleanest work uniform and Inga primped in front 

of the mirror. 

“You guys going out?” Bent asked. 

Lars looked away, nodding.  “Yeah.” 

“We have an appointment with Superintendent Sharmith, hon.”  Lars hated hearing the 

name spoken aloud in his home and Inga knew it! 

His son looked at him and he felt stung by the boy’s pity. The boy nodded. 

“When will you be home?” he asked. 

“That’s up to the Superintendent, dear” Inga responded.  “Behave yourself while we’re 

out, ok?” 

Bent’s repressed smile suggested as soon as they were a block away he’d be ‘behaving 

himself’ quite shamefully.  Lars didn’t dwell on it.  There was precious little pleasure to 

be had out of the world these days.  Bent may as well play with himself—he’d be in a 

sweat battalion soon enough and few opportunities to do so then. 

Puppet answered the door.  As always, the obnoxious teen leered at his former teacher. 

Not knowing the purpose of the meeting, Inga had simply worn a tiny denim skirt and a 

red tubetop with heels-- no bra and a black lace thong underneath.  Lars forced the 

loathing from his thoughts.  His wife’s Sponsor must be respected.  No signs of disre-

spect could be allowed to revel themselves—even the rude ogling of his punk pf a 

houseboy. 

They followed, side by side.  The Superintendent sat, sipping his Citranova as always.  

A caddy carried a bottle of champagne and two crystal hollow stemmed glasses.  Be-

fore the seated Sponsor was a pommel horse, with bindings on each end.  Husband and 

wife looked at each other in silent alarm.    



“Well—the Schmidts are here!  How wonderful!” 

“Good afternoon, Sir!” Inga replied sweetly. 

“Good afternoon, Superintendent!” Lars added promptly. 

“Puppet—dismissed!” 

The surly houseboy bowed and slunk out of the large living room they were usually re-

ceived in. 

“Well, today is a big day—a VERY special day!  Can you guess what it is?”  The Indian 

Prime was the epitome of elegant comfort, his beige linen suit exuding relaxed authori-

ty. 

Prime questions were always problematic.  Was this a trap of some kind? 

After a pause, Inga formed a careful response. “Every day of my Sponsorship is a spe-

cial day, Sir!” 

Sharmith nodded. “You’ve come a long way, Missy!  And how many days do we have 

left together?  You answer, boy—I suspect you know the answer.” 

“One hundred seventy one days, Sir?” 

“And I bet you’re counting off everyone one, aren’t you little man?” 

Lars’ head bobbed up and down, face flushed, eyes on the polished marble floor. 

“Of course you have!  Even a Minion husband has his pride!  You want your little wifey 

back!  I understand.  That’s why I asked you to come over.  As you both know, Inga’s 

sponsorship will be over soon. She’ll have met her legal obligation to the Prime people.  

Other than the occasional Priv, you’ll have your life back.  The boy will lose his Castus 

and you two monkeys will be free to do whatever you like to each other! Exciting!”  The 

Sponsor sipped his drink, letting the image settle in. 

“With that said, there’s even more exciting news.  I’ve been appointed Minister for Pub-

lic Works.  In the cabinet.  In Kongsberg, no less!” 

“Congratulations, Sir!  That’s wonderful!” Inga  exclaimed, in almost genuine admira-

tion. 

“Thank you, pet.  I just received the news.  Evidently, my hard work here in Bollgrund 

has been noted by the Powers That Be.  Had I known, I might not have volunteered… 

well, as I said, I didn’t know.”  He took another self satisfied sip.   

Lars and Inga watched, mildly confused. 

“Well, here’s the thing.  As a very minor local official, I was lucky to even have enough 

points to claim your sponsorship, Inga.   With this promotion, I have enough to really 

upgrade.  A prettier, younger Minx to replace you with.  Of course, I as already planning 

on replacing you but before I learned of my new position in the capital, I had another 



plan.  A recent memo on Minion population stock levels landed in my inbox.  It prom-

ised points in exchange for the inconvenience, points I could apply to anew sponsor-

ship.  So, of course I applied.  So, you see where we are.” 

Lars blinked.  Inga blinked. They had no idea what the Prime was talking about. 

After a chuckle, he explained.  “Inga, I volunteered you for an additional Quota fulfill-

ment.  You’re going to be a mommy again and drop a minx or drone.” 

His legs wobbled. His wife 

burst into tears. 

“Now, now—I’m sure 

you’ll do me proud!  If 

there’s any consolation, it 

means I’ll have even more 

Sponsorship Points to use!  

Between my promotion and 

your Voluntary Quota appli-

cation, I’ll be able to select 

a Grade A minx, fresh out 

of school.   Isn’t that great 

news?” 

Inga forced herself into a state of calm, wiping her tears.  “Y-yes, Sir.” 

“And boy, the good news for you?  I’m going to let you do the honours!  Isn’t that kind 

of me?” 

Lars nodded.  Shame and lust rolled through him.  He felt warm—very warm. 

“Puppet!  Serve the champagne!” 

The houseboy entered and obeyed.  As the husband and wife sipped the impossibly ex-

otic liquor, they listened as the Superintendent scheduled out the remaining months of 

Inga’s sponsorship. 

“Inga, Lars here will cover you every day while you’re in your cycle.  I’m sure hubby 

will be up to it.  You’ve already dropped two healthy brats so why tempt fate?  You’ll 

make a regular appointment at the Minion Clinic and the covering will continue until 

you’re pregnant.  Once you’re pregnant, you’ll be excused from your teaching job and I 

will give you an allowance to cover the loss of salary.  When you deliver your whelp, 

you’ll a one hundred Prime Dollar bonus.  How does that sound?” 

The couple nodded, dazed.  Lars was ashamed of the idiotic smile that found a life of its 

own.  Inga was subdued, eyes puffy. 

“Have another drink—then we will get started.” 

An hour later, Puppet uncuffed Inga and she gingerly let herself down from the horse.  



Puppet then wiped Lars’ cock, then pulled the Castus back up between his legs.  Lars 

thought the houseboy looked jealous.  He savoured it like a dessert. 

“Well, you can still play the hubby, can’t you boy?  Well done!  It is a good start—Inga 

certainly has lots of Minion spunk up in her, doesn’t she, boy?” 

He nodded dumbly, then remembered to speak.  “Yes, Sir!  Thank you, Sir!” 

“Just remember, this isn’t for you—this is for Minion brat making, right?” the Superin-

tendent admonished playfully. 

“Yes, Sir.  Sorry, Sir!” 

“Good.  Now my limo needs a wash. Why don’t you attend to it now.  I need some time 

with Inga.  We’ll be through in a half hour.  Get going on the car, boy!” 

Lars hesitated, then followed the Prime’s fingers to the door. 

“Puppet’s got a bucket and sponge ready for you.  Go on—show my your gratitude!” 

 

Inga watched her husband leave the room.  She was still in shock from the path laid out 

for her.  She’d never even considered having another child, not now.  It didn’t matter.  

Her Sponsor would have his way. 

“Back on the horse, Inga,” the Superintendent ordered.  “It is standard suggested breed-

ing procedure.”   

Trembling, she obeyed.  Puppet re-shackled her to the horse, which was lowered a bit. 

“Go on, Puppet. Your turn, now.” 

The teen houseboy positioned himself behind her, just as Lars had.  As he entered her, 

she looked up, facing her Sponsor 

once again. 

“I know you’ll resent me for this, 

but I’m not leaving anything up to 

chance.  And before you say a 

word, just keep in mind I could 

have had you two divorced.  I did-

n’t break up the happy little Minion 

family though, did I?  Nor have I 

ever told hubby about how I saved 

you from whoring yourself out!  

Now it is your turn to show some appreciation.  You’re going to pump out a brat for me. 

Besides, Puppet’s always carried a torch for you.  And really, who cares who the brat’s 

daddy is?” 

Inga began sobbing. 
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“Now, now!  This can be our little secret, ok?  I won’t tell your hubby about Puppet. If 

you want to let him think he’s the daddy, that’s fine with me.  Now, isn’t that kind of 

me?” 

Inga squeezed her eyes, expunging tears.  “Y-yes, Sir!  Thank you, Sir!” 

The Superintendent nodded.  “Ten more minutes, Puppet.  Spurt as hard as you can!  

Now, there’s just one more detail we need to cover…” 

 

Christa hooked a finger.  “Come on in.” 

The pale, pretty blonde rose.  She looked queasy. 

“On the table please.  Spread your legs.” 

The woman disrobed.  She looked like a teacher. 

“You’re Inga Schmidt, sponsored by Superintendent Sharmith?” 

“Yes, Doctor.” 

“I’m not a doctor.  Ok, take a breath.  We’ll do the pregnancy test now, ok?” 

Today’s result was negative, but she doubted that would be the case for long.  The 

woman had been volunteered by her Sponsor for the Quota. She was being covered by 

two Minion males continuously. 

“OK, this is just an insurance policy,” she explained as she pulled out the turkey baster.  

“I know it looks primitive but it gets the job done!  Just relax,” she advised as she in-

serted the plastic tube into her womb. 

Inga gasped as she felt the cold spunk hit her inner walls.  “My God—what’s that!” 

Christa patted her shoulder.  “Calm down.  Just another candidate to be the Daddy—

nominated by your Sponsor.  Do you feel it inside you?” 

Inga nodded, clearly upset.  “But why?  Why?” 

“Like I said—insurance. With three regular injections of Minion spunk, your chance of 

pregnancy goes up dramatically.  You’ll be pregnant sooner than you can imagine.” 

Inga sat up, instinctively crossing her legs.  “Who is the… uh…” 

“Donor?” Christa filled in.  “No idea.  Chosen because he is healthy, I imagine.” 

“But, will I ever know who the father of my child is?” 

Christa shook her head. “Not unless a DNA test is ordered.  And for Minions… well, 

that’s not going to happen.  I’m sorry.” 

Inga nodded, weeping and humbled. 

 



Bent finished packing.  The bus would pick him up in an hour but he needed to be wait-

ing thirty minutes prior to boarding. He looked around the room.  He thought of Kristi, 

his sister, now well into her Sponsorship.  He thought of Annie, of Miss Dahl.  He’d 

traded his copy of Minx magazine his mom’s lacy thong to an eager kid for a six pack 

of MinBeer.  There was nothing left here for him. He walked out without looking back.  

He was reporting in for the Sweat Battalion today.  He was going to become a man 

meeting his obligations to the Prime people! 

His parents gathered around him.  His mom had seemed so emotional lately—he hoped 

she wouldn’t lose it!  His dad, though, seemed happier than he’d been since from before 

the war!  They both seemed to glow every day when they got back from Mom’s Spon-

sor! 

“We’re very proud of you!  Show ‘em what you’re made of!” his dad advised. 

His mom gave him a hug.  “Take care of yourself, ok?” 

“I will Mom—jeesh!  I better go.” 

“Some news to remember us by, son—you mom’s going to have a baby!”  His father 

beamed with a fierce pride. 

“Mom—that’s wonderful!” 

And his mother nodded sadly.   

He turned to the door.  It was time to go.  He looked behind just once.  His father’s arms 

were around his mother, his satisfied grin and ramrod posture reminding him of days 

long gone by, in a different 
era.  Things had changed.  

Life was harder.  But it 

wasn’t all bad.  He’d earn 
his patch, return and get a 

drone job.  And one day, 

he’d meet his own girl.  
She’d be like Mom— 

Sponsored sure, but also a 

wife.  And, when the Quota 
notice came, they too 

would have a child.  It 

filled him with hope.  Bent 
smiled at the world as he 

walked to the station.       



CHAPTER 42:  POISONED CHALICE 

 

The door bell rang at three in the morning.  It was insistent.  That was the first indication 

that the situation was, as the Chief Magistrate too often observed these days, ‘fluid”. 

His pet Minx clung to his calves at the foot of the bed and he gently kicked himself free.  

Absently he noted that he was allowing her more and more liberties.  Her tousled blonde 

head popped up and he pressed his index finger to his lips. 

“Be quiet and stay here,” he instructed.  Karin ducked her head back down, her blue eyes 

wide and alert now. 

He gently clutched the H&K P7 he kept in his bedside table.   

Fetch stood outside the master bedroom door, confused. 

“Chief Magis-“ 

“Quiet!  Stay with Karin!” he instructed in a harsh whisper, pointing into the bedroom.  

The houseboy obeyed. 

DONG DONG DONG DONG 

And now there was pounding on the door. 

“One moment!” he roared, tamping down his increasing panic with a more natural tone 

of authority. 

The pounding stopped at once. 

With the HK by his side, he calmly unlocked the door and pushed it open, prepared to 

raise the pistol.  It was only the apprehension on the young army lieutenant’s face that 

saved both their lives. 

“Sorry, Chief Magistrate!  I apolo-

gise for the late hour!  Field Mar-

shal Kalejaiye dispatched us.  

We’re here expressly for your pro-

tection!”  There was a squad of five 

privates in olive drab behind him, 

all bearing AK-47s at port arms. 

Now that he could see how nervous 

the young officer was, he relaxed 

the grip on his pistol and slipped it 

into his robe pocket. 

“The Field Marshal, eh?  And what is his favourite drink?” 

The lieutenant looked up quizzically, then shrugged.  “The Field Marshal favours Bloody 



Machetes, Sir!” 

“And how do you know that?” 

The lieutenant smiled. “I’m his nephew, Chief Magistrate!” 

“Very well.  Come in.” 

After the lieutenant had dispersed his squad to cover all points of egress, he did just that. 

“What the hell is going on Lieutenant?” 

“Not sure, Sir.  All I know is that the capital is on lock down.  All travel suspended and 

the PBC only reporting that the Leader has instituted Martial Law—but just for the next 

forty eight hours.” 

“And you’ve come to arrest me?” he asked, hand back on the pistol in his robe pocket. 

“Chief Magistrate?  No, Sir!  We’re here to protect you!” 

“Then you’ve no objection if I make some calls?” 

The officer shook his head vehemently.  “Sir, we’re only here to protect you!” 

He nodded.  “Very well, Lieutenant.  Thank you. You may join your men.” 

The officer, relieved, saluted and spun on his heels to do just that. 

Thirty seconds later, he heard the call connect.  Good, he thought, telecoms still opera-

tional. 

“Dara.” 

“Samnang, what is going on?” 

“Chief Magistrate!  Where are you?” 

“At home, here in Kongsberg.  Why is there a squad of soldiers outside my penthouse?” 

“It all happened twenty minutes ago.  I was as surprised as anyone.  I was summoned by 

the Leader—there was no time to—” 

“What happened?” he demanded, exasperated. 

“Munda.  Suresha too.  Some others in the Eliminationist Block.  Arrested and execut-

ed.” 

He felt a ghostly weight descend on his shoulders.  “This was so…unnecessary.  I 

thought we had worked this all out.  I told the Leader…never mind.  I assume the Field 

Marshall is alright?” 

“Oh, yes.  He told me he’d dispatched some troops to your place—just in case.” 

Just in case I was on the Leader’s list, he considered. 

“And the Chief Justice?” 



“Kissa is fine, as far as I know.” 

“Send some Whip Hands over to her residence immediately.” 

“Yes, Chief Magistrate.” 

“And send some here as well.” 

“But you have regular army—” 

“Yes, and as soon as your boys arrive, I’m taking them with me as a bodyguard unit.” 

“Taking them—where are you going?” 

He sighed.  “To request an emergency audience with the Leader.”   

 

Samnang Dara meet him at Government House.  Black uniformed Whip Hands were 

installed throughout the official residence, while platoons of khaki paramilitaries parade 

marched in the grounds outside.  Dawn was on its way, as a red rimmed horizon began 

to grow. 

“I see you have things locked down.” 

The security chief nodded grimly.  “It was short and sharp.” 

“And you had no idea?” 

The tall, thin secret policeman shook his head.  “There’s a reason ee call him ‘The Play-

er’, isn’t there?  Plays his cards close to his chest—always has.  He just called me up, 

issued the orders and I carried them out.” 

“Why?” 

A pause.  “He said it was in response to the growing influence of the Eliminationists.  

He was worried about the radicalisation going on in some of the provinces.”  

“Munda seemed happy enough with the settlement we achieved.  Wait—you don’t be-

lieve him, do you?” 



Dara shook his head.  “I don’t know.  Between us, I don’t think that’s what this was 

about.  I think he’s sorting out loose ends.” 

“Loose ends?”   

“Munda represented a threat.  So do you.” 

“That’s insane.  I’m completely loyal to the Leader.” 

“So was, I believe Munda. My operatives didn’t detect any coup threats from Munda. 

But he had a circle, profile, power.   Be careful, Old Friend.” 

He nodded, then entered the newly refurbished Presidential Wing. 

Government House had trebled in size.  The old residence had been far too cramped to 

contain the spirit of the leadership that guided the Prime people.  The old Prime Minis-

ter’s office had been replaced by a palatial chamber several magnitudes larger.  It served 

as a work area, with a massive desk and several guest chairs. It also served as a meeting 

room, with a full multimedia theatre on one side.  Finally, there was a reception area, 

complete with an enormous stuffed couch, lounge chairs and a wet bar.  It was fifty pac-

es away and just where the Leader was relaxing. 

“Come in, Chinoso!  Or shall I address you as Chief Magistrate?” The Leader teased.  

“Can I get you a drink?  Slut, a Citranova!” 

An angelic blonde in red panties and bra pranced behind the wet bar, clinking glass bot-

tle to fine crystal.  In less than a minute, she was by his side, a silver serving dish bear-

ing his drink just as he dropped into the lounge chair facing The Leader. 

He took the drink. In any other situation, he’d have given her more attention—she 

looked familiar.  Instead, his eyes were focused on the three women twenty feet away. 

Two hung naked from a bar, restrained full length by cuffs and chains, squirming franti-

cally.  If it hadn’t been for the ball gags, the large chamber would have echoed with 

their screams.  That was clear from the copious tears that smeared their too pale faces.  

The woman wielding the bullwhip seemed as determined as the subject of her vicious 

attention were contrite.  All were redheads, the disciplinarian older than her pupils in 

pain. 

“I suppose you’re here to discuss my little clean-up operation then?” 

“As always, three steps ahead. Yes, that’s the reason for my visit. But I seemed to have 

interrupted you!  My apologies—I can return at a more convenient—” 

“Nonsense!  I’m just administering some ‘encouragement’. Queenie—ten more for Prin-

cess Two and twenty more for Princess One!” 

The older woman nodded and proceeded to snap the whip as ordered.  He was mildly 

amazed how readily the mother inflicted such pain so casually on her own daughters.   

“You’ve trained her well,” he offered. 



The Leader nodded.  “A guilty pleasure, I’ll admit.  They’re coming along well.  Karla 

plays well with her brats but the brats are still a little reluctant to play well with each 

other.  And the performances have to be authentic!  I’m starring them in a new PBC 

drama—“Palace Scandals” and the audience will expect uninhibited performances!” 

“Of course!  Will Miss Dominion also play a role?”  He nodded to the blonde serving 

girl.  He had finally put a name to the beauty—Zanna Cillia, one time Miss Dominion 

and winner of the last season of the Dominion’s Next Top Model.  

“I hadn’t considered that!  What a good idea!  Slut!” 

The blonde looked up fearfully from behind her wet bar station. 

“Service your queen while she teaches her brats!  From behind—on your knees and 

with that talented tongue of yours!” 

There was no hesitation.  As she complied, he could see the angry red stripes across the 

tanned golden skin on her back.  Queen Karla smiled dully as the beauty queen began 

tonguing her, even as she arched and dropped the bullwhip hard, alternating between 

her daughters who screeched behind their ballgags. 

The two Primes watched the scene briefly before returning to the subject at hand.  Soon, 

it was mere background. 

“May I ask why you ordered the clean-up, as you put it?” he asked as neutrally as possi-

ble. 

The Leader patted his thigh.  Today he had favoured a paramilitary look.  “Suresha was 

rogue.” 

“Agreed.” 

“His involvement in the St. Olaf affair—well, now that’s a closed book.” 

“And Kabemba?” 

The Leader shrugged.  “Because I 

listen to YOU, my old comrade.  

While his policies certainly advan-

taged some of our people, the over-

all impact on the economy has 

been catastrophic.  This was less a 

philosophical disagreement than an 

existential challenge, both econom-

ically and, more immediately, from 

a foreign relations standpoint.” 

He nodded.  He had to agree.  

“Still, Munda was one of our best.  I thought I had negotiated a settlement that would—

” 
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“You did.  But events accelerate, old friend.  Between us, the treasury is running dry.  

Fast.” 

“How long?” 

“Three months.  We need international recognition in order to secure financing or we 

descend into another civil war.” 

“Russia?  China?  India?” 

“Russia- no.  No money.  China, yes—but the terms are, well—we might as well hand 

the whole country over to them.  And India is actually making noises about annexing 

us.  No, we have to find our own way out of this—or it will all have been for nothing.” 

“Then you’d better appoint a Foreign Minister, Leader!” 

Fist came the knowing nod, then the leather portfolio, which he caught mid air. 

“All approved by the Central Committee.  See my signature?  Congratulations, Minister 

Chinoso.  Might I suggest using the United Nations as a platform?  We might not have 

been granted recognition by the so called civilised world but we have MANY fellow 

travellers and quiet fans there.” 

“But—my work!” 

The Leader brushed him off.  “One of your well know strengths is your ability to culti-

vate talent.  Your staff can carry on the work.  You’re needed far more on the interna-

tional stage now Chinoso—time to become the statesman I’ve always known you to 

be!” 

He didn’t respond.  He was too old to be so blatantly manipulated, as the Leader well 

knew.  If he’d jumped too soon…  He sat, thinking.  The Leader’s summation was con-

cise and correct.  He’d hoped the leadership cadre might have filled in more of the 

cracks that it had so far.  Too many noses in the trough, he guessed.  The heady post-

war prosperity had been an illusion.  Without recognition, Primeva wouldn’t survive. 

The Leader allowed him his ruminations, sending him a serious smile over the distance 

between them. 

“Some conditions,” he finally broke the silence. 

The Leader’s palm bounced off his thigh.  “Of course.  Go on.” 

“My replacement as Chief Magistrate—Joshua, I think, would do well.” 

“Done.” 

“And as new party Propaganda Chief—Leonard would serve well.” 

The Leader pondered that.  “Yes—but on a probationary, acting basis.  Let him show 

me what he can do.” 

“Agreed.” 



“Is that all?” The Leader asked, rising to his feet. 

“Yes. Kabemba Munda was a legitimate hero of the Revolution.  I understand why you 

did what you did but his memory should be honoured.  I don’t want his name sullied.” 

The Leader nodded, gravely.  “Comrade Munda was targeted by… the CIA!... in an 

attempt by allied reactionary Dominion resistance efforts to destabilise our nation!  He 

fought and killed several before he was brought down in an ambush at his country es-

tate.  He died bravely and as a Hero of the Primevan People.  Does that suit?” 

He nodded.  “Leonard won’t have much more to do with that narrative.  Yes, thank 

you.  I’d better pack.” 

“Safe travels, old friend!” 

Dara meet him discreetly on the grounds.  “How did it go?” he asked, anxiously. 

“A poisoned chalice.  He handed me a poisoned chalice-- and I just took a deep 

draught, Dara.”  

 

He didn’t pack immediately.   Instead, he had a trooper drive him over to the Foreign 

Ministry.  May as well begin organising for the biggest trip of his life, he thought grim-

ly.  The permanent under secretary seemed competent enough.  He was a Somali 

Prime, an ex-pat university instructor who’d returned just in time to get recruited to a 

senior role in the ministry.  He was led into a large office—his now— empty and wait-

ing for its first occupant. 

They discussed the immediate requirements of the trip.  An agenda was put together, a 

formal request to the UN for an 

official audience and address pre-

pared, orders to prepare the old Do-

minion Embassy in Washington 

DC for the new Foreign Minister, 

invitations to friendly powers to 

meet while in New York, and so it 

went, the details blurring but all 

carefully attended to by the Somali. 

“When will you leave, Sir?” he was 

sked at last. 

“As soon as possible—day after tomorrow.  You’ll sort out a plane with Prime Air?” 

“Will a 747 do, Minister?” 

 “Nicely.  We’ll discuss ministry appointments when I return.  Hopefully, if I’m suc-

cessful, we’ll be able to appoint a slew of ambassador once recognition is sorted.” 
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The Somali’s thing long face tightened up.  “How will you manage that, Sir?  Frankly, 

since the Revolution, world opinion—especially Western opinion—has been full 

against Primeva.” 

He nodded.  “We’ll manage it.  Anything else?” 

“The Greeter, Sir.  May I bring her in?” 

He shrugged.  “By all means.  What is a Greeter?” 

The Somali under secretary smiled.  “I think you’ll recognise her.   One moment, 

please!” 

The former Prime Minister looked good for a minx her age.  The rose coloured blouse 

and skirt were pilled and tatty, the dingy blouse missing two top buttons, but he doubt-

ed her visitors minded much. 

“I understand you are our official Greeter, Lucia.” 

The woman curtseyed. “Yes, Minister.” 

“And what do your duties include?” 

Eyes on her high heels, she answered.  “I’m assigned to foreign dignitaries who visit 

the People’s Republic of Primeva.” 

“As a high class Comfort Girl,” he added. 

A slight pause.  “Y-yes, Minister.  You might put it that way.” 

He turned to the Somali.  “Who has she ‘greeted’ since being assigned to the role?” 

The Somali pulled out a tablet.  “Quite a few.  The Chinese Ambassador is a fan, as is 

the Russian Consul General.  The India First Secretary, the South African Deputy 

Trade Minister, the Zimbabwean military attache, the Cuban military observer, the 

Venezuelan Central Bank Vice Chairman— she’s booked regularly.” 

“It would seem fucking a disgraced ex-prime minister is one way to make friends and 

influence people!”  He and the under secretary shared a laugh over that.  He noticed 

the older minx’s lips purse, though she kept her mien properly devoid of any hint of 

indignity. 

“Keep up the good work.  And be grateful to serve the Prime people-- in just this way. 

Dismissed.”    

The former Dominion PM looked questioningly to the under secretary. 

“The Greeter is available, Minister, should you wish to indulge.  She’s a perk of the 

office.”, the Somali Prime noted, with a smirk. 

He frowned.  “Fucking some has been minx might be a novelty for our diplomatic 

community, but I don’t ‘indulge’ with any minx over the age of thirty these days—but 

thank you, Under Secretary.  I pass on the privilege to you, assuming you’re interest-



ed.” 

The Somali beamed.  “Most generous, Minister!  Most generous!” 



CHAPTER 43:  A WING AND A PRAYER 

“Captain Semande, at your service, Minister!”  The older African pilot offered his 

large hand, which her Sponsor shook.  Karin noticed he wasn’t a little alarmed! 

“Thank you, Captain, but who is driving this thing?” 

“Nothing to fear!  My co-pilot, First Officer Pathan, is on the stick.” 

She watched her Sponsor visibly relax.   

“Ah, of course!  What is our ETA, Captain?” 

The pilot was an older man and his English was a crisp, musical “African” idiom. 

“May I?” 

Her Sponsor waved at the empty chair.  “By 

all means.” 

The pilot sat down in the leather lounger 

across from Minister Chinoso.  “Thank you.  

We’re making good use of a tail wind.  At 

this rate, and with clear skies over the Rock-

ies, we should land at Dulles at approximate-

ly seven pm.  Is the ship and service to your 

satisfaction?” 

“By all means.  I understand this was the 

plane designated as Karla One—the royal 

aircraft!  You can tell from the amenities! 

We’re you piloting for her?” 

The uniformed pilot laughed.  “Hardly!  I’m on contract.  But I flew for Uganda Air-

lines for twenty years.  No, this plane was staffed by a crew supplied by the old Do-

minion Airlines—now, PrimeAir of course.  The new airline has contracted most of its 

pilots from overseas but I’m sure native Primes will soon be manning the cockpits.” 

Karin had assumed a royal connection. The modified 747 was luxurious.  The original 

seats had all been removed and the fuselage now offered a large living area with a bed-

room and en suite bathroom with silver and gold fittings.   

“And your co-pilot?” 

“Another contractor— I don’t know much about Pathan.  Pakistani I think.  Is the ser-

vice acceptable?” 

Karin, on her knees by her Sponsor’s feet as usual, stared at the three stewardesses 

who hovered in the back of the cabin suspiciously.  It was nothing personal— these 

days she viewed all Minion women as potential rivals.   



“The Air Whores are fine.  I haven’t been introduced. Do they have names?” 

The captain snapped his finger and the women responded.  The uniforms wee a mockery 

of the old professionalism of Dominion Airlines—tiny blue miniskirts that failed to con-

ceal the gold metallic things underneath, the gold metallic push-up bras that served as 

tops, the comical blue caps and the gold stilettos that must be hell to wear in any kind of 

turbulence. 

“Freya is the Senior Stewie. “ 

A short blonde bobbed girl with bright blue eyes curtseyed. She was around her own 

age, early twenties, with long legs, a reasonable figure and a fetching smile.   

“Freya was a hospitality major at Dominion National before the war.  She’s been an air 

whore for six months now.  When she’s not servicing VIPS like you, she’s a First Class 

Hostess.  And when she’s not servicing First Class fliers, she’s servicing captains like 

me.  You like our layovers, don’t you Freya?” 

The blonde forced herself to blush and giggled.  It was so fake! 

“Clara’s a Junior Stewie.  Normally, she’s assigned Business Class.  I don’t think I need 

to explain how she got the job!”     

Both men laughed, and the redhead joined in.  Her push-up barely contained the bullet-

like DDs and she assumed the bra was deliberately assize too small. She was in her late 

teens, not as pretty as the blonde, but cute enough to secure a job like this. 

“And to round our crew out, we have Laura.” 

The brunette who curtsied was much older, maybe early forties, with grey threads visi-

ble in her shoulder length dark hair.  She didn’t have much of a figure—her breasts were 

small and she was far too thin—but she was very pretty.  High cheeks, sea green eyes 

and an insolent thrusting chin were arresting.    

“Laura’s husband was a Dominion Airlines pilot.  When it was nationalised, so was she. 

It was all part of the legislation, I believe.  She’s just a Trainee, but she’s coming along 

well enough,” Captain Semande explained.   

Her Sponsor then asked a question Karin was also asking in her head.  “And what be-

came of your husband?” 

“He’s a baggage handler now, Sir,” she replied with an upper class articulation. 

Karin breathed in relief.  She wondered if the couple were allowed intimacies when they 

were off duty, but it wasn’t a question her Sponsor was interested in asking. 

“Back to your stations.  And make sure you attend to all our passenger’s needs—or 

you’ll earn correction!” 

The women withdrew quickly, nodding stupidly.   

“I doubt I’ll be able to avail myself, Captain.  There’s just so much prep to do before we 



land!”  He waved at the stacks of files.   “The ink on my appointment is barely dry and 

I’m already facing a major diplomatic crisis,” he added glumly. 

That left the captain at a loss until he brightened.  “Well, I do have some good news, 

Minister!  I was told to inform you the old Dominion embassy was being readied for 

your residence.  A legal firm representing the PRF in Washington got a judge to rule in 

Primeva’s favour.  So at least you’ll have a place to operate out of while you’re in the 

US!” 

“Thank you for that news, anyway, Captain.”  Karin didn’t see that it had shifted his 

mood all that much.   He’d been depressed ever since the unexpected late night visit by 

the soldiers. 

“I’ll leave you to your work, then,” the pilot offered, heading back to the cockpit.  Karin 

noticed the blonde Freya’s eyes following him intently.  She approved. 

The captain’s interruption had been most welcomed.  She had been so bored, kneeling 

by her Sponsor’s feet for hours while he scanned document after document, switching 

from his table to the stacks of papers, from time to time.  She sighed. 

“Is my little minx restless?” he smiled. 

It was permission to look up and face him.  She smiled.  “May I give you a back rub, 

Sir?” 

He shook his head, amused. 

“I could get my pet toy,” she 

purred. That was what he called 

it—her pink vibrator.  He often en-

joyed watching her play with it 

while he was otherwise engaged in 

reading or watching something.  

She didn’t like the idea of doing 

this while the stewies looked on, 

but that was unimportant. 

He shook his head, already turning back to his papers. 

“ A heater, Sir? A girl performance? I’m sure any of the stewies would be honoured!  

Would you please pick one for me?  Or would you like me to pick one myself?”  She 

hated engaging in lesbian sex but she was well used to it by now.  Prime men enjoyed 

directing Minion girls to play with each other and the Sponsor was no different. 

But he just shook his head again. 

She was beginning to run out of tricks.  That was bad.  Then, suddenly inspired, she said 

“Foot rub, Sir?” 

He nodded then and she began untying his shoes and rolling off his socks, taking a large 
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brown foot in her hands and began rubbing them.  He soon rewarded her with a pleased 

”Ummm.” 

“Sir, may I ask a question related to the household?” she asked, somewhat timidly.  Ka-

rin had begun trying to take more ownership of the household—nothing important but it 

was a sphere he allowed her a little say in, as long her suggestions amused him.  

“Go on,” he answered, bored. 

She rubbed harder.  “Well, with 

your appointment, I imagine you 

might be taking a country estate—I 

mean all the PRF VIPs have one!” 

He shrugged, eyes still focused on 

his reading.  “Maybe.  I hardly 

have time to think about the future 

right now.” 

She listened carefully.  He was 

open to distraction, even if he acted 

otherwise.  Like any sensible minx, 

she was a keen student of her Sponsor’s moods. 

“Well, you know Mister Max?  At the Nordlund?” 

“The doorman?  Yes.  Why?” 

“For a Minion, he’s very competent, polite and I think he’d be quite loyal.  I was just 

thinking he might make a suitable butler—for a country estate.  I’m sure the hotel 

would sell his contract if it was for your service.” 

He laughed.  “You have a crush on old Max, do you?  

Now she giggled.  Max was in his early sixties.  He was a vigorous man but she’d never 

thought of him—or any Minion male for that matter—like that. 

“No, Minister!  But I do have an idea…” 

“Go on, you little minx.  What ‘idea; did you have?” 

“Well,  I left him in charge of Flit while I was—I mean we were traveling.  That really 

seemed to please him.” 

“Poor Fetch—don’t think I haven’t been noticing how you’ve been turning him from a 

House Boy to a Serving Girl!  I ought to put you over my knee for that!” 

It was muck anger. He was actually amused by her not so subtle makeover.  “But I 

swear he likes it, Minister!  He always wanted to get into my panties—now he wears 

them!” 

The Minister laughed out loud at that and she knew she’d scored! 



“For a Minion that used to be your fiancé, you really don’t like him, do you?” 

She shrugged.  “He’s just a little mimp.  I was thinking if, while we’re away, if they hit 

it off… well, maybe I could take Flit to Skippy’s and really dress him up for Mister 

Max.” 

“You’re playing matchmaker?  And what does Fetch—I mean Flit—say about all this?” 

She rubbed the other foot now.  “Oh, does that really matter, Sir?  I just think it would 

be perfect—Mister Max as our butler and Flit as our House Girl.  Mister Max would be 

a good husband for Flit!” 

He pulled his foot away.  “That’s 

enough.”  Something he’d read had 

recaptured his attention.  

“Seventeen percent?  In just the last 

month?” he said to himself. 

“Minister?” she asked tentatively.  

Sometimes he’d discuss work, 

though not often. 

“The PD M1 numbers are off the 

charts,” he mumbled,” more to him-

self than to her. 

“Demand-pull is kicking in then< Karin responded absently. 

“What?”  He seemed shocked. 

She was retying his shoe and was caught by surprise. 

“Minister?” 

“What did you just say?” he demanded. 

“Uh, demand-pull?  I mean, I was just, well it means inflation, right?  Quantity theory 

and all?”  She was scared.  What had she said? 

His palm rubbed his forehead but his smile relieved her.  “I forget you were almost a 

Rhodes Scholar!”  He handed her a sheaf of documents.  “Tell me what you make of 

this.” 

She took the papers reluctantly.  This wasn’t her world. Then she began to read.  As she 

did, her face paled.  After ten minutes, she put the papers down. 

“You know what this means then.” 

She nodded.  “It means the Prime Dollar will be worthless in less than six weeks.  Infla-

tion is destroying the Prime economy!” 

He nodded, taking the papers back.  “Smart minx.” 



Forgetting herself, she asked “But how?” 

And forgetting himself, her Sponsor answered.  “The Revolution is devouring itself.  

The Dominion assets have been sequestered and the public treasury can’t keep up with 

expense.  The PD is based on nothing and without recognition—and the trade deals and 

financing it brings—we’re looking at a complete collapse in weeks.” 

Karin finished tying her Sponsor’s shoes and sighed heavily.  Then she looked up. 

“What does it all mean?” 

His intelligent brown eyes flashed.  “Right now, Primeva only has access to one cash 

crop.” 

“Minions,” she said, feeling her heart drop. 

“The Chinese want as many as we’re willing to sell.  Organ transplants, for forced la-

bour, medical experiments—the lot.  We’d become trapped in a debt cycle we could on-

ly ever repay with Minions.” 

That nightmare chilled her to the bone. 

“Minions,” he continued, “that we fought hard for—that we deserve.  Minions to work 

in our factories, on our farms and in our homes.  That was the PRF Dream and now we 

find ourselves destroyed because of selfish traitors amongst our own ranks that have so 

thoughtlessly left us in this position!”  Minister Chinoso was furious! 

Karin thought then.  Of her parents, her friends, even 

Gunther.  Of her old way of life but also her people.  

They would be washed away, literally chopped into 

pieces to feed a voracious appetite for Dominion hu-

manity.  They would become nothing more than 

chum, no longer even having the identity of a slave 

people.  She now knew she could live as a slave.  She 

wanted at least that much for her people.  A future of 

slavery was better than a future of commercial exter-

mination. 

“If I fail in New York— and I believe, for once, I 

will—then we shall have to make plans.  This may be 

a one way trip for you, Karin. I have no interest in 

selling my personal property.” 

She placed her cheek on his shoe.  She felt a tear drip 

down onto the shoe and she wiped it off.  Before she spoke, she pictured Elf Hill in her 

mind on ta beautiful summer day.  

“Minister, I know something.” 
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CHAPTER 44:   AURORA FLARE 

“There were some issues with creditors owed money by the Dominion, but it was more 

of a nuisance that needed untangling than anything else.” 

Chinoso patted the man’s shoulder.  “Which you were able to sort out.  You have my 

appreciation.  Even residing in the old Dominion embassy give some credence to our 

demand for official recognition.  Yeboah—you aren’t by any chance—” 

The middle aged attorney smiled.  “Kissa is my older sister!  Yes, the Chief Justice of 

the People’s Republic is MY sister!  Still strange to think of her that way!” 

“She’s a remarkable woman and 

we are all better off for her sage 

advice.  I can’t think of another 

jurist who has been more influen-

tial in drafting an entirely new jus-

tice system in the last hundred 

years.  You should be proud.” 

Kwase Yeboah nodded.  “I am.  

And grateful.  If not for Kissa’s 

pushing and prodding, I might 

never have found myself, first at 

the University of Virginia and then Harvard.  Kissa and the PRF made it all possible—

my education, my firm, everything.  I owe it all to Kissa and the Revolution.” 

“And now it is time for the debt to  be repaid and you have not failed.” The Old Man 

clicked on a wall light switch and the embassy foyer lit up, revealing a high ceilinged, 

wood panelled room that might have hosted a grand ball.  

“The offices are all on the first floor—we’ll need a staff of fifty once we’re open for 

business.  The private residence is upstairs.  Five bedrooms—enough to serve your im-

mediate needs and the eventual needs of the ambassador, once one is appointed, of 

course,” Kwase reported.  “I’ve had it cleaned and the kitchen stocked for your stay.  

There’s just… yourself, Minister?” 

Chinoso nodded.  “And my Sponsored.  And you.” 

Kwase straightened his back.  “I am at your complete disposal for however long you 

need me!  My firm can run itself and if the Revolution requires an ongoing commit-

ment from me, I am prepared to divest myself and make myself completely available.” 

As in becoming our ambassador to the US, Chinoso noted mentally.  Perhaps he should 

just do it now and get it out of the way.  He needed an on the ground perspective and 

he came highly commended.  In the last two decade, Kwase had handled many delicate 
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transaction on behalf of the PRF from 

the safety and anonymity of Washing-

ton. 

“Kwase Yeboah, by my authority as 

Minister of Foreign Affairs and on 

behalf of the People’s Republic of Pri-

meva, I hereby appoint you as Ambas-

sador to the United States, as well as 

Ambassador to the United Nations.” 

The middle aged man nearly broke 

into tears.  It had obviously been a 

driving ambition of many years to see 

these day.   

“Minister, I accept with the greatest humility!  I—” 

“Comrade, we have much to do if your appointment is to have any relevance!   Is there 

some place you can brief me?” 

Kwase composed himself.  “The Ambassador’s Office, Minister.  This way?” 

“Karin!” 

The minx, turned out in her most conservative office girl outfit, bowed her head.  

“Minister?” 

“Go up and warm my bed.  No sleeping. I may desire your attentions when I finish with 

Kwase,” he ordered, firmly but gently. 

The lawyer watched her mince up the stairs with hungry eyes. “Minister, was it wise to 

have her accompany you?” 

“Why?” 

“The media has been quite hostile to our regime’s policies, especially those regarding 

the disposition of the former Dominioners.  Also, isn’t there a flight risk? You have no 

security detachment—what if she flees the grounds and requests asylum here in the 

US?” 

Chinoso smiled.  “She’s well trained and quite loyal, I assure you.  Besides, I see poten-

tial value in using her quite publicly.” 

That visibly disturbed the lawyer! 

“Not the way you assume, Kwase.  Come, let’s get to work.” 

Over the next few hours, the attorney outlined the diplomatic situation, which was in-

deed confronting.  Other than Russia, China, Cuba and Venezuela, Primeva had been 

ostracised by the rest of the world community.  The US, UK and EU had refused all en-



treaties and had exerted pressure on their allies to likewise refuse to entertain any possi-

bility of official recognition. This put desperately needed loans from the IMF or private 

banks beyond reach.  

“The sticking point is the status of the Minions,” Kwase explained.  “While there was no 

great affection for the old Dominion, the West does condemn what they see as a reintro-

duction of slavery into a modern era.  They are especially incensed about the treatment 

of Minion females.  Western feminists have put enormous pressure on their govern-

ments.  Even if they were so inclined, it would be political suicide for them to recognise 

us. And they are decidedly NOT so 

inclined!” 

Chinoso drank the white wine, 

wishing he’d brought a bottle of 

Citranova with him.   

“And we thought the war was the 

hard part!  What’s the itinerary for 

the next few days?” 

“While we don’t have open sup-

port, we do have quite a few quiet 

supporters—including the Secre-

tary General.” 

“Finally, some good news!  Tell me more.” 

“The Secretary General is a Nigerian. He’s carefully positioned himself as a neutralist in 

any Great Power dramas, but he’s also a steadfast nationalist.  As President of Nigeria, 

he prevented external exploitation of their oil industry and became a bit of a role model 

for other African leaders.  He’s agreed to put the Primevan Resolution, granting us the 

old Dominion UN seat, to a vote in the next session of the General Assembly… which is 

in two days.” 

“Is this open knowledge?” 

“Pretty much.  Your arrival, however much we tried to keep it a secret, has sparked all 

kinds of speculation.”  Kwase pushed a tabloid newspaper towards Chinoso. 

There he was, leaving the VIP Lounge where the jet had landed, Karin behind him. New 

York Daily News headlines screamed in hundred point type: 

“PRIME TIME: UN TO CONSIDER RECOGNITION 

BOYCOTT CAMPAIGN CASCADES 

FEMINIST FURY UNFURLED” 

“And this,” Kwase said, slapping another tabloid down. 

“PRIME PET BREAKS INTERNET! 
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SOCIAL MEDIA MELTDOWN OVER MYSTERY SEX SLAVE” 

“We seemed to have caught the interest of the US media,” Chinoso mused. 

“I have multiple requests for interviews, appearances, statements—pretty much every-

thing.  The public appetite for anything Prime is intense,” Kwase noted. 

“We’re a conveniently cast enemy, Kwase.  We’re a black box they can project anything 

they want onto us.” 

“It is a pr disaster,” Kwase moaned. 

“Or an opportunity,” Chinoso countered.  “So, New York in two days.  We’ll push for 

recognition from the UN, which should grant permission to our silent supporters.” 

Kwase shook his head.  “The US 

won’t. Which means the UK, EU, Ja-

pan and the rest of the Western block 

won’t.” 

Chinoso tapped his temple. “The US 

will have no choice.  What else?” 

Kwase didn’t press the Minister, but 

it was clear he wished to.  “An invita-

tion tomorrow night to the Aurora 

Club.  It’s in Manhattan.  Not much is 

known about it other than it being a 

kind of Bilderberg for national lead-

ers, with the rather provocative exclusion of all European-origined nations.” 

“The Leader briefed me.  Please accept the invitation ASAP.  Are those media re-

quests?” 

Yeboah pushed a stack towards him.  Flicking through them rapidly, he pulled one out 

and pushed it back towards his aide. 

“Accept this one.” 

Kwase looked up, perplexed.  “Minister, are you sure?” 

Chinoso nodded.  “Yes— and accept it in the name of Karin Vester.  She’ll be repre-

senting Primeva for us.  Speaking of, my bed must be quite warm by now—though it is 

about to become a bit warmer.  See you in the morning, Kwase!” 

“Welcome to The Narrative, where we unpack what you’re talking about!  We have an 

amazing guest today—” 

“Really amazing!” her fellow panel member Becky Lamm whistled.  Becky’s father was 

the daughter of a former Democrat President. 



“Such a surprise!” added the third panel member Stacey Tate.  She had been an Insta-

gram sensation who had suddenly found right wing politics as a convenient stepping 

stone on her career path. 

“—that only this audience is lucky enough to get to know, up close and personal.  I’m 

Mana Shine, this is Stacey and this is Becky.   We are on the narrative!” 

The audience, almost all women, applauded loudly on cue.  Mana Shine was a black 

MMA star who’d segued into a hugely popular host and who had developed The Narra-

tive into the media powerhouse it was now. 

“Let’s welcome Karin Vester, Special Assistant to the Foreign Minister of Primeva!” 

she continued, the audience set-

tling in now. 

The guest had already earned cat 

calls and laughs before she took 

her seat.  The blonde’s outfit 

seemed deliberately donned to in-

sult the audience. It was a parody 

of a feminist nightmare—her 

miniscule pinstriped miniskirt slit 

high, the matching belly top ex-

posing her flat stomach, the fishnet 

thighs highs and black six inch heels—it all elicited outrage from the viewers and even 

the panel members, whose jaws hung in disbelief. 

Karin offered her hand to Mana Shine, eyes averted.  The talk show host gave her a 

polite shake, trying unsuccessfully to make eye contact.  Karin took the middle chair, 

flanked by the panel, and straightened her large black framed glasses. 

“Welcome to The Narrative, Karin!”   

“Thank you, Ms. Shine!” she answered promptly. 

Stacey shifted and picked up on the opening “Karin, first we were delighted you ac-

cepted—” 

“The Minister accepted,” Karin corrected. 

“—our invitation,” Stacey continued.  “Can you tell us why you’re here and what you 

hope to accomplish on this trip?”  

Karin looked up, speaking to the audience.  “Minister Chinoso is hear to demand the 

United Nations give Primeva representation.” 

“And your role, Karin?  We understood that Dominioneers—” 

“Minions,” Karin corrected Becky. 

“OK, Minions then.  What little we know about Primeva is that whites no longer have 
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power there.  What then,” she comically gave Karin’s outfit a disapproving one over, 

“is your role on this mission?” 

Karin didn’t miss a beat.  “Minister Chinoso is my Sponsor.  I do whatever he wants 

me to do.  Mainly, my duties are as an Office Girl, so basic secretarial duties—in addi-

tion to intimate services.” 

That stunned Becky enough so that Stacey hopped in.  “So are you confirming that Pri-

meva has reintroduced slavery there?” 

Karin nodded.  “Yes, in some regions.” 

“Are you a slave?” she followed up, flabbergasted. 

“I suppose so!” Karin shrugged.  “I’m Sponsored, so when I turn thirty five, I’ll have 

met my National Service obligations and I’ll be allowed more choices.  Unless the law 

changes, of course.” 

“And how old are you now?” 

“Twenty two!” 

Mana Shine jumped back in now.  “Karin, if you could stay here in the United States, 

would you?” 

“No Ma’am!  Absolutely not!  I’m totally loyal to my Sponsor!” Karin responded an-

grily.  She stared directly into the camera, then pivoted to Becky and Stacey in turn.   

“It is the duty of every Minion to meet their National Service obligation—without ex-

ception!  And if Minions are prepared to conform to the terms of our surrender, what 

business is it of yours to interfere or judge?” 

“It IS our business when our sisters are being abused, raped and enslaved!” Becky ex-

claimed righteously. 

“We belief in freedom and democracy for all peoples!” Stacey intoned solemnly. 

Karin shook her head and, ignoring the co-hosts, trained on Mana Shine. “Ma’am, the 

Prime people are asserting their privilege—Prime Privilege, as it is known.  After hav-

ing treated Primes so badly for so long, it was to be expected.  As far as democracy, 

Minions were too weak to defend ours and so we deserve none.  Ask any Minion pupil 

and you’ll get the same answer.” 

Mana Shine shushed her co-hosts, already eager to continue the verbal duel.  “Karin, 

we only have a minute left.  Is there anything you’d like to tell the world before we 

go?” 

Karin nodded, straightening her glasses.  “Yes, Ma’am—two things actually.  First, 

Minister Chinoso has asked me on his behalf to invite you to visit Primeva.  You’d be 

the first Western commentator to visit the People’s Republic and you’d be an honoured 

guest.  You can judge first hand what life is like in a society organised for and by the 



world’s youngest people—the Prime people. This invitation is,” she paused, 

“specifically for you and only you.” 

Stacey and Becky glared, both astonished. 

“Secondly, I ask the United Nations and governments of the world—give Primeva what 

it wants and what it deserves.  As a Minion, I ask you to do this selfishly for us.  While 

we may be a conquered people, but as long as we obey and serve, we will have a fu-

ture.  The less respect you show Primeva, the more difficult you make our lives.  I beg 

you—if you want to help us, give Primeva her rightful seat at the UN and recognise 

Primeva as the newest member of the family of nations!” 

Mana nodded, thoughtful and pleased.  “Thank you, Karin and thank the Minister for 

me.  I will certainly consider it.  Primeva sounds like an amazing place!” 

Stacey and Becky exchanged quizzical expressions as Mana ushered them into the hard 

break. 

Kwase looked at his new boss Chinoso, 

who watched the large screen, most sat-

isfied. 

“That turned out quite well,” he tendered 

truthfully. 

“As I knew it would.  Always use the 

right materials to build the best bridges.  

When the talk show host accepts the in-

vitation—and she will—we’ll make it a 

national event showcasing Primeva.  

We’ll assign her a personal attendant—perhaps Hannah Claydon or Claudia Valeska. 

Hmmm.  Maybe both.  They’ll be most persuasive in making our case.” 

Kwase grinned.  “A master stroke!” 

The Aurora Club was quartered in what looked to be an ancient tavern in the Lower 

East side of Manhattan.  It was a mixed neighbourhood of brownstones, stacked shops 

and parks.  Affluent residents, mostly white Chinsoso observed,  strolled up and down 

the tidy city lane, enjoying the pleasant weather.  The ivy clad brick building was clean, 

well maintained but hardly hospitable.  The windows were shuttered and no one en-

tered or left. 

“Drop me off here, Kwase.  Stay close—I’ll call when I’m finished.” 

“Very well, Minister!” 



Chinoso stepped out of the large town car, still amazed that the Primevans had man-

aged to adopt the driverless auto while the Americans had still not done so.  Perhaps 

technological progress wasn’t an exclusively American prerogative!  He didn’t walk to 

the door of the address he’d been given.  Instead, he walked into the boutique bakery 

next door.  He was the only customer and the Hispanic clerk quickly locked the door 

behind him and flipped the “Sorry, we’re closed!” sign front forward. 

“Minister Chinoso, please follow me,” he requested deferentially. 

He did so, descending into the bakery basement, then into the freezer.  Inside he 

opened a door, then beckoned him to pass through.  He did so, arriving in a well-lit 

wine cellar with a staircase leading up.  Then, he was ushered by a suited young black 

man through a conservatively appointed interior into a jarringly futuristic meeting 

room.  Inside, sitting around a circular polished steel framed table, sat perhaps  twenty 

men of almost every ethnicity the human race had conceived except for one—there 

were no Caucasians to be seen.   To a man, they stood and applauded him with robust 

admiration. 

“Welcome to the Aurora Club, Minister.”  The Arab wore Western clothes but retained 

all the natural authority of a sheik.  He was very dark—a Saudi, no doubt.  He was told 

no names would be used and so he simply took the proffered hand and shook it vigor-

ously. 

“We are all in awe of your recent victory and subjugation of your indigenous subjects. 

We approve of your embrace of the most draconian measures to ensure their submis-

sion.  Please, take a chair.” 

Chinoso did so, eyes catching the shifting swirl of the image on the large circular table. 

It was a three dimensional globe which spun relentlessly. 

“This is our Map Room.  It is where we hope to engineer the future,” an elderly Chi-

nese man remarked.  “We didn’t anticipate your success, Comrade.  Otherwise, me 

might have offered aid sooner.” 

“Nor did we,” a light skinned and quite bald Indian added quickly.  “But we are 

pleased with the outcome never the less!” 

Then why haven’t you recognised our regime, he wanted to ask. Why have you floated 

claims on us?  But he merely nodded. 

“Aside from the post facto congratulations, may I ask why I am here gentlemen?” 

The Indian and Chinese stiffened, but the Saudi dipped back in. 

“We wish to formally extend Primeva membership in the Aurora Coalition.” 

Chinoso smiled neutrally.  “We are honoured.  May I ask why you have decided to ex-

tend such an honour?” 

“Because Primeva has achieved more against Western domination in the last few years 



than many of us in decades.  This is said with all respect to all our members and their 

own extraordinary historical achievements.” 

This seemed to mollify some incipient annoyance he’d caught on the faces of some of 

the delegates. 

“Most kind.  I am authorised by The Leader to accept the invitation, with the stipula-

tion that invitation does not obligate us to any further conflicts.  Our current focus is 

internal, not external.” 

The Saudi nodded.  “The Aurora Coalition is not a military alliance and so your condi-

tion is accepted.  Instead, we are a confederation of peoples who have suffered exploi-

tation by the West.  That is what we have in common.  We also share the view that the 

West is now in the early phases of a steep decline, one that will allow for opportunities 

to re-draw existing boundaries and political structures.” 

“We have no further ambitions.  Our island is enough for us,” Chinoso pointed out. 

The Saudi nodded.  “Of course.  We simply look for your guidance.  Your example has 

excited us all and we want you in our ranks as an advisor, Minister.” 

Chinoso lifted his palms up.  “We are happy to do so!  Although, I might point out that 

your collective support in the upcoming General Assembly session would truly demon-

strate that admiration.” 

“The Secretary General, as you know, will introduce your motion.  We will— or rather 

our official delegations— will vote in the affirmative.   You shall have our support but 

we predict you will still be short.  The US bloc opposes your recognition and will lean 

hard on their satellites to fall in line.” 

“I will deal with the Americans.” It was so incongruously confident a declaration that 

the Indian looked up in amazement, as did the Chinese. 

“Well, in any case, you will have our support,” the Saudi responded sceptically.  

“Now, with your permission, we’d like to brief you on Aurora Coalition objectives.” 

“A blue print for a new world order,” the Chinese underscored, now taking the reins of 

the meeting. 

As he spoke, all eyes watched the display screen embedded in the table as it now tele-

scoped to the Pacific.  For the next three hours, each delegate described their own geo-

political aims, handing off in turn to the next.  Maps were re-drawn in new visions of 

global community that laughed at the existing boundaries.   

Chinese ambitions were featured first.  Australia turned from blue to red, no longer a 

sovereign nation but a mere province renamed Dàyángzhōu.   New Zealand was swal-

lowed whole by China, and a light red descended on British Columbia, now a 

‘protectorate’ which Canada would be forced to ‘share’ administration with.   

The announcement of the South African-Zimbabwe unification was no huge surprise. 



The new People’s Republic of Southern Africa would naturally, the African delegate 

assured him, follow the protocols regarding white indigenous residents that Primeva 

had innovated.  Coexistence in the new nation would be based on African superiority 

in all ways. 

The newly hatched North African Confederacy, combining the Berber peoples under 

one banner, expressed claims on the Cote d-Azur.  Local ethnic Berbers in southern 

France would request intervention, which the Confederacy would be prepared to re-

spond to with an expeditionary force.  A negotiated settlement would see France ced-

ing her Mediterranean coastline. 

The Islamic Republic of Turkey would demand administration of key industrial zones 

on the Rhine.  “The Germans are broken,” the Turkish delegate explained.  “They will 

agree or our resident ethnic brothers will paralyse their fragile economy.  We don’t ex-

pect to exercise outright control, but failure to respect Turkish laws in the new zones 

might result in a police action the upgraded Turkish Army is well capable of carrying 

out,” he assured. 

“Sweden will have to formally acknowledge loss of independence,” the Arab League 

delegate pointed out, even as the blue of Sweden on the display was washed with 

green.  “We already control the largest cities.  It is just a matter of raising some flags 

and activating our cells.  Much as the PRF has done!” 

“And as the Bolivar Front will!” affirmed a Hispanic delegate.  “With the combined 

support of Latin America—excluding Argentine and Chile, unfortunately—we are 

within twenty years of an armed uprising in Texas, California, New Mexico and Arizo-

na. This would result in our beloved dream of Atzlan!” he rhapsodised. 

There were other more fantastical claims.  Haiti’s claim on Miami actually resulted in 

a verbal tussle with the Cuban delegate.  A black American delegate changed the hue 

of several southern US states to a golden yellow, designated as the African Republic of 

America.  Pakistan plans for several shires in the United Kingdom painted those areas 

green, though Chinoso considered that a long reach as well. All in all, the global map 

had changed complexion dramatically.  Even if only half of the schemes were realised, 

Chinoso was looking at a world dominated by fellow peoples of colours.  

“It is a reversal of the shameful Scramble for Africa,” he remarked carefully. 

The Saudi nodded.  Chinoso had not noticed any proposed Saudi claims. No doubt the 

Kingdom was content to bankroll, and therefore, guide many of these efforts.  Nor had 

India demanded any territorial concessions.  Instead, he’d noticed the Indian delegate 

bristle at both Chinese and then Pakistani demands, though he did so in silence.  The 

new order would contend with rivalries that had nothing to do with the West. 

“If these plans represent the Coalition’s ambitions, Primeva can only offer our sup-

port,” he stated, “though with the stipulation already submitted.  How else might we be 

of assistance to our new allies?” 



That opened a floodgate.  There were requests to send observers to study the Primevan 

model.  There were pointed inquiries about Pre-Empt—how it had been developed and 

if it could work amongst their own populations. It could, he assured them.  Questions on 

the civil administration of Minions were surprisingly specific, as were inquiries on ju-

risprudence which established degrees of legal Minion submission Primeva had already 

begun developing. 

“And, of course, Citranova!  We simply must have as much as you are willing to ex-

port!” 

By the time Kwase arrived to pick him up, Chinoso’s mind was already considering the 

blueprints the Aurora Coalition had drawn up—as well as the unexpected respect Pri-

meva had earned through her struggle for independence and domination.  

“Did it go well?” 

“Let’s just say the future isn’t what it used to be, Kwase.  To the Waldorf, please.  To-

morrow will be a long day.” 
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CHAPTER 45:   SPECIAL RESOLUTION 2602 

“Remain in the limo.” 

Karin pouted but remained silent. 

Chinoso chucked his minx under the chin.  “It will only be for a few hours.  I’m not hav-

ing you gawked in the hall of the United Nations.  Turning to the chauffeur he’d en-

gaged for the Minister, he instructed the driver to give his “companion” a driving tour of 

New York City. 

“Show her the sights and make sure she’s fed.  He can be trusted?” 

Kwase knew what he meant.  The driver was white.  “The driver is bonded and the com-

pany has a superb reputation.  Come, Minister!  We should go!” 

His new boss nodded.  The two were suited for diplomatic combat, in traditional three 

pine stripped suits organised through one of Manhattan’s top tailors.  He had heard ru-

mours that for many years prior to the outbreak of the Revolution, the Minister had as-

sumed the identity of a handyman best known as the “Knife Sharpener”.  While he had 

enjoyed relative comfort in his role as the PRF’s man in Washington, the Old Man-- as 

even he referred to himself at times- had faced constant danger of arrest by the Domin-

ion.  It was hard not to respect and admire a Prime of such courage! 

“The Secretary General has afforded us the convenience of a meeting room, Minister.” 

“Will we be meeting with him?” 

“No.  It would be… problematic for him to meet with us in an official capacity.  He has 

already extended himself in entertaining a non-member application for recognition.” 

The two Primes seated themselves in a discreet meeting room just off the General As-

sembly hall.  Coffee and tea awaited them.  He shut the door firmly, engaged the 

”Occupied” sign for privacy.  He served the Minister and himself coffee then the two 

began to discuss the day’s upcoming schedule of events. 

“I may be an amateur foreign minister but even I know any application for UN member-

ship must pass through the Security Council—where the US is likely to deliver a veto.  

Explain again how you’ve managed this manoeuvre, Kwase.”     

He was pleasantly surprised that the Minister already knew how rocky a road they were 

traveling.  “The motion to introduce isn’t a call for a vote per se.  It will be positioned as 

a ‘Sense of the General Assembly’ resolution.” 

The Old Man nodded.   “So a veritable vote and one that the US can’t prevent.  Go on.” 

“We will be allowed to address the General Assembly as guests on behalf of the resolu-

tion.  If we win the vote, we can appeal to the permanent Security Council members—

and they will all be present—for a show of good will and an override of the normal pro-



cess.  We’ll press for an immediate vote.” 

Chinoso sipped his coffee. 

“Of course, the Americans can still veto.  And if they block us, it is difficult to see how 

we will achieve a two thirds majority, Minister,” he concluded gloomily. 

Chinoso patted his arm.  “The Americans will NOT veto.  They will SUPPORT our de-

mand for recognition and a transfer of the Dominion seat to us.” 

He could no longer restrain himself.  “But Minister—how?  I see no—” 

But the Old Man wagged his finger.  “Patience, Mister Ambassador!  There is always a 

way.” 

A bell rang.  It was the signal the General Assembly was about to convene.  They rose, 

steadfast and silent, and joined the throngs of diplomats who entered the huge chamber. 

A table had been made available, two small signs acknowledging the Honourable Mr. 

Chinoso and Mr. Yeboah, and they took their seats behind them.  Delegations regarded 

them with a mix of curiosity, admiration and scorn, depending on the nationality.  They 

remained impassive. 

“In the matter of Special Resolution 2602, I hereby ask the Assembly to consider-“ 

“Point of order!” 

The Secretary General, a older Nigerian 

man with cotton white hair, nodded. 

“The Secretary of State for the United 

States is recognised.” 

A compact, short haired blonde in her 

trademark pants suit, bowed her head.  

“Mister Secretary, may I point out the ir-

regularities involved in this resolution?  

Applications for membership, as all pre-

sent know, must first be voted on by the 

Security Council.” 

The Secretary General sighed.  “As Madame Secretary well knows, this is not an appli-

cation for membership.  This is a ‘sense of the-“ 

“Our objection is withdrawn,” the American replied tartly. 

The Nigerian bowed in mock respect.  “I thank the good lady.  Then, if we may pro-

ceed—” 

“Point of order!” 

“Yes, Madame Secretary?” 



Once again, the angry middle aged blonde rose.  “The United States should like to offer 

an amendment to the resolution.  If I may?” 

“The floor is yours… again, Madam Secretary.”  The sarcasm sparked some titters from 

several African delegations, who seemed pleased to see the Nigerian push back, even if 

subtly. 

“Insofar as the PRF is a terrorist organisation and the illegal regime in Primeva’s very 

governing principles violate the most basic tenets of the United Nations Charter of Hu-

man Rights, it is the sense of the United Nations that UN shall administer a mandate 

over the former Dominion of Primeva for no less than ten years, at which time free and 

open elections be held to determine the true wishes of ALL residents of the Dominion.” 

Kwase felt his fingers grip his armrests tightly.  The gall of the Americans!  He was still 

fuming as Chinoso stood, hand raised for recognition by the chair. 

“The Honourable Mister Chinoso is recognised.” 

The Old Man smiled.  “I thank the Secretary and, indeed, all the delegates to this august 

body.  I even thank Madame Secretary for her attentions.” 

There was open derisive laughter now and the American Secretary of State smiled in 

mock delight. 

“As the world’s newest nation, we do seek recognition and a voice in world affairs that 

each of you has so dearly won.  In many ways, Primeva is cousin to many of you.  

Primes hail from many different homelands—from Africa, Asia and Oceania.” 

“What about Denmark!” the Danish delegate demanded. 

The Minister ignored him totally.  “We come to you today asking for your support in 

our quest for recognition.  No, we do more—we demand it!” 

That earned a round of supportive applause from a dozen dark skinned delegations. 

“Our friend from the United States suggests we do not honour the Human Rights Char-

ter-- and therefore not worthy of inclusion here.  Even more, that we should be ruled 

like some colony by the United Nations— even after we—like many of you-- have shed 

much blood to earn our independence.” 

There were boos and hisses now.  The American shrugged, seemingly bored. 

“No, my friends, we shall have recognition and we shall have it today.  We shall have it 

because the Prime people deserve to have their victory consecrated by your official ac-

ceptance.  What’s more, we shall have the US be the first nation to recognise the Peo-

ple’s Republic of Primeva and to co-sponsor an official resolution for our recognition 

here TODAY.” 

The top American diplomat sneered. 

“Secretary, I ask for an adjournment of thirty minutes.  If Madame Secretary will in-



dulge me, I believe that is all the time I shall need to convince her of the justice of our 

case.” 

The American woman bowed formally, accepting the invitation with the least respectful 

smirk possible. 

“Very well,” the SG, “we shall adjourn for thirty minutes.”  His gavel sent delegates 

packing for exits, the air rife with speculation, as the Prime man and American woman 

left the room to confer in private. 

“By all means, Minister Chinoso, thrill me with your elocution.” 

She was so smug, Kwase wanted to knock the coffee out of the American’s hand.  If 

she had dared to speak to a Prime that way in Primeva, she’d have been cropped long 

and hard for such insolence!  He had no idea how the Minister was able to maintain his 

composure.   In fact, he was more than calm—he was positively enjoying the situation! 

“Madame Secretary, I won’t need to thrill you.  

When we return, I’d like you to ask for a vote on 

your amendment to the resolution.  Now that 

you’ve tabled it, it needs to be addressed.” 

“I intend to!” she exclaimed. 

“First, you’ll advise that you intend to vote 

against your resolution and apologise for so rude-

ly introducing it in the first place.” 

“I most certainly will not!  It may not pass but—” 

“Then you’ll ask for the opportunity to co-

sponsor Special Resolution 2602 and request that 

normal Security Council procedures regarding a 

member application be suspended.  Before the 

vote is taken, you will officially recognise the People’s Republic of Primeva on behalf 

of the United States of America.” 

“Absolutely not!” she jumped out of her chair.  The meeting room was heavy with the 

diplomat’s tension and anger now. 

“Yes, you will.  Once the vote has passed, you will announce a credit package amount-

ing to five—make it ten billion—in foreign aid.  That should establish us nicely enough 

in the world credit markets.” 

The Secretary of State crossed her arms and glared at the older Prime, then burst out 

laughing.  “Are we through here?” 

He watched Chinoso sigh now in impatience. 



“Madame Secretary, if you fail to follow any of my instructions, I will be forced to 

bring up a certain lost and found incident.” 

He didn’t know where the Minister was going with this, but he certainly noticed the 

American’s eyes narrow. 

“Lost and found?” 

“Yes.  Specifically in the vaults of the Federal Reserve Bank of San Francisco.” 

“I have no idea what you’re talking about,” the American snapped.  Kwase thought he 

detected a slight shift—was she nervous? 

“I suppose we might look at the manifests of the RDS Neptune, Narwhal and Argos— 

the Dominion coast guard cutters that are surely in your government’s custody?” 

“We have no Dominion vessels in custody!” 

Chinoso considered this.  “I see,  Ambassador, please hand me the tablet” 

He complied, watching the older man tap the screen to life. He then held up it, reveal-

ing the screen to both he and the Secretary.   

YouTube had been called up, a video ready to play. It featured none other than Lucia 

Therese, one time Prime Minister of the Dominion, now the official Greeter of the Min-

istry of Foreign Affairs.  The video title bar read ‘Official Confession of Lucia Therese 

regarding the theft of Primeva’s gold reserves.’ 

“An old friend of yours, I believe!  She’s no longer in politics of course—but if you 

should ever come for an official visit, you’re more than welcome to enjoy her charms. 

She was quite eager to earn some favour but the details are the important point.  

They’re specific enough for any number of online sleuths to investigate.” 

The Secretary of State had covered her mouth in shock.  “is that… live?” she croaked. 

“Not yet.  I just need to hit ‘publish’ and we can share this with the world.” 

“She would never have volunteered—” 

“She didn’t.  I had another source.  Søndergaard smuggled the gold out, didn’t he?  You 

can keep him— but we will have the gold back.  I only have one question.” 

The American woman’s face was pale, bloodless.  Her eyes bulged.  “What?” 

“Was the existence of the gold made known to the highest levels of the current admin-

istration—or with to compartmentalised to yourself and your inner circle?” 

She didn’t answer, which was answer enough. 

“Which means your President doesn't know you  have stolen another nation's gold, 
depriving us of our rightful property-- a nation which has never done you any harm.  
Which begs the question why you haven't told your President about the gold.  Which 
suggests you wished to use it as leverage for your many other secret, illegal schemes.  
A rogue Secretary of State revealed, the US called out for being a petty thief-- even 
your closest allies would be appalled!   Therefore, I assume we have an agreement, 
Madame Secretary?” 

The woman nodded.  “Y-yes, Minister Chinoso.” 

“And that is?” he pressed. 



“The United States will immediately recognise the People’s Republic of Primeva and 

ask to exchange ambassadors,” she replied morosely.  “I will vote against my own 

amendment and co-sponsor Special Resolution 2602.  We will urge all our allies to do 

the same. We will immediately call to suspend the regular process and invite Primeva to 

be seated immediately.” 

Chinoso’s wise, brown face crinkled in pleasure.  “And?” 

“And,” she continued dejectedly, “I will announce a foreign aid package for Priemva in 

the amount of ten billion dollars.” 

“And finally, Secretary?” 

Her face was ashen.  She had been beaten and she’d never allow herself to forget it, 

Kwase thought.   

“You’ll get your gold back.  I’ll arrange it today.  You have my word.” 

“It will do.  Shall we return to the General Assembly hall?” 

ABOUT FACE!  RECOGNITION FOR PRIMEVA IN COMPLETE US REVERSAL

New York Times 

CHAOS AT UN AS PRIMEVA IS SEATED! 

Washington Post   

INDIAN CLAIMS ON PRIMEVA ‘UNDER REVIEW’ 

The Times of India 

DENMARK ABSTAINS AS UN ADMITS PRIMEVA 

The Guardian 

ENRAGED HUMAN RIGHTS GROUPS PICKET WHITE HOUSE 

CNN 

The vote concluded with a collective explosion of applause, as the representative of al-

most two hundred nations, states and peoples celebrated the world’s newest nation.  Chi-

noso felt hands patting his back, shaking his own and otherwise deluged in a bath of ver-

bal adulation. 

As the crowds cleared and he and Kwase were finally able to make their way out, a fa-

miliar figure glided in front of them.   

“Congratulations, Minister.”  It was the Pakistani he’d met at the Aurora Club, who also 

officially represented Pakistan as their ambassador to the United Nations.  

“Thank you, Ambassador.  And thank you for your vote.” 



“We were honoured to act as your co pilot, Minister.  Might I suggest you always trust 

your co pilot?” 

Chinoso nodded neutrally. 

“Chinoso!” 

“Leader!” he replied, pleased. 

The limousine was cruising down East 57th Street.  Kwase was quaffing his second 

Citranova and Karin was gingerly wiping away evidence of his own indulgent way of 

celebrating.  It had been a stunning debut for Primeva on the world stage.  

“The Finance Minister is your biggest fan, Chinoso.  It would appear the taps are flow-

ing freely now.” 

“I saw the Primevan Dollar had gained 32.7 cents as well, Leader.” 

The Leader was ebullient.  “What you achieved today was nothing short of magnifi-

cent.  An immediate reward is absolutely in order.  What can I give the man who wants 

nothing, my old friend—and don’t say nothing?  Perhaps an estate? What about Jade 

Palms?” 

Chinoso winced, thinking of his dead friend and rival and the spectacle of that decadent 

weekend.  “No—thank you.  Not… Jade Palms.” 

“Another address you fancy?  Name it!” 

“Elf Hill,” he answered.  “That 

property would be more than suffi-

cient.” 

Karin had involuntarily looked up 

and into his eyes.  She was aston-

ished. 

“Never heard of it but consider it 

yours.  Now look,” the Leader 

switched topics, “I need you back 

here immediately.  Can you hand 

things off?” 

He grinned at Kwase.  “Our new Ambassador is more than capable.  Yes, of course, 

Leader—I’ll depart as soon as possible.” 

“Good.  Good!  We have much to do.  Now that this crisis has passed, we have many 

more to confront.  I shall see you shortly?” 

“I’ll leave at once, Leader!” 
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Semande’s cock was pistoning between Freya’s tits, ready to explode all over her face. 

“Oh my Captain!  Please give it to me!  I’m a minx whore and I love it!” she whined.  It 

was a good act.  She was a smart thing—he bet she’d eventually catch the eye of a First 

Class passenger and land herself a Sponsorship.  It was all these minjon sluts live for.  

Still, as long as he was Captain, even on contract, he was allowed his privileges.  It was 

in his employment contract, after all—and one of the reasons he’d taken a hit in his nor-

mal pay rate. 

“Lick that off the control panels,” he grunted.  “If it isn’t clean, I’ll thrash you,Freya!” 

The blonde just nodded, struggling to rebutton her tiny uniform top. 

There was a knock on the cabin door.  It was Pathan. 

“Captain!  VIP is aboard and ready to depart,” the Pakistani informed him.  

“Freya, attend the Minister!” he snapped. 

But the Pakistani shook his head, leering.  “The Minister is already engaged, if you un-

derstand me.  He’s asked not to be disturbed until it is time to land.” 

Semande nodded. That blonde minx of his made Freya look homely by comparison. 

“Unfortunately, I’ve been re-assigned.  There’s suddenly a big demand for flights to Pri-

meva,” he explained. 

“It’s ok.  I can fly solo.  I’ll stick in 

on auto over the Pacific swing.” 

Pathan nodded.  “Well, safe flight!” 

Semande nodded. He was already 

thinking of letting that big titted 

Clara sit up with him in the co-

pilot’s seat!  How many Sponsor-

ship Points was an airline pilot 

owed?  He had already prepared his 

application for immigration.  Pri-

meva was going to be THE place to be over the next few years! 

PRIMEVAN DIPLOMAT KILLED IN MID AIR EXPLOSION 

Los Angeles Times 

PRIME AIR SUSPENDS ALL FLIGT SIN WAKE OF ACCIDENT 

Primeva Broadcast Corporation 

PRIMEVA SHOCKED AT TRAGEDY, DOMINION RESISTANCE BLAMED 

Sydney Morning Herald   
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CHAPTER 46:   FOOL’S MATE 

 

They were headed to JFK, packed and ready for the long flight home.  Karin seemed 

wistful, drinking in every passing view the limo afforded her.  It had been an exciting, 

once in a lifetime experience for a minx and she knew it.  It was time.  He drew his 

hand into his coat pocket and withdrew something. 

He dropped it in her lap. 

Surprised, she looked down and her eyes grew wide.  

“My watch!  From my father?”  She turned it over and read the familiar inscription. 

“F-for me, Sir?” she asked, daring not to hope. 

“A reward.  For a loyal minx.”  He patted the top of her head and she nuzzled into his 

palm, a docile pet. 

He’d had it in since he’d 

Sponsored her.  Now was as 

good a time to reward her for 

her submission as possible.  

She’d been the one to suggest 

the idea of inviting the widely 

popular black American talk 

show host as well.  Karin had 

embraced her status at last.  

She knew her place in the 

world and that place was on 

her knees before her Prime Sponsor.  

The beep announcing the arrival of a text message broke the reverie.  It was a mobile 

phone he’d never used.  It wasn’t meant to be used, except in the more dire circum-

stances.  He pulled the phone out.   

FOOL’S MATE. PLAYER TAKES BISHOP 

“How far to the airport, driver?” he asked. 

“Twenty minutes, Sir.” 

He pondered the text.  The Player was in motion and the game afoot.  He hadn’t ex-

pected events to accelerate so quickly, but, of course, the timing was actually perfect. 

Holding the phone, he replied with a text of his own.  

KNIGHT TAKES KING 

He waited.  Seconds stretched into centuries as he willed the device to deliver a reply.  



Finally, it did. 

ACKNOWLEDGED 

He sighed in relief.  Karin looked at him worriedly.  He squeezed her breast tightly by 

way of reply. 

She winced. 

He had used her lightly on this trip.  He’d been distracted by more important tasks. On 

this flight though, he intended to give her a thorough workout.  He may as well—he had 

no idea how much longer he’d enjoy the 

ministrations of the well trained minx 

once they landed. 

 

“Where’s Semande?  Where’s our plane” 

First Officer Pathan regarded him care-

fully, then handed him an air control bul-

letin. 

“Change of plans, Minister.” 

Chinoso’s brown skin visibly greyed as he read the alert describing the mid air explo-

sion.   

“It was suggested I remind you to trust your co-pilot, Sir.” 

Chinoso looked up. 

“I’ve taken the liberty of chartering a new plane for your return home, Sir.  Your current 

status is… uncertain.  Once we’ve landed, I’ll correct the authorities on the misinfor-

mation being reported.” 

“Once we land… where?” Chinoso demanded. 

“Primeva, of course!  Unless you’d like me to fly you someplace else.  I am at your dis-

posal, Minister.”  Pathan held his palms upward.  “I do hope you can trust your co-

pilot.” 

“What do my friends in Islamabad want 

in exchange for this… courtesy, Cap-

tain?” 

“What all friends desire, Sir! Your 

friendship!”  Pathan’s smiling and 

gleaming white teeth promised just that. 

 

The charter was a less luxurious Learjet, 



lacking the bedroom the Prime Air modified 747 had provided.  There was a fully 

stocked bar but no Citranova.  He had no desire to drink anyway.  The texts from Sam-

nang Dara—who he HOPED were from Dara—had communicated that the Leader had 

made a move, one unthinkable just months before.   

Pathan maintained complete radio silence throughout the entire flight.  Their landing 

was to be unannounced until the last possible moment.  When they finally did begin de-

scent, he half listened for anti aircraft batteries to open up on the aircraft. 

Instead, the jet taxied, smoothly ending the journey on a deserted runway.  As they de-

barked, two columns—one black, the other green camouflage—marched out to provide 

an honour guard reception.  Field Marshal Kalejaiye and Samnang Dara approached. 

The Field Marshal saluted, surprising him.  He returned the salute. 

“Knight,” he said softly. 

“Bishop,” the Field Marshal replied. 

“King,” Dara added, looking at Chinoso. 

The three most powerful Primes in the nation walked between the ranks of regulars and 

Whip Hands, Karin walking five paces behind them, pulling their wheeled luggage 

along.  They ignored her, as 

they ignored all Minions 

unless they were being put 

to use. 

“The Leader?” he asked at 

last. 

Dara nodded.  “Yes.  Our 

new propaganda chief—

Okeke—has already sug-

gested it be spun as a heart 

attack while in the saddle, 

so to speak.” 

Leonard!  What a mind!  “Well, he was known to enjoy the company of the Queen and 

the Princesses pretty regularly.  That would add a tragicomic dimension.” 

The Field Marshal nodded, in agreement.  “It was a close thing, Chinoso.  He ended up 

using one of my men who told me about it.  A shame we had to go through with it.  

Waste of a damn fine plane!” 

Dara continued.  “When I got your text, we put our plan into motion.” 

“And Pathan?  The Pakistani?” 

“He’s been ghosting you from the beginning.  Pakistan was concerned about Indian in-

tervention.  They thought failure to gain recognition at the UN might trigger a move.  



And of course, we had no idea what you had up your sleeve.  We still don’t get how 

you pulled that off.” 

“Later, Dara.  Where do we stand with the Central Committee?” 

“Key members have been informed that the Leader is no longer among the living.  It 

will seep out in the next twenty four hours.  The PBC has already begun correcting the 

false reports you were killed in a mid air explosion.  You’re alive and well—the hero of 

the hour.  Your proposal to introduce a Ruling Council will be submitted for a pro for-

ma vote in the Central Committee.  They’ll rubberstamp it and we’ll move on from this 

terrible chapter.” 

“The timing is good, Chinoso,” the Field Marshal added.  “The Leader has been losing 

perspective since the victory.  He was more interested in himself than Primeva.” 

“He’d have taken us all down, one by one,” Dara agreed.  “We had no choice.  But we 

do have a choice regarding the Presidency of the new Council.” 

“I’d be happy with you or the Field Marshal.  I’m sure the Chief Justice would agree,” 

he suggested comfortably. 

The Security man looked at the soldier.  Both shrugged, smiling. 

“Luckily, it isn’t up to you—Mister President,” Dara grinned. “It was unanimous.  We 

want a patriot, Chinoso—we want you.”     

Karin heard the words, her heart pounding with pride for her Sponsor! 

“May as well be frank—the Leader was not up to the challenges of the next stage of our 

national development.  Primeva must be a model going forward, not an abattoir of nev-

er ending political assassinations and instability.  The Prime people want to enjoy their 

victory.  They can do that with confidence with a man like you as our figurehead,” the 

Field Marshal concluded. 

Chinoso didn’t respond immediately.  But 

then he rarely did—it was what they ad-

mired about him.  Finally, entering the 

airport, he agreed. 

“On condition of the Council including 

both yourselves, as well as the Chief Jus-

tice, Joshua Shekoni—the Chief Magis-

trate and Leonard Okeke—the Minister 

of Propaganda.” 

Both men seemed pleased with that and nodded.  It had been as bloodless a coup as 

they could have organised and they had pulled it off in a spectacular manner.  Like ath-

letes at the conclusion of a victorious match, all three felt their brains, hearts and bodies 

release any residual tension. 



As she watched them, a realisation rolled over her. 

I’m the concubine of the most powerful man in the country.    
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EPILOGUE:   EXECUTIVE ORDERS 

 

The Minion couple stood before the seat-

ed Indian Prime, eyes averted but with 

smiles betraying their excitement.  The 

Prime was swiping fingers across a tab-

let, also bearing a smile. After tapping 

some pages to review later, he placed it 

down—then clapped. 

“Well, look at you, little man!  Congratu-

lations, boy—you’ve managed to plant 

yet another brat in your wife’s belly!  

Good for you!” 

The handsome, blonde husband bowed his head.  “Thank you, Superintendent!  Thank 

you for the opportunity!” 

The Prime waved the gratitude away.  “We all know I allowed it to advantage myself—

but if you derived some pleasure from the process, good for you!  I also understand 

you’ve been promoted?  That must mean a few pennies more per hour, right?” 

Lars beamed proudly.  “Yes, Sir!  Assembly Drone, Sir!  Another ten cents an hour!  

I’ve also been transferred to the new tank drone production facility!” 

“To produce tank drones for our friends in Pakistan, no doubt.  Well done, boy.  You’ve 

comporting yourself well— a real example for every Minion male.  Respectful to your 

wife’s Sponsor and a hard worker as well.  I hope more of your kind follow your lead, 

boy.  I think they will.” 

Unsure, Lars remained silent. 

 Vijay Sharmith snapped his fingers.  “Here, Inga—let me feel that baby bump pf 

yours.” 

The woman approached, pulling 

up her top and offering her ex-

panding stomach for her Spon-

sor’s inspection.  His brown hand 

roamed over the woman’s bared 

flesh, kneading it gently. 

“How does it feel to be a little 

mommie again, after so many 

years?” he asked. 

“I’m not sure, Superintendent,” 



she lied.  In fact, she dreaded the morning 

sickness, the long nights, all the experi-

ences she’d hoped she’d left behind with 

Kristiane and Bent.  She especially hated 

having to bear a child just so this man 

could accrue some extra points to apply 

towards a more attractive Sponsorable 

minx.  None of that mattered though. 

He pulled her onto his lap.  Lars slumped, 

but then he’d seen the Superintendent 

take far greater liberties with his wife for many months now.   

“I wonder who the daddy is!  I bet you do too!” he whispered.  “But then maybe we’ll 

never know, will we?” 

She prayed it was Lars, but for every time he’d mounted her, so had Nicklas Rasmus-

sen, her one time student who now answered to ‘Puppet’.  And there had also been her 

mysterious spunk donor.  The only thing Dr. Christa had confirmed was that every in-

sertion came from the same anonymous male Minion. 

“All I know is that he is young, healthy and quite virile,” she had been told. 

She had even dared to ask her Sponsor point blank whose spunk was being used to arti-

ficially inseminate her.  He’d merely smiled.  “Let’s just say if that spunk takes, you’ll 

be having a blonde brat for sure!” 

He picked the tablet up again, holding in front of them so Inga could see what he was 

viewing. 

“I’m still window shopping but my Sponsorship point score allows me a much greater 

selection than I had with you!” 

She looked at the screen.  There were dozens of Minion girls, headshots that linked to 

full profiles of girls posing for their National Service Profile—totally nude so potential 

Sponsors could assess them 

online, just as Superintendent 

Sharmith was now.   

“All virgins too—unlike you, 

pet!  All nice and fresh, in all 

different hair colours and body 

types.  I’m suffering from a bit 

of analysis paralysis, I’ll admit.  

How I’ll choose, I’ll never 

know!  Up you g—return to 

your hubby now.” 



Inga slipped off his lap and rejoined her husband, but not before the Indian patted her 

stomach one last time. 

“I’ll be keeping an eye on this little brat.  You’ve been a bit of s lucky charm.  If you 

throw off a boy, perhaps I’ll take him on as a houseboy.  If a girl, maybe a Sponsorship.  

I’d only be sixty eight when she’d turn eighteen.  Wouldn’t that be something—if I 

wound up with a Schmidt houseboy—or a new bedtoy?” 

Inga’s pale face remained neutral, even as she silently summoned a heart attack on her 

Sponsor. 

“Well kids—I have one last surprise.  I’m leaving Bollgrund and no longer have time to 

fiddle with you two.  Now that Inga’s bearing a brat, I no longer have any further use for 

you.  And while technically, there are four months left on your Sponsorship, I’m cutting 

you lose today.  Which means, boy, I’m also letting you out of chastity.  Puppet!” 

The normally surly houseboy appeared, now more despondent that haughty. 

“Unlock him.” 

The ugly red headed teen knelt, yanked down Lar’s work shirts and placed the small key 

in the Castus.  It dropped off now, once and for all.  Puppet retrieved the Castus and, 

casting one last sad glance at Inga, left the room with it. 

Lars felt light headed.  He wanted to grab his prick but restrained himself.  For almost a 

year, it had felt like a foreign object.  Now it was free at last.  Without realising it, he 

had dropped to his knees and was sobbing. 

“Thank you, Sir!  Thank you so much!” 

The Prime nodded.  “You’re welcomed, boy.  I’m returning your woman to you today.  

Maybe she’s a little worse for wear,” he chuckled, “but still serviceable.  Certainly good 

enough for mimp like you, isn’t she?  Minion boys like you take what you get and like 

it, don’t you?” 

Lars nodded, in complete and honest agreement.  The day when he might have been of-

fended were long in the past now.   

“After she drops the brat, I have no 

doubt she will be priv’d, but instead of 

being upset, you’ll be proud your bitch 

is still pretty enough to earn a huge 

Prime cock. That’s true, isn’t it boy?” 

Lars nodded.  “I’ll be very proud, Sir!” 

The Indian’s smile was cold.  “Of 

course you will.  Inga, you may leave.  

I wish to dispense with some final ad-

vice to your mimp husband.  You’ve 



been a good little minx whore and your service is now considered concluded. 

Even now, Inga sputtered her thanks and backed out of the room. She didn’t wait long.  

Five minutes later, Lars was as happy as she’d seen him since before the war.  He 

slipped his palm possessively on her backside, squeezing it, in a public declaration of 

his new place in her life. She felt the jealous eyes of other Minion males on them both.  

This kind of proprietary body language was rare in most Minion couples these days. 

When they arrived him, she began to speak when he wagged his finger. “To the bed-

room—now.”  It was firm, a command and not a request.  She obeyed. 

He yanked open her dresser, tossing her a matching green lace pushup bra, lace thing, 

stockings and garter belt.  

“You’ll wear your slutwear for ME from now on,” he declared, even as she hastily un-

dressed and slipped on the selected lingerie.  The edge in his voice was alien to her. 

He’d never treated her this way before! 

“On the bed—face down, ass up.” 

“Lars, look—” 

“Silence!  Do as you’re told!” 

The edge in his voice brooked no objections.  She did as he said.  As she positioned 

herself, he addressed her with a voice choked with excitement and anticipation. 

“The Superintendent said only anal and oral until you had the baby.  He said you were 

still pretty tight and that you liked it both those ways.  I do too.” 

She wanted to say something but the words kept falling back down her throat in anger 

and shame.  She felt her skin grow cold as he pulled out a thin leather belt he hung 

tools from. 

“He also said you were always at your best after he’d warmed you up a bit.  Let’s see if 

you can still warm up for me!” 

She stiffened as the belt descended on her arched backside.  Soon she was burying her 

head in the mattress, paying for her husband’s cuckoldery and humiliation with every 

lash.   

“From now on, I’ll be your Superintendent, Inga—me!  Lars Schmidt!” 

Inga wept. 

 

One thousand kilometres to the southwest, Karin Vester reclined on a chaise lounge.  

The mid day sun was high, bouncing columns of flights off the clear, calm blue waters 

of Lake Vestdahl.  Her skin was warm—she’d been absorbing some of the sun earlier 

in a new pink microbikini from Skippy’s of course.  The Sponsor liked to run his fin-

gers along her scandalously intimate tan lines. 



She returned to her tablet. Unlike 

the vast majority of Minions, she 

actually had access to the real world 

via a high speed Prime internet con-

nection, even access to some gov-

ernment only databases.  She was 

conducting searches through them 

now.  Wait-- here was a potential 

candidate! 

Soren Berg, age eighteen, Vadsund 

Minion Boys School No. 3.  Received a D+ in Politics, Obedience and Culture.  PCO, a 

four year foundational study track that covered the history of the Prime people, was a 

required subject for graduation for all Minion students.  It hammered home the natural 

superiority of Primes and the inferiority of the Minion people. Karin touched a red flag 

icon. 

In the next few days, Soren would be sounded out by a local directed by the regional 

Whip Hands Commander. If he shared treasonous sentiments with the agent, he’d be 

invited by representatives of a Dominion resistance cell to join them.  He’d be given a 

mission to demonstrate his fidelity to the Resistance—usually something innocuous like 

spray painting a D on a government build-

ing.  Soren would then promptly be arrest-

ed. 

Soren would be big news in Krydder-

landet Province for the next couple 

weeks.  He’d be tried and found guilty—

all mandatory viewing for any Minion 

with a viewscreen.   Minion children 

would be required to write essays on the 

traitor’s guilt and reasons for it.  There 

would be speculation about his sentencing.  Eventually, Minions would watch him re-

ceive the death sentence in real time, which would, a day later, usually be stayed 

through a pardon from the provincial governor (as requested by the President).  Instead, 

he’d be given ten years hard labour, for which Soren would public grovel in gratitude 

for the mercy shown.  When he was released at twenty eight, Soren would never ever 

entertain anything but thoughts of complete subservience to the Prime people—truly a 

happy ending for all involved.  

It was all part of the Overwatch Program—a program she’d thought up herself.   

Her Sponsor had been pleasantly surprised.  As the President often noted, Karin had al-

most been a Rhodes Scholar and it was evident in ideas like these. Controlled opposition 

allowed the government to vacuum up any malcontents.  It also assured Primes that their 
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security was vigilant and never slept.  It 

had made President Chinoso very popular 

with all classes of Primes, who enjoyed 

seeing Minions reminded of their place 

frequently enough to tamp down any in-

cipient trouble. 

She’d pushed for outright executions—it 

would have provided a powerful visual 

cudgel for would be Minion resisters.  

Both the President and Director Dara both 

thought that ending was far too extreme though.  She’d pouted a little, but kept silent.   

While her Sponsor allowed her to participate in conversations, there was never any 

question about whether she was allowed to debate him or any other Prime.  Debate im-

plied equality.   She was a Minion, therefore inferior.  Still, Dara had complimented her 

and paid her the rare honour of calling Karin a  “credit to her race” for coming up with 

such an ingenious program.  Another reward was selecting the targets.  As much as she 

wanted to even out the list with a minx here or there, that was too disruptive.  Every 

minx put on a list was one not available for brothel duty, the sponsorship catalogue or 

other duties.  Minion males had some value, but not much.  Anyway, Soren would 

round it out for this month.  She hit the send button and Samnang Dara would shortly 

receive a of list of twenty Minion candidates for the Overwatch Program. 

She looked down.  Flit was on his knees, blowing on her newly painted pink toenails.  

Her feet had been spoiled that morning—the polish completed the Flit’s full pedicure 

job. 

“Good girl!” 

Flit merely offered that pinched, deferential 

servant smile of his and returned to blowing on 

her toes, which he’d been doing now for twenty 

minutes. 

When learning her Sponsor had been granted 

Elf Hill as a parting gift by the late Leader, 

she’d pouted and pleaded for him to give her the 

whimsey she’d been whining about.  In the flush 

of his newfound place in history, he’d given in. 

It had been a practical suggestion, after all and 

the Royal Nordlund had been happy to transfer 

their doorman’s contract without compensation.  

He’d insisted, as he always did, by paying dou-

ble the value remaining on the contract. Mister 

Max, the staff in question, had been delighted at 



the prospect of promotion to Head Butler of the President’s country estate— and the op-

portunity to manage the boy housemaid now known as ‘Flit’. 

She’d been given accommodations in the new Presidential Palace, but there was need 

for Flit to be there. Instead, he was moved permanently to Elf Hill, where he’d serve on 

staff as a Housemaid, under the guidance of Mister Max himself.  Before the move, 

she’d been given permission to take 

her one time fiancé to Skippy’s on 

her next shopping trip.  She had be-

come friends with Miss Dayo—as 

much as a Prime and Minion could 

possibly befriends, anyway—and in 

an effort to always stay ahead of 

her Sponsor’s appetite for new 

sights, she visited the shop often.  

They both giggled, dressing the one 

time scion of a powerful Dominion 

family in a parade of bewitching intimates of all types.  Flit blushed as he repeatedly 

tucked in and pulled out his steel sheathed member, safely locked up and guarding 

against any suppressed male libido.   

“She has a beau, Miss Dayo—an admirer!” she confided.  “An older man, no less.  Our 

new Head Butler at Elf Hill.” 

The wise entrepreneur smirked.  “Are you playing matchmaker, Karin?” 

Karin shrugged, smiling.  “I’ll admit it.  But I’m only trying to provide my Sponsor with 

the most agreeable personal retreat possible!  If the staff are happy, they’ll serve more 

faithfully.  I like her in that black lace ensemble!” she noted, as Flit disconsolately mod-

elled a panty and bra set for them     

“Yes, she’ll need black.  But will she be the happy one, Karin? She doesn’t look happy 

to have a suitor.” 

Karin shrugged again.  “Like all Minion males, he failed his duties to defend his wom-

en.  He’s lost any pretence at being a real man.  The only real men in the world are 

Prime men.  He’ll play the girl and learn to like it.” 

Miss Dayo arched a brow.  “You really hate him, don’t you?” 

Karin straightened herself.  “No, Miss Dayo.  Gunnar isn’t worthy of hate.  He deserves 

scorn, Ma’am— and that’s ALL he deserves.” 

They’d left with a nice bundle of cheap frillies for Flit— nothing too expensive but suf-

ficient for a domestic in an influential household.  When they’d arrived, Flit’s relation-

ship with her new superior soon took on a sexual side. Karin had spied Flit on her knees 

in the wine cellar, reluctantly fellating the Head Butler, who was evidently satisfied with 
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the servicing.  They two coupled fairly often, though always discreetly behind corners 

and off-duty.  It was most certainly a one way relationship form what she could see.  

Flit looked resigned, though not happy, with the arrangement.  Mister Max was quite 

pleased though an that was of far more consequence.  Mister Max was Head Butler, 

after all. 

“How is your man treating you, Flit?” 

The feminized mimp sighed.  “Fine, Miss Karin!” he squeaked. 

“We have to keep our men happy, don’t we Flit?  It is very important we keep them 

happy,” she stressed, with an edge. 

“Yes, Ma’am!” he agreed sullenly. 

“You need a new look.  Let’s try a 

platinum dye, shall we?” 

“As you wish, Ma’am.” 

She’d caught the less than full em-

brace in his reply. She’d been con-

sidering giving Mister Max a key 

to Flit’s Castus but she now firmly 

rejected that.  There’s was no rea-

son to tease Flit with even the hope 

of release—not until she’d attained the correct attitude, anyway.  She picked up her tab-

let again. 

Mana Shine, the American tv talk show host, had accepted the invitation to visit Prime-

va and experience the People’s Revolution for herself first hand.  She needed to plan 

every aspect of the upcoming visit to ensure the media personality saw what the Prime 

elite wished her to see.  She’d already proposed Hannah Claydon as her Body Girl 

while here and the President had already forwarded the request to the PBC. Hannah 

would entertain the VIP and ensure Mana was satisfied in every way.  She’d already 

been featured on the recent cover of ELITE magazine, the first American to be so hon-

oured.  There would be official receptions, private receptions and even a one on one 

interview with the President himself.  As a woman of colour, she suspected Mana Shine 

would return with an appreciation for the Prime Way of Life and say so on her media 

platforms. 

Karin had been on magazine covers too.  Nothing as prestigious as a Prime magazine 

but she’d been on MINX magazine three times already. She’d done numerous inter-

views with Claudia Veleska on her own MinTV talk show, exchanging sex tips on how 

to please their sponsors, even though hers was a Prime mand and Claudia’s a Prime 

woman.  She knew she was touted as an example to follow to little Minion girls and, 

she suspected, a bit of a sex symbol for many Minion males.   As the Sponsored of the 
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most important man in Primeva, she was probably the most important Minionin Pri-

meva! 

She watched the Presidential Guard detachment march by, smart in dress greens and 

gold epaulettes.  The young lieutenant who had bravely defended them during the 

Munda arrest now led them, promoted to Major.   She returned his nod with a bright, 

respectful smile.  As she did, a flight of four of the new Dassault Mirage jets whisked 

by overhead, another sign of the potency of Prime power. 

It had all tripped, like a released waterfall, after the President had achieved the impos-

sible by  earning diplomatic recognition. She’d overheard that the gold reserves had 

been quietly returned, along with a squadron of newly flagged Primevan cutters.  The 

US foreign aid package and unlocked the worldwide financial system, allowing the 

Prime Dollar to reach new heights and an equivalence to the US dollar. That had all 

allowed the Field Marshall to establish the new Primevan air force that now defended 

the skies and prevented once and for all any hope of surprise amphibious assault.  Af-

ter the delivery of the French made jets, India had even renounced their claims on the 

island nation and asked to exchange ambassadors.  An entire district—Embassy 

Row—had been designated in Kongsborg to house diplomats from specifically West-

ern nations.  Small groups of white diplomats now walked that area, though they were 

restricted to that quarter only.  Even now, the Dominion was a memory disagreeable 

to even Minions, for whom it represented an exotic and dangerous dream.  It was cer-

tainly the way she felt, as she lounged, adoring the blue water and yellow sand of her 

Sponsor’s small but elegant country retreat. 

The whump of the approaching helicopter echoed above and the Presidential Guard 

formation was already marching to the new helipad in the front of the property.  The 

President was in route!  Flit had already daintily placed his mistress’s feet in her pink 

sandals as she pulled herself off the chaise. 

She frowned as she watched President Chinoso climb out of the large green and red 

official Bell helicopter, followed by a woman—a Minion.  She wasn’t naïve and her 

Sponsor had never pretended not to indulge himself with minxs other than herself.  He 

did and that was certainly his prerogative.  He enjoyed many Priority List girls these 

days.  He rarely brought them to Elf Hill though.  Even when he arranged threesomes, 

they had all been organised within the walls of the Presidential Palace in Kongsborg. 

No matter.  She’d greet the guest politely as he’d expect her to and, assuming she was 

here to join her in his bed, Karin would curb her distaste and comply.  Being disci-

plined, especially in front of some random ex-Minion celeb was too humiliating to be 

allowed to happen. 

The two figures neared the door, the President saluting the Major and regarding his 

guard unit with respect.  Karin walked to the cosy living room which the front door 

opened into.  She lifted her cobalt blue microbikini bottom and was pleased to note 

the pale tanline underneath.  He would be so pleased!  



The front door opened.  “The Council meeting went long,” he explained, as if he were 

a husband returning from work late.   “I have treats,” he added playfully, shaking a full 

carry bag in front of him. 

Dr. Christa Vester uncertainly had filed in behind him. She seemed stunned to be in 

her old home, then dumbfounded when her eyes fell on her daughter. 

“I couldn’t hope,” she choked, then stopped herself, overcome by the reality before 

her. 

“Mother?”  But it wasn’t a question.   The pale, blonde woman in the dingy labcoat 

was Christa Vester.  Thinner, more gaunt yes, but it was her. 

“You father’s watch?” Christa pointed incredulously. 

“A reward for services rendered,” the older brown-black Prime leader answered.   

“Take that filthy thing off in my house,” he barked. 

Christa let the labcoat, the last remaining symbol of her old profession, slip down her 

shoulders. 

Karin felt her blood grow cold. Underneath, her mother wore the same cobalt blue mi-

crobikini as she wore.  Only her mother also bore a pink rubber shock collar around 

her neck. 

“I think we’re only missing Senator Ludvigsen to complete the reunion. But of course, 

he was executed quite some time ago.  Did you know he requested Karin be assigned 

as his personal whore when he began to collaborate with the PRF?”  The question was 

addressed to Christa, whose chin dropped to her chest, avoiding his undisguised stare. 

“No matter.  I’m sure we’ll do just fine without him. Flit!  The large playmat in the 

Sun Room!  And bring me a Citranova.” 

As the feminized maid entered the room and bowed, Christa blurted out, bewildered. 

“Gunnar? Gunnar Brandt?” 

“Go on, Flit,” Chinoso ordered.  The maid scurried out, returning with a large white 

mat. 

Karin watched as he spread it out, then pour a cocktail and leave it on the arm of the 

armchair the Sponsor preferred.  He often relaxed in the chair, gazing out on the lake 

as she knelt at his feet.  She watched her Sponsor seat himself, dropping the carry bag 

in his lap.  He pointed at the mat. 

“Now.  Both of you.” 

Karin obeyed, kneeling on the mat, facing him, the beach and water views to her back.  

She watched her mother follow his lead and do the same.  They managed a sideways 

glace at one another.  It was the first time they’d seen each other in three years. 

“I first imagined this scene many years ago.  I never thought I’d live to see it.  And 



yet… here we are.” 

Both Vesters remained silent.  Karin’s chest had tightened at the word ‘scene’.  She 

knew what was coming.  Evidently her mother did as well. 

“Please, Mister President!  If you are—” 

She finished the statement gasping, hands at her throat. 

The Sponsor raised his finger from the remote.  “There, there Christa.  I knew you’d put 

up a fight—that’s why I had you collared.  I imagine this first session will prove un-

pleasant, but you’ll learn, just as Karin has.  By tomorrow, I doubt you’ll even need the 

collar.  Your daughter is such a smart little minx—and much of that is inherited from 

you.  You’ll soon accept the need to do what you’re told, especially from your new 

Sponsor.” 

Karin felt nauseous.  He had sponsored them both—daughter AND mother.  And they 

would perform for him in THEIR former home, without the slightest regard for their re-

vulsion.  She’d been paired many times—loaned out to ‘play’ with her best friend, act 

out scenes with Lucia Therese and mingle fingers, tongues and lips with both royal prin-

cesses and the queen herself.  She had never experienced any pleasure from her trysts, 

though she learned to mimic it quickly enough. 

They both watched his hand dip into the carry bag, placing the retrieved items on the 

oversized armrest of the huge, comfortable armchair.  It had once been her father’s fa-

vourite when she was little. Two pairs of eyes grew larger, lips pursed in creeping horror 

as the items were lined up—the body oil, the matching vibrators, the pair of black dil-

dos, the handcuffs, the red ballgags, the eel like double dong and a strap-on. 

 

“Please,” she heard her mother plead pitifully. 

The final item was a paddle, which he tapped his palm with.  “I hope we don’t need this!  

Ready to begin?” 

Neither Vester responded. 

“Let’s start with this,” he continued, gently tossing a bottle of body oil which dropped 

between them.  “Do each other.  Karin, show your mother how to do it.” 

As she gently tugged down her own mother’s bikini bottom, then top, she took the bot-

tle, squeezing a generous dollop in the palm of her right hand.  Karin could feel the sun 

on her own back, the wind off the beach cooling her at the same time. 

She knew what she must do.  And she did it. And over the next few hours, both women, 

awkwardly at first, then more smoothly, performed as they were directed.  They ceased 

to be anything other than two minxs performing together for their master, synchronised 

playthings of flesh discarding any remaining inhibitions by the time he joined them.  



It was midnight.  She could hear him snore above them—it was what had woken her.  

Her mother nestled in exhaustion, as she had been, between his legs, across from her 

laying on the fine, cotton sheets.  All three were naked, the hint of a rising bruises on 

her mother’s backside—and, she felt, her own.  Where that spark of rebellion had come 

from, Karin had no idea, but her Sponsor had snuffed it out thoroughly and with enjoy-

ment.  There would be no further refusals or resistance to any of his demands— they all 

knew that.     

At some point in the blur of what he called the ‘Reunion’, it had occurred to her—a ran-

dom sliver of memory.  Three years ago, she’d been right here—in this place—

celebrating the dawn of her adult life.  Landing Day.  She began to remember the de-

tails, the music played at Whitecaps, the drew Elise had worn, the excitement of seeing 

Hannah Claydon— 

She felt a firm hand grasp her long blonde hair.  Her mother’s eyes sprang open as she 

felt the same.  Inexorably, their faces were pulled together, meeting over the Sponsor’s 

member, which was growing already stiff. 

Karin brushed the comforting, if useless, memories away.  Her Sponsor had an urgent 

chore for mother and daughter now. They obeyed, tongues and lips emerging from wan, 

white mouths to service a Prime cock—and to touch each other. 

It should have disgusted her, but she felt only the imperative to serve.  It was who they 

were now. They were what he had made them—minion toys for his Prime passions and 

desires.  She licked and sucked, like her mother, until he bathed them both with his glo-

ry. He watched them clean each other off, in muted lust— all for his amused appraisal.  

Eventually, he dropped back to sleep, as did his two women. 

Somewhere in the night, similar scenes played out. 

Somewhere in the sunlight, on the other side of the world, others planned a future in 

which they might enjoy the same. 

And so the story continued, dreams and realities forever bedevilling the conflicted crea-

ture known as Man—the story of proud earthly masters and their broken, conquered 

slaves. 

THE END 
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